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This year’s best merchandising is built right into the merchandise itself
Azrock creative styling helps sell for you. Good example:

**tarantino**

new embossed vinyl asbestos floor tile

Distinctive travertine tracery lends itself beautifully to today's homes — and today's discriminating home buyer! New Tarantino by Azrock combines the dramatic effect of Italian travertine with the practical low cost of modern vinyl asbestos tile. It's greaseproof, stain-resistant and easy to clean, and the non-directional embossing conceals heel and scuff marks, dents and sub-floor irregularities. Tarantino is faster, more economical to install, and custom floor designs are possible *straight from the carton!* Eye appeal means sales appeal...you get them both with floors of Azrock's new Tarantino...available right now in four high style colors: 12” x 12” size, 3/32” gauge.

an original floor styling by **AZROCK**

Nationally advertised in Better Homes and Gardens, House Beautiful, House and Garden and others.
For free samples, write Azrock Floor Products, 523 Frost Building, San Antonio, Texas 78205.
NuTone
Hood-Fans

Outstanding Design...

For sparkling beauty in your kitchen . . choose NuTone’s smart Traditional and Contemporary designs—all appliance matched! New rotary controls are clearly marked for High Speed, Low Speed, “Off”. You get safety-contoured front edges . . and you have a wide choice of Hood sizes . . in glamorous appliance colors, with over 200 Hood-Fan models to choose from.

A Style to Fit Every Purpose . . & Budget

NuTone V-30 Series

NuTone V-19 Series

NuTone V-34 Series

NuTone V-11 Series

NuTone 7000 Series

NuTone 6000 Series

NuTone V-50 Series
Over 200 different models to select from. You can change pace in every kitchen you plan, Traditional, or Contemporary, in style, finish, and color.

NuTone Hood-Fans give you power to spare... and you get more for your money because you save on installation and trouble-free performance.

You get more for your money with NuTone

Reliability!

Efficiency!

NuTone Hood-Fans move air quietly. They're engineered to maximum standards, are especially rugged, and built to last under constant daily use.

see previous page

And for your protection, NuTone backs-up every claim it makes with an ironclad Half-Million Dollar Warranty Bond Service Policy... the most extensive in the Ventilation Industry!

Write for color catalogs
NuTone, Inc. Dept. 5, Cincinnati, Ohio 45227
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Turning our backs on the cities won't solve their problems
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New towns are hardly a panacea for urban growing pains. What's needed—and what makes sense—is better planning for our existing metropolitan areas
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This year good merchandising is built right into the merchandise
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Your single most important sales tool is the product itself—the house, its features and its environment. Eight case studies make the point:

1. Good land, made even better by skilled planning, helps a development sell itself
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2. The right blend of site, grading and houses makes a big success of a small project
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3. Early American opulence gets vital first sales for a pioneering townhouse condominium
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4. Classic elegance sells city dwellers on new townhouses in a fine old neighborhood
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5. A lively looking environment for adults spurs rentals of a high-density apartment project
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6. A quiet, park-like atmosphere rents out a 70-unit garden apartment project in just 12 weeks
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7. Redesigned models, upgraded from top to bottom, solve a problem that many builders face
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8. Remodeled models with exciting new kitchens triple sales in the face of a slow local market
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H&H Round Table: What makes people buy or rent new housing? 112

Experts explore the buyer motivations that builders must learn to exploit, as well as the barriers—real and imagined—that limit the industry's potential
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FHA's new land loans—no brave new world yet

5

A report on the first four subdivisions under the controversial land-loans program finds developers face more problems with local officials than with FHA.

The Fed and top banks join Johnson's drive to spur housing

6

With FHA loans at par in California and the Fed now clearly on the side of easier money, housing becomes the key to reviving a flagging economy.
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Built-for-sale apartments: quick road to growth for capital-poor builders . . .

How to use standard millwork to create the custom-design look . . .

For small apartment projects: design and planning ideas from AIA award winners
the universally accepted shower floor becomes a
greater value than ever, thanks to a new wide choice
of eight whisper colors and nine popularly sized models. This exciting Cascade
of Color will upgrade your bathroom appeal... let you merchandise new
color compatibility throughout the house. Today, from FIAT, you can also
select a size and shape to fit any design requirement for both new building
or remodeling.

WRITE FOR FREE COLOR CARD  CONTACT PLUMBING WHOLESALERS

FIAT PRODUCTS  CYANAMID  Plainview, N.Y. 11803
FHA's land loans—still no brave new world in sight

The federal program that was to provide a spacious new look for that planners' wasteland called suburbia has produced no bold new breakthrough in land planning in its first 18 months.

Tradition and entrenched local officials were formidable foes of the reforms envisioned by the fathers of FHA land-loan legislation. The Title X program, passed in a burst of bright expectations (News, Sept. '65), gave the agency the right to insure loans for purchase or improvement.

Four sponsors in Midland, Tex., got one of the first Title X commitments. It was for a $120,000 loan to develop the first 67 lots on 20 acres of a million-dollar project called Northtown Place.


Enter Midland's seven planning and zoning committee members. They simply could not understand, says Girdley, how cul-de-sacs could mean better land use.

Exit the experts, with their imaginative plan. The commissioners insisted on a conventional gridded street pattern "to facilitate access by garbage trucks and maintenance crews."

"We sacrificed most of the glamour we had gone overboard to get." The reversal required not only the preparation of a new plan but also its approval by FHA. Because the commission met on a leisurely once-a-week schedule, and sometimes not even that often if a quorum was lacking, nine weeks sped past before the sponsors could get approval to break ground.

The lesson, says Girdley: Get clearance by the city before applying to FHA.

Another example turned up in Vermont. Developer Reginald L. Muir had FHA approval for cement-asbestos sewer pipe in a 54-lot subdivision in the Burlington suburb of Essex Junction. But the town required cement-lined, cast-iron pipe, about which FHA had reservations. Muir's application was a year in processing, and the final commitment for a $188,000 loan included the town's cast-iron pipe.

Slow start. The FHA program stepped off slowly in a year of tight money. The first commitment—for $1.4 million—was made with a fanfare of publicity for Chicago builder Morris Dreyfus. But it collapsed five months later when Dreyfus failed to post reserves required by FHA. Dreyfus sold out to Chicago's Felner Construction Co., which is now developing the 435-lot project near Elgin, Ill., with a combination of FHA 203b and conventional financing.

In 18 months FHA has committed for four loans totaling $2.13 million and covering 634 acres. (In approximately the same time Metropolitan Life has lent $15 million under its new land-loan program. (See p. 18.) Besides the Texas and Vermont projects, FHA is insuring a mortgage for $226,000 on 88 lots (see box) near Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and a loan for $1.6 million on a 435-lot project outside Salem, Ore. The Salem Towne project, a planned-unit community for retirees, will consist initially of 450 homes at an investment of $20 million. Landmark Enterprises spent two years preparing the plans under President Burton O. Ahlstrom, a management veteran of Del Webb's Sun Cities in Arizona, California, and Florida.

Three more projects are about to go to commitment, and nine paid-up applications await commitment.

Financing. Most Title X lending has gone smoothly. Each deal is arranged on a lot-release basis, with an amount set off against the mortgage as a payoff when each lot is sold. The 1965 act permits terms up to seven years at 6% interest. The loan may not exceed the lesser of 1) the sum of 50% of the raw land value and 90% of improvement costs or 2) 75% of the total value after completion.

Savings banks took the Oregon loan, made for four years, and the Vermont mortgage, made for five. An insurance company, working through a mortgage banker, took the Texas deal for a three-year term on a four-point discount at the height of tight money. The discount today would be only one to two points.

Fort Lauderdale developer George B. Donaldson Jr. also paid four points for his 6% loan from the Miami National Bank, or a total of 10% in one year, but he says conventional financing would have cost more: 7% plus 3% in fees, or 10%, with the loan renewable each year and the 3% fee due with each renewal. The four points paid on the FHA loan were charged only once in the three-year term.

Praise for FHA. Processing took from four months on the Texas job to a year on the Vermont and Florida projects, but most developers praised FHA for doing its best in a strange new field. Donaldson was overjoyed when the Washington FHA's Richard Heidermann took personal charge of guiding the Fort Lauderdale development through the uncharted seas of agency paperwork. There were no standard forms for Title X, and FHA developed a set of papers from Donaldson's project.

"Great and wonderful and cooperative" is builder Carroll Grafa's description of FHA in Texas. He thinks processing time can be halved once the agency develops familiarity with Title X techniques.
Fed and top bank join President's drive to rally housing

Two of the nation's mightiest financial institutions, the Fed and the Bank of America, have swung dramatically behind President Johnson's drive to make housing a leader in an economic revival.

The Federal Reserve Board did it on April 6 by reducing from 4 1/2% to 4% its discount rate on loans to member commercial banks. One calculated objective was to hasten a wide upsurge in new-house and apartment construction.

"That was certainly one consideration," Sherman J. Maisel, the Reserve Board governor most familiar with the housing industry, told HOUSE & HOME. "In the Administration's projections, and ours, the assumption of a strong upturn in the second half is based on a major revival in housing."

The [rate reduction] represents an attempt to make that revival feasible."

The cut was the latest of several governmental actions taken since Jan. 1 to spur hesitant builders into action. The moves indicated the President had chosen housing to spur the economy (News, Apr.).

The Fed's decision came while discounts charged to builders on FHA-VA mortgages were in a steep decline (graph). It brought forecasts of further dips in discounts and predictions, widely held, that FHA's predictions that Fannie would reduce the basic 6% interest charged to builders on FHA-VA mortgages were in a steep decline (graph). It brought forecasts of further dips in discounts and predictions, widely held, that FHA's own prime rate—from 6 1/2% to 6 3/4% in March—FNMA pays 14 point more for loans with 10%.

"The idea is to get 'em up and moving," McCarthy emphasized. "If the government lowers its rate, we'll go back to points."

Builder bonanza. But the builders liked things fine.

Residential starts in the West—and 80% of that was California—had risen by 33% from an annual rate of 129,000 units in October to 172,000 in February, but they were still far off the 229,000 pace of February, 1966. Builders had remained hesitant because mortgage rates would ease further, and the Bank of America's action left them all looking like the wise men of the era of de-escalation.

The first reaction came in resales. Reports from all segments—realtors, lenders, and FHA and VA—indicate an almost overnight response in the existing homes market," said President Barry Scherman of the Associated Home Builders of Greater East Bay.

"Residential real estate is really moving."

Two weeks after the bank's move, FHA's loan applications were running at 900 a week in the San Francisco area, up from 200 four months earlier.
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Fed and top bank join President's drive to rally housing

The Fed's decision came while discounts charged to builders on FHA-VA mortgages were in a steep decline (graph). It brought forecasts of further dips in discounts and predictions, widely held, that FHA's move indicated the President had chosen housing to spur the economy (News, Apr.).

The drama in California. The Fed acted only a fortnight after the Bank of America, the world's largest, jolted the national secondary market dived to 3.75-5.89%, and prices rose to 98-99.
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Would you believe it? These three kitchens have the same basic cabinets—new Tappan Designer Cabinets with slip-out door panels. Decor can be Mediterranean (above), Contemporary and Oriental (left and right below), or you-name-it.

One line of cabinets lets you give every customer a Tappan You-Shaped Kitchen

Now you can standardize on Tappan Designer Cabinets, for any kitchen layout, any home. Then show your prospect how easily the You-Shaped Kitchen adapts to her tastes and ideas about interior decoration.

Removable and reversible door panels make it easy to change kitchen decor without expensive remodeling. Mix, match, switch or decorate panels to suit a new color scheme, a new season or a new decorating plan.

Possibilities are limitless. Cabinets come with any of several standard panels. But these can be replaced with any 3/4" or 1/4" thick material—plywood, plastic, hardboard, metal. Any color, pattern, woodgrain or design.

You'll get the whole idea when you send for our FREE booklet in full color—just write Tappan, Dept. HH-57, Mansfield, Ohio 44902.
One-family houses lead homebuilding recovery as long lead time hobbles apartment builders

The volatility of housing-start figures so far this year is obscuring a steady recovery in one-family housing.

The graph at right tells the story: Contracts for single-family houses have risen each month since October while apartments are lagging near last year’s lows. The graph is based on building contracts reported by F. W. Dodge Co., but a similar pattern emerges in Census Bureau reports of building permits.

Economists now agree that the sharp upswing in January starts and the equally sharp drop in February, to an annual rate of 1,089,000 units, was almost entirely due to a single New York City apartment project, Freedom Village. Builders broke ground in January for 2,500 units, all of which were included in that month’s Census count.

Actual one-family starts in February trailed year-earlier figures by only 8%, and the two-month totals were only 13% behind the hectic pace of early 1966.

Economists generally attribute this strong recovery rapidly with which one-family builders can acquire lots, re-assemble building crews and sales staffs and begin construction.

Still, a curious dichotomy appeared in mid-April, when mortgage bankers canvassed by House & Home reported difficulties in finding builders to take loans. But checks with leading builders found downpayments on new houses surprisingly strong in some areas. Alexander Construction, a National Homes dealer, took 300 deposits in three weeks on a 900-sq.-ft. house priced at $13,995 and $14,995 in Romeoville, III.

“Model city”

“Believe it or not, even in an old law file his depreciation,” asserted Logue. “Grantsmanship is a minor growth in vagueness. Instead, said Logue, ms should give generous depreciation and tax deductions to the owner-occupant of slum property. He is the fellow we ought to encourage most and whom we now encourage least.”

The American Institute of Architects may modify its traditional opposition to housing rehabilitation of housing rather than the bulldozer approach. The shops would be adjacent to test-tube rehab projects in six neighborhoods. Atlanta also suggests creation of an architects and builders council to offer home counseling services and to serve “as a watchdog to the wonders they will perform, the average local official is beginning to feel like an air traffic controller,” observed a persistent critic of the “Feds” last month, Boston re¬newal chief Edward J. Logue.

“Grantsmanship is a minor growth industry and I say the hell with it.” Logue charged that all the bureaucratic busy-ness overlooked a simple remedy for slums: denying absentee slumlords the accelerated depreciation until they prove their property meets local housing codes. “No matter how run-down the properties, no matter how miserable the housing, the slumlord may file his depreciation,” asserted Logue. “Believe it or not, even in an old law document, he may take the accelerated basis.”

Instead, said Logue, ms should give generous depreciation and tax deductions to the owner-occupant of slum property. He is the fellow we ought to encourage most and whom we now encourage least.

Score one for New York

New York City building inspectors have rejected Washington pleadings and denied occupancy certificates for new projects ren¬ovated by an experimental 48-hour method (News, April). Inspectors had objected to a common flue used to connect heating systems in six plumbing cores stacked atop one another. Sponsors completed a full-scale renovation of a third building in 48 hours last month—using existing steam heat instead of gas.

Vague PHA rules

Federal public housing officials have told local housing authorities not to locate any new public housing projects in Negro areas unless they can justify it. But the Justice Dept. for justifiable segregation in housing to predominantly Negro areas.

Federal public housing officials have told local housing authorities not to locate any new public housing projects in Negro areas unless they can justify it. But the Justice Dept. for justifiable segregation in housing to predominantly Negro areas.

What kind of units will the ‘swingers’ want?

Apartments and townhouses, says one vocal contingent in housing.

Small, one-family houses, replies another. With millions of dollars riding on which side can capture the business of the flood-tide of young people (News, Apr.), housing’s jackpot debate is sharpening this spring.

Chairman James R. Price of National Homes is the leading small-house proponent, and his company has just introduced two new models to make the point: an 800-sq.-ft. “Swinger” model and a 900-sq.-ft. “Lively One.” Price argues that 60% of young adults will not go to college and that homebuilders must provide

been held in abeyance by a local election. Elsewhere, sales results are promising.

Other home manufacturers are taking a broader approach: Kingsberry Homes of Chamblee, Ga., counts on fourplexes, duplexes and townhouses as well as a 900-sq.-ft. model to blanket the market. Pease Woodwork of Hamilton, Ohio, says townhouses and apartments will house many of the under-25 group. A Pease dealer in Cincinnati recently sampled his buyers and found most were in their late twenties or early thirties, and all were stretching the under-25 group. A Pease dealer in Cincinnati recently sampled his buyers and found most were in their late twenties or early thirties, and all were stretching

A similar view came last month from Donald Spear, market research manager for Owens-Corning Fiberglas. Spear pointed to unpublished Census Bureau re¬ports showing the birth rate among mothers in the 20-to-24 age group down 24% since 1959, a far sharper drop than the general birth rate decline. His conclusion: “Fewer children per family to household or chil¬dren born later in the family’s life will create increasing demand for rentals.”

Hence apartments will increase 47% in the next five years and average 790,000 units yearly through 1972, he predicts. The American Institute of Architects may modify its traditional opposition to housing stock plans in the next year. Its design committee is reviewing AIA’s policy on stock plans as a result of a recent fuss with U.S. Plywood-Champion Papers over an offer to send plans to builders. Joint AIA-NAHB seminars are possible.
DACOR MIRACLE Bricks

Look what $114.80 can do...

DACOR, the amazing masonry substitute, can be applied by an absolute amateur... in minutes! Not sheets!... the DACOR MIRACLE BRICK is just that; an individual high density molding which looks exactly like the face of real bricks... yet is only 1/4" thick and very lightweight.

You can create striking effects in every room in the house... revolutionize a lobby, entryway or office suite. AND DACOR MIRACLE BRICKS require no extra foundation support... are easily applied with DACOR MASTIC over rock lath, cement blocks, plywood, plastered walls or any fairly rigid surface. Corner pieces are available and cutting standard units to size is accomplished with a simple hack saw.

Available in four distinct colors: Early American, Antique Red, White Roman, Lime Struck Red (as shown above) or Oak Bark. DACOR MIRACLE BRICKS are non porous, non fading, washable and fire retardant. Dealer inquiries invited.

DACOR MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
72 Gardner Street, Worcester, Mass. 01610

DISTRIBUTORS:

ARKANSAS
ACME BRICK COMPANY
Fort Smith, Little Rock

CONNECTICUT
MARK DISTRIBUTING CORP
Stamford, Connecticut

MICHIGAN
BELL DISTRIBUTING, INC.
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

ILLINOIS
E. L. KRAM CO.
La Grange, Illinois

MINNESOTA
DOES BRICK & TILE CO.
Springfield, Minnesota

MISSOURI
KENNEDY BRICK & STEEL CO.
Springfield, Missouri

NEBRASKA
LUMBREYMAN'S BRICK & SUPPLY CO.
Omaha, Nebraska

NEW ENGLAND
NO. 5, S. SIMPSON, INC.
Cambridge, Massachusetts

NEW YORK
AMERICAN HARD WALL PLASTER CO.
Utica, New York

OHIO
THE FAIRLAWN SUPPLY & CONCRETE CO.
Akron, Ohio

PENNSYLVANIA
THE IDEAL BUILDERS SUPPLY & FUEL CO.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

RHODE ISLAND
BUILDERS SPECIALTIES CO.
Pawtucket, Rhode Island

TEXAS
ACME BRICK COMPANY
Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston

WISCONSIN
HALL DISTRIBUTING, INC.
Green Bay, Wisconsin

WISCONSIN
GADGET CLAY PRODUCTS CO.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA
Dakota Brick, Inc.
Fargo, North Dakota
Top planners look at Houston's no-zoning (shudder) plan

Houston is the only major city in the nation without zoning controls. Traditionally, it has boasted that its land-use problems are no greater than in any city with zoning. And three times its citizens have rejected zoning proposals.

To planners and zoners everywhere, such claims have been automatically suspect, if not bordering on heresy. But time changes even zoning. Last month the American Society of Planning Officials, which for years looked upon Houston with a combination of horror and professional disdain, let curiosity overcome its distaste and staged its annual convention in Houston. The wary, first-hand look at a zoneless city was a response to recent pressure on planners to relieve zoning abuses and find ways to reconcile high-flew master plans with actual urban growth.

While the planners could not be expected to be won over wholeheartedly, the result was still a limited victory for Houston. The convention-goers listened skeptically to the broad-sketch speeches of Mayor Louie Welch and Chamber of Commerce head Marvin Hurley, and perked up when City Attorney William A. Olson explained the details of subdivision control. But their tours of the city gave them their strongest impressions by far. Many, seeing the city for the first time, admitted, "It's not as bad as we thought it would be." And, while remaining unconvinced, they found themselves agreeing that Houston did not differ appreciably from most cities with zoning ordinances.

Ax grinding. The city's officials did have one ax to grind in trying to convince the planners that absence of zoning doesn't mean the death of planning. Houston would like to get federal urban renewal funds but is ineligible because it lacks a zoning law. "It's an arbitrary requirement, alludes a capricious requirement," complained Mayor Welch as he related the story of Houston's alternative to zoning.

As Attorney Olson put it in his Texan poetry: "Good or bad, right or wrong, Houston has reduced a dream to writing, modified that dream with reason and called it a plan, and has given it fruition."

Houston's partisans sang even louder. Mayor Welch admitted that residential zoning was being used as a weapon by that city's businessmen to end the graft. All builders and officials are for private gain, and since the city theoretically uses a defendant's own taxes in acting against him, could have a decisive impact not only on Houston but on alternative measures to zoning throughout the country.

Ending the graft. All builders and officials stress that Houston's method takes the politics, influence-peddling, bribery and corruption out of land development. One builder's experience in a nearby Texas city that does have zoning led him to conclude that residential zoning was being used as a weapon by that city's businessmen to limit commercial competition. When a prospect tried to buy into a busy commercial street, the property was rezoned to residential to keep him out.

Related another builder wryly: "A high officer of a large firm came in one day to ask my opinion about how much it would cost to rezone a certain piece of property residential to keep out a competitor. And when a man of that caliber walks in wanting to know that, he's been down the road before." In Houston's eyes, corruption is endemic to zoning.

Are homes protected? Land use within subdivisions is regulated by private deed restrictions. These "protective covenants" specify size, type, number of buildings, and setbacks, as well as land use. They can be, and are often, enforced by community associations.

But officials several years ago discovered that deed restrictions in principal low-cost subdivisions were often not enforced or allowed to expire, either through laxity or ignorance. Alarmed, officials in 1965 assumed power to enforce these private contracts. And herein is the key to Houston's presently effective control of land use. City Attorney Olson said that the city has acted in some 300 cases since 1965, is presently involved in 50, and has two attorneys on the job. About 80% of violations (day nurseries, beauty parlors, trailer courts, etc.) are terminated after a letter from city attorneys, he noted.

The city also works through its building department, cutting off the building permit when it learns a structure will violate deed restrictions.

These controls still do not fully solve the problem of insuring a compatible structure on terrain abutting the development. And Mayor Welch admitted that a builder should take this into account and buy a buffer zone around his subdivision.

Still, whatever the limitations of such informal controls, builders themselves vastly prefer them to zoning regulations.

No-zoning elsewhere? Could such indirect controls over development be applicable to any other city? Yes, say the builders, providing the city is growing quickly, has room to expand outward and can superimpose a well-planned road network on its terrain.

The key, of course, is the city's right to enforce the privately contracted deed restrictions.

Even now, this right is bitterly debated in Houston and officials are by no means sure it will withstand the courts. Attorney Olson candidly predicted a challenge to the constitutionality of such action, since some take it to violate an 1874 state law forbidding the use of public powers for private gain, and since the city theoretically uses a defendant's own taxes in acting against him.

And so planners are waiting for an outcome. A State Supreme Court decision, if and when it comes, could have a decisive impact not only on Houston but on alternative measures to zoning throughout the country.

—MICHAEL BAYBAX
Price Pfister – the only manufacturer offering two prestige lines with coordinated styling. Each line is complete and comprehensive in itself – coordinates with the other in any combination of valves and faucets for matchless decorator effects.

"FLOW-MATIC" and "CONTESSA" were conceived together, to provide a dramatic design continuity and flexibility, never before achieved in plumbing brass. "FLOW-MATIC" combines the diamond-like effects of lucite, with our exclusive maintenance-free ceramic cartridge. "CONTESSA," our supremely elegant prestige line of dual handle fittings, combines brilliant crystal-like lucite handles with minimum-maintenance replaceable stem cartridge assemblies, and renewable seats. Each line offers a complete and comprehensive selection of tub and shower combinations, tub fillers, shower valves, lavatory and kitchen fittings.

Price Pfister answers today's demand in fashionable homes, hotels and apartments for integrated design harmony. Specify Price Pfister — the world's largest independent producers of plumbing brass.
Two more Florida land developers getting new money

A Palm Beach investor has bailed out the stricken Major Realty Corp., and a New York Stock Exchange company is negotiating to buy 25% of robust Canaveral International. Both development companies have their headquarters in Miami.

The new deals are the largest in the Florida development field since the Pennsylvania Railroad bought Arvida Corp. of Miami (NEWS, Sept. ’65) and Westinghouse purchased Coral Ridge Properties of Fort Lauderdale (NEWS, April ‘66).

The rescuers got to Major Realty just in time. It had lost $4 million in fiscal 1965 and $221,000 in 1966 (May 31). President Theodore U. Delson had confessed in an annual report written in November that Major owed $2.8 million on maturing bonds and had no money to pay. Three creditors were suing for another $1.9 million they lent to the corporation.

The company is in serious jeopardy,” Delson said. “At best, the situation appears highly uncertain.”

Relief operation. Then veteran Palm Beach realty financier R. (for Royal) F. Raidle stepped into the breach. He paid $261,250 for 43% of the 5,451,015 shares highly uncertain.”

Raidle closed his entire deal a scant three days before the bonds were due. He used $2.3 million of the bank loan to pay down the bonds and retire high-interest mortgages and other debt. That left the company $700,000 plus the $260,000 that Raidle paid in for stock.

Raidle, who sold his highly successful Palm Beach realty brokerage to Royal American Industries in 1959, believes he can revive Major. He has sold off 15 of its 25 major parcels of Florida land, and he will concentrate on a prize asset, 2,500 acres between Orlando and the projected $100-million Disney World amusement complex.

“I’m going to develop it;” Raidle says, “probably as a residential and commercial project. It’s just a tremendous opportunity—a real, great chance. We want to get rid of our other properties and then get top dollar out of that.”

Mystery purchaser. Canaveral International disclosed that a company identified only as a lending institution, the New York Stock Exchange was negotiating to buy 400,000 Canaveral shares. Chairman Henry Dubbin and his family own 800,000 shares, about 51% of the 1,565,081 shares listed on the American Exchange. The shares sold at $11.75, a new high, the day of the announcement.

Besides developing land, Canaveral operates cargo ships along the Florida east coast and to the Caribbean. Its principal sales sites are Canaveral Acres, 40 miles southwest of Cape Kennedy and 32 miles from Orlando; Canaveral Groves, near Cape Kennedy, and Freeport Ridge on Grand Bahama Island.

Canaveral has just reached agreement in principal with a Bahama Island municipality to acquire 2,000 acres on Andros Island for $4 million.

The company earned $1.2 million on total income of $3.7 million in fiscal 1966 (Sept. 30), an impressive gain from $5,973 earned on $2.8 million in the previous year. For the three months ended Dec. 31 its net was $480,415 on income of $1,222,675. It was the highest first quarter for income and net in Canaveral’s seven-year history.
Building?
Economy Budget?
Intermediate?
Luxury?

We aren't just whistling Dixie when we say Float-Away has the best metal closet doors on the market.

We've got a metal door that is designed, engineered and priced for your needs, in three price ranges. **So why install anything but Float-Away when you can get better value from our single source operation?**

**Quality-for-quality,**
**dollar-for-dollar,**
Float-Away doors can't be beat anywhere.

**We want your closet door business!**

We welcome direct inquiries from makers of manufactured and mobile homes.

A few choice territories are open for qualified dealers.

Write or phone for full information:

**FLOAT-AWAY DOOR CO.**

1173 Zonolite Road, N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30306

Sell the fashionable homemaker with Moe Light
and Thomas range hoods and chimes

She's style conscious. And she's practical, too. She'll decide whether to take a second look at your model home. So give her something to remember—a decorative Thomas chime (T421) in an antique copper finish and a matching three-speed Thomas range hood (T1030C).

If you'd like more information about Thomas duct or ductless hoods and decorative chimes, write to Residential Lighting Division, Thomas Industries Inc., 207 East Broadway, Louisville, Kentucky 40202.
Specter of U.S. building code spurs producers into new efforts to improve building methods

Behind the scenes in Washington, a new coalition of building-product manufacturers is forming quietly to squelch any serious talk of a federal building code. Chances of a federal code, written and run by Uncle Sam, are absolutely nil, but this doesn't deter the manufacturers. They are old hands at descending like volunteer firemen on Washington to douse the recurring brush fire of code talk. This time, however, they're talking a brand-new line that could have a big impact on homebuilding technology. Their changed tune is matched by government officials, who are calling for an "energized partnership" between government and business.

Producer theme. The manufacturers' new attitude is dramatized by Roger Blough, U.S. Steel chairman who only five years ago squatted off against the late President Kennedy in a public spat over steel price hikes. Says Blough now: "The forces of government and private industry must work together in this effort [to solve urban problems]... The modes and moods of building will change. The methods of transportation and of erecting structures will, I believe, in much less than the span of a lifetime, resemble remarkably little of what we consider the best practice of this day."

Adds General Electric Chairman Gerald L. Phillips: "The remedies we seek now must come through the creative joinder of public and private resources."

This new attitude is a major reason why top brass of the Housing & Urban Development Dept. is betting heavily that government-industry partnership will make an appreciable dent in the heretofore intractable problems of renovating cities.

Alliance of fear. The manufacturers' coalition is "glued" together by fear of federal-local efforts—codes, zoning, taxation—and of federal involvement in construction and building research.

Adrenal glands started working after a report by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations called for federal involvement in a unified building code. The White House then set up a national commission to study the code situation. And even though this group has jettisoned the idea of code reform and become the Commission on Urban Affairs (headed by former Sen. Paul Douglas), the cloying fear persists.

Producers' response. The corporate litterati, and some of the trade associations through which they work, have chosen to remain behind the scenes in their countermeasures. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce and its construction division, led by James Steiner, does most of the talking for them. Meanwhile, the Producers Council, largely dormant as a lobbyist until a year or so ago, has hired a full-time legislative watchdog. And an informal weekly luncheon of manufacturer-oriented trade associations (called the Tuesday Lunch Bunch) is drawing larger attendance.

The three sponsors* of competing "model" codes finally got close enough together to open a Washington office, headed by Paul Baseler, to defend the existing system. The new organization is known as the National Coordinating Council.

The American Standards Assn. changed its name (to United States of America Standards Institute) and is now worrying a bill through Congress to make sure it is designated the "official" standards-making group for international trade purposes. Support is gathering to resurrect the Building Research Advisory Board (BRAB) as the major research arm of Uncle Sam; and the private Building Research Institute is expected to combine its efforts with those of BRAB.

This flurry of activity is due in no small part to the awakened interest of U.S. Steel and other producers.

Private side. The anti-code drive has been pressed in private, too. HUD Secretary Robert Weaver has been wined and dined in U.S. Steel's permanent hotel suite so that he and Big Steel's leaders can figure out better ways to cooperate.

HUD Assistant Secretary Ralph Taylor has received the same treatment; Roger Blough feels Taylor's "model city" program is "one means of approaching the urban problem on the government side."

Just what tangible contributions to technology might come out of all this activity is uncertain.

U.S. Gypsum has developed some new processes and products and systems in renovating a New York City tenement. Fourteen major manufacturers—including U.S. Steel and leading plumbing-fixture, gypsum-board and lumber producers—have joined in a nonprofit research and development corporation to tackle slum rehabilitation. The group is rapidly becoming operational.

One likely outcome is envisioned by Action's Bernard Loshbaugh: "If business executives get interested, if they look at the archaic ways some things are done, they will start thinking about improving them."

The heralded "systems engineering" capacity of industry will first be directed to transportation and pollution problems, plus renovation of existing dwellings.

For Big Steel, the new policy of cooperation with government is still uncomfortable, but to Washington observers it represents a significant beginning.

Just last month HUD Secretary Weaver helped break ground for U.S. Steel's new headquarters in Pittsburgh. The mere fact he was invited, note Washington insiders, represents quite a change in attitude by Big Steel toward a man who has been in charge of Washington's housing subsidies for the past six years.

A mudsill is not a very pretty thing but it has to resist termites, moisture, fungus and rot

Down where the house begins, beauty means stability, endurance, stubborn resistance. Redwood has all these qualities and that's only the foundation! From there on up—through siding, paneling, trim, ceilings—it's beauties multiply. Elegance. Character. Workability. Finish retention. Beauty inside and out. For more on the beauties and uses of redwood, write us.
The new Metropolitan Life—and a big drive to aid housing

The ultra-conservative image fades, and a liberal program of lending innovations that are significant for the entire home-building industry.

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., $23-billion strong, is no longer simply a buyer of mortgages. It is making land loans, promoting joint ventures, issuing final takeout commitments and doing big volume in participation lending. It is also cooperating with materials producers in a new corporation to make 90% conventional loans nationwide.

The Met sees all this as part of a campaign among major corporations to build a stronger base of financing and management for an industry perennially beset by credit crises and a lack of businesslike leadership.

Manufacturers and major corporations are moving into housing to stabilize the market, to provide funds and to assure cash flow,” explains Vice President Henry D. Miller Jr. of the Met’s residential and commercial mortgaging division.

Land loans. For 18 months the Met has been lending quietly for land purchases and improvements (streets, sewers, water facilities, wiring). It has placed $15 million, and will expand that almost geometrically as opportunity develops.

Loans average from $750,000 to $1 million, and they have been closed in Washington, D. C, Maryland, Virginia, and the Detroit, Chicago and Seattle areas. An outstanding example of a going program is the 1,250-acre Kingsgate Highlands project in lush country east of Seattle’s Lake Washington (photos). Several other loans are under consideration in California, but inflated acreage prices have delayed the program there.

Terms are from three to five years at interest 1% to 1 1/2% higher than area rates on 90% conventional home loans. That puts the land loans in the 7%-8 1/2% bracket.

On-the-scene control. The program builds on the solid base of Met’s nationwide correspondent network of 125 mortgage companies. Neither Met nor its correspondent demands equity in the builder’s project, but Met requires the local mortgage company to take a purely nominal participation in the land loans in order to exercise supervision.

“This program will further emphasize the important role of private business in our housing economy,” says U.S. Plywood’s President Gene C. Brewster. “New era for housing—and Met?” Brewster’s idea of leading big, responsible companies deep into housing accords with the Met’s thinking. The emergence of this aggressive new philosophy in high places may signal a new era of management for the homebuilding industry.

As for the new Met, its horizons in housing are virtually limitless. Miller confirms this from behind an enormous desk in an office high in the 99-year-old company’s headquarters at No. 1 Madison Avenue, New York.

New towns?—“Well, no, but . . .” Joint venturing? “We certainly don’t rule it out, and our correspondents are already doing it. We’ll do anything that will help the housing industry and return a profit.” Other plans? “Several!”

In short, if the new Met isn’t doing it now, just wait a bit.—EDWIN W. ROCHON
SO VERY GOOD FOR WOOD . . . Shingles, Siding, Clapboards, Paneling

Cabot's STAINS

Preserve the wood, enhance the grain, never crack, peel, or blister.

These homes, 3,000 miles apart, have one feature in common . . . the wood surfaces have been treated with Cabot's Stains. Cabot's Stains, in 57 unique colors, bring out the best in wood, are suitable for all lumber, rough-sawn or smooth, cost less to apply and maintain, grow old gracefully. Today the trend is toward stains.

Cabot's Stains, the original Stains and Standard for the nation since 1877.

Cabot’s OLD VIRGINIA TINTS
An oil-base paint to match the colors of our oil stains. Ideal for trim of wood, metal, and masonry.

Cabot’s STAIN WAX for Interiors
Stains, waxes, seals in one operation . . . provides a soft satin finish for woodwork, paneling, beams. 
The most complete paneling line in the industry? See your Weyerhaeuser dealer.
From Ash to Walnut. From Anaheim to Woonsocket.

Your next project may be a tight budget modernizing job. An ambitious townhouse complex. Or a commercial or professional building of exciting design. Weyerhaeuser has a paneling to suit any or all. It's readily available through your Weyerhaeuser dealer when and where you need it.

Our new Muralwood® Paneling offers you authentic wood-grained reproductions of superior quality. At budget prices. Choose from rosewood, butternut, cherry, birch, teak and walnut.

Forestglo® Paneling is the industry standard for reliable manufacture in prefinished hardwood panelings. Among the 15 colors and species you will find just the right graining and color tone to "make" the room.

Craftwall® Paneling is our premium quality line. Its 7/16" thickness provides extra strength and sound reduction.

For those who prefer the tradition of solid plank paneling, we offer a wide range of softwood species. You can have it all working for you this year: the broadest selection; beautiful finishing; realistic pricing; plus the name your customers associate with integrity in the world of wood. Get the complete story from your Weyerhaeuser dealer, or write us at Box B-2561, Tacoma, Washington 98401.

Weyerhaeuser
Mortgage men lead housing’s drive for pension-fund money

Virtually every segment of homebuilding joined a campaign to attract more mortgage money from pension funds when credit tightened last fall—and then promptly lost interest when credit eased.

Not so the Mortgage Bankers Assn. It has just advanced the drive with a soft-sell seminar for the investment managers of 60 pension funds representing $80 billion. The session, expertly staged by Executive Vice President Dave Tolzmann of Chicago’s McElvain Mortgage Co., brought 125 financial experts crowding into a private meeting room at the New York Hilton.

Why buy mortgages? MBA economist Oliver Jones had framed a context for the session with a warning to funds in The Mortgage Banker in January: “We have become increasingly concerned over the conservative approach to investment policy that threatens to block a large volume of the nation’s savings from productive enterprise.” His dismay stemmed from these facts:

• All funds, private and public, hold less than 10% of the $225 in mortgage debt on one-to-four-family houses. Savings and loans hold 44%; insurance companies, commercial banks, and savings banks 14% each; and government agencies 4%.

• Private non-insured funds, the only funds whose mortgage holdings have shown any real growth—from 2.9% to 6% of assets in a decade—still have only $3.8 billion in mortgages (compared to $29 billion in stocks, $27 billion in bonds).

• MBA President John Gilliland sweet-talked the funds at the seminar. He called them “the most ardently wooed sector of the investor market,” and his speakers pressed the courtship with these points:
  • Mortgages now offer you higher yields than any comparable investment and have equal safety, liquidity and simplicity.
  • You don’t need a central mortgage bank or a conventional-mortgage trading role for the Federal National Mortgage Assn. You have us.

Higher yield. Director Ward Ashman of the Ohio School Retirement System told why half of his fund’s $180 million is in mortgages.

“The only reason we’re in this field is that it’s profitable,” he said, and he opened the fund’s investment record. The 5.065% average yield of its $73 million in FHA mortgages was sixth highest on the list of 35 investment categories, including 18 classes of common stocks.* Overall yield on all stocks was only 4.24%.

Vice President James M. Lane of the Chase Manhattan Bank, which manages a score of the nation’s most prestigious private pension funds, told the conference:

“We relate mortgages to deferred-call, double-A utility bonds. Mortgages yield 30 to 100 basis points over that bond.”

Safety and liquidity. Vice President Richard W. Baker Jr. of the New York Life Insurance Co. (with $2.6 billion in mortgages) read the fund managers a virtual primer for safe mortgage lending.

“Start with a small amount in several areas,” he counseled. “Widen as you widen experience. You will increase overall yield with a high degree of security.”

Most speakers stressed the government guaranty that makes FHA mortgages as valid a risk as bonds. Pease emphasized liquidity:

“Mortgages today, particularly FHA-VAS, are every bit as liquid as bonds listed on the New York markets.”

Stocks vs. mortgages. The seminar heard admonitions about over-investment in common stocks, but an observation by the Federal Reserve’s Gov. Sherman Maisel provided the underlying warning:

‘Experience of pension funds with stocks has been favorable,’ Maisel wrote recently. ‘On paper, capital gains have been large. But paper values can decline with a falling market . . .

“A still more important question has not been examined at all carefully . . . How much of the rise in the price of stocks owned by institutions can be attributed to the fact that these institutions have directed a large portion of their new inflow of funds to purchases of a limited number of stocks?

“Have these purchases been significant enough at the margin so that they dominate the price trends? If so, to a certain extent, pension funds have been lifting themselves by their own bootstraps. This . . . might react against their future equilibrium.”

Simplicity. The mortgage bankers made one effective point by indirectness. Never did they mention proposals for a central mortgage bank or disparate schemes to expand the government mortgage-buying agency, FNMA. The MBA speakers merely stressed the simplicity of mortgage dealing—if done by a mortgage banker.

Executive Vice President John de Laittre pointed to MBA’s 862 member firms servicing $60 billion in loans. Another speaker said a central mortgage facility already existed in Arthur Viner’s Investors’ Central Management Corp. of New York, whose 135 correspondents have bought and are servicing $460 million in mortgages for pension funds.

As for a bank to issue mortgage bonds, President Robert Sutro of the Ralph Sutro Mortgage Co. of Los Angeles reminded newsmen that he was already doing it as a mortgage banker.

Sutro’s company, one of the first among mortgage banking institutions to sell loans to pension funds, has marketed $25 million in certificates backed by its pooled mortgages. The certificate plan can further simplify mortgage dealing not only for the pension funds, Sutro points out, but in many cases for most other investors.

The MBA seminar ended in an ovation for its planners. Its tone was in contrast to the temper of an earlier session of mortgage experts at New York’s Time-Life Building. There, top officers of the National Association of Homebuilders made a hard-sell plea to expand FNMA. Their proposal was howled down by mortgage leaders amid bitter criticism of the agency for driving private lenders from the 1966 mortgage market by overpricing. A show of hands found only one of the 30 experts in support of the plan.

NEWS continued on p. 29

*Railroad corporation obligations, rail equipment certificates, and auto, auto parts and metals stocks had higher yields.
Your customers will see Kentile® Moda Moresca Solid Vinyl Tile advertised in Better Homes and Gardens, Ladies' Home Journal, other top national magazines. Tiles are 12" x 12" x ½" for quick, easy installation and exceptional design flexibility. Note use on counter, steps, and walls. Colors: 5.

Think elegance has to be expensive? Think again.

Now your modernization projects and new homes can have the luxurious look of handcrafted tile floors—at practical prices. Use Kentile Moda Moresca Solid Vinyl Tile. It’s quiet and comfortable underfoot. Easy to clean, greaseproof. Excellent for commercial installations, too. Samples? Call your Kentile Representative.
Is it wood exterior or is it new Togany?
Ask an expert.

Termites can tell the difference between natural wood shakes and amazing new J-M Togany exteriors. Togany is the one they can't eat.

But you'll have to convince home buyers that this totally new and different exterior isn't wood. In white, or a variety of weathered wood tones, Togany looks like thick, individual wood shakes, hand-split in random sizes. Togany feels like wood, with deep, authentic grain. And Togany is even easier to apply than wood: score it, snap it, saw it, nail it—it won't split or splinter.

Togany is man-made—an entirely new concept! It turns back fire, weather and rot. Won't shrink or warp. Can't blister, peel, crack or check because it's based on the magic mineral, Perlite—and impregnated with specially developed J-M HPD (High Polymer Dispersion) Coating. The most permanent, trouble-free exterior ever developed, Togany stays looking like new with just an occasional washing.

Will home buyers in your area go for a material that ensures years of beautiful protection with no painting bills, no expensive maintenance? Just try them! Introduce them to new J-M Togany—the exterior that's in a class by itself. For complete details, write Johns-Manville, Box 111, 22 East 40th Street, New York, New York 10016. Cable: Johnmanvil.

Togany—
in a class by itself

Togany siding, in white and five distinctive colors designed to enhance its luxurious texture.

Johns-Manville
For the better homes in any neighborhood it's wood panel doors.

Why wood panel doors?

Only panel doors made of wood add so much architectural interest—inside and outside. For this is the nature of wood. Only wood. Tasteful. Beautiful. Natural.

Both exterior and interior doors are available in a variety of distinctive styles as standard units. Ponderosa Pine Wood Panel Doors make the homes you design and build more interesting... set them apart from the rest.

Send for our DOOR BOOK. 16 pages crammed with decorative and practical ideas and uses for solid wood panel doors—ideas today's demanding home buyers are searching for. Send requests on your letterhead.

PONDEROSA PINE WOODWORK
and the Western Wood Products Assn.
Dept. HH-57, 39 South La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603
Only in New York: a housing ‘shortage’ that won’t end

By the standards now applied in New York City, rent controls should be clamped on apartments in Boston, Detroit, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Providence, Memphis, Milwaukee, Hartford, Cleveland, Chicago and Honolulu.

Recent FHA surveys show that all those cities have rental vacancy rates below 5% — the “emergency” figure used to justify “temporary” rent controls on 1,334,000 New York apartments. The “emergency” has persisted since March 1943, making New York the only city still laboring under this hangover from World War II controls.

Last month the city council rejected a landlord plan to phase out controls by 1973 and opted instead to extend them for two more years.

To sweeten the pill for reality interests, Mayor John V. Lindsay, viewed by some as Republican vice presidential timber in 1968, proposed that landlords be given a 15% increase in rents — only the second hike of that size in nearly a quarter of a century. Landlords snubbed the measure as “so restrictive as to be virtually meaningless.”

In the panoply of big-city politics, (official) extension of the emergency was expectable. Although the council held hearings to let both landlords and tenants register their views, the outcome was never in doubt because any hint that a councilman is “soft” on rent control is sufficient cause for retirement at the next election.

Which 5%? Part of the battle, such as it was, revolved around different ways to calculate the vacancy rate.

City Rent and Rehabilitation Administrator Frederic S. Berman contended that a city-wide net vacancy rate of 3.19% fell far short of the law’s 5% release figure: “The plain fact is that in 1967 we still do not have enough apartments available to present an adequate choice of alternative apartments to all those people who wish to rent their homes within the city.”

But landlord groups scored the city’s arithmetic on several counts. Brooklyn College economics professor Hyman Sardy said the city rent-control ordinance nowhere defines exactly how vacancy rates are to be determined. The gross rate, he contended, was 5.14% because the city excluded units on which less than 11 months’ rent had been collected in the previous year. Berman replied that these units were considered “unavailable because they were dilapidated, hazardous, seasonal or otherwise held off the market.”

In any event, even the 3.19% vacancy rate is higher than any other major city had when it abandoned controls after World War II. And, noted Sardy, private builders built 650,000 units between 1946, prior to the emergency controls, and 1965. During those years, New York’s population declined by 93,000.

“Today,” Sardy said, “the [vacancy] figure stands at 143,232 units, less than 30,000 vacant units away from the catastrophe of 1940 [when] a record 170,000 housing accommodations were vacant.”

At month’s end, lawyers went to court to test the proposition that a gross vacancy rate above 5% might not constitute an emergency after all.

Slum breeder? Less academic but more demonstrable, contended the landlords, was the fact that rent control is letting controlled apartments deteriorate into one vast slum. Rent-control rules have never let a landlord set aside a capital reserve for property improvement, said President Edward Sulzberger of the Metropolitan Fair Rent Committee, the main opponent of controls for 24 years.

“Our housing supply is decaying before our very eyes,” he said. Extending controls means that “all capital improvements in controlled housing will soon stop.”

To bolster their argument, the realty men pointed out that over 27% of all controlled units were deteriorating or lacking plumbing fixtures, compared to slightly less than 8% in uncontrolled (and mostly newer) units.

Several case studies dramatized that point. Two examples:

1. The nonprofit Citizens Housing and Planning Council revealed it had failed to make a profit after operating two slum tenements for four years. The council’s original aim: to show that private capital could operate the buildings at an 8% profit. It had bought the tenements with a $250,000 grant from Laurance Rockefeller and a $45,000 mortgage. Despite a low (5.14%) mortgage and partial tax abatement, Executive Director Roger Starr said, “It simply costs more money to keep up your property than you collect from rents at this level of the economic system.”

2. It was revealed that a city program to seize and rehabilitate slums was virtually at a standstill; height of 118 landlords had been willing or able to pay the repair bills and reclaim their buildings. During the experiment the city piled up $3.2 million in unpaid repair bills.

For his part, Berman contended, “There is no available data which would indicate that the landlords as a whole are suffering. The law permits rent increases when landlords can show they are not earning a profit equal to 6% of the building’s assessed value plus 2% depreciation allowance, he pointed out, and last year owners of 13,000 apartments won hardship rent increases to earn the minimum.

Magic statistic. The one clear message emerging from all the verbal haze was that rent control, as applied in New York City, is more a matter of politics than statistics. “Many of the arguments advanced in the current rent-control battle seem more appropriate to the discussion of a Great Society welfare program than to the analysis of the continued need for a wartime economic measure,” said The Wall Street Journal.

For instance, Berman argued control is needed because it “is providing a haven for those least able to bear the high cost of construction,” mainly the poor and elderly. But Sardy’s studies showed that although this theory held for long-time (and predominantly white) residents, recent poor (and predominantly non-white) migrants to the city found “no vacancy” signs on many controlled units.

The rent-control extension seemed more a tribute to the political clout of occupants of the city’s 2.1 million apartments, a total that, Berman acknowledged, gave New York City more renters than all of the next six largest U.S. cities combined.

This concentration of 75% of city residents in apartments made the structure of the rental market “a matter of major concern” to city government, said Berman. But it remained for The New York Times, in supporting rent control, to summarize the justice and equity of the situation:

“The real estate interests may point out bitterly that the cost of a subway ride has gone from a nickel to twenty cents, and the general cost of living has risen 90% in the quarter-century since rent ceilings were imposed,” observed The Times. “So long as there are more tenants than landlords, their [the landlords’] protests are likely to get little serious consideration.”
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AND EVERYTHING'S MORE AVAILABLE FROM EVANS

Evans offers a whole new concept of supply and service with its new, ultra-modern wood products plant at Norfolk, Virginia. The only manufacturing source of its kind, producing the most complete prefinished panel package available anywhere—and from a single location. Evans manufacturing centers, at Norfolk; Aberdeen, Washington; Corona, California; and Memphis, Tennessee, are planned to provide you with unmatched panel selection and service, in a full range of prices—located to supply you more quickly, at less cost. More reasons why Evans is the fastest-growing name in building materials. Whatever you need, you get—fast—from Evans. Just ask your dealer.
Luxurious and low-cost—Poly-Clad 4-D Plus textured panels, on strong, durable plywood. Here's cameo-like richness that's truly carefree, wear-free. In five designer-selected wood-grain finishes.

Diamondized Poly-Clad Plywall. Ten wood-grain finishes, on durable plywood panels—for no more than most substitutes. Guaranteed, too. You get new panels for any that do not comply.

No Inlaids so beautiful, none priced so low. Exciting combinations of exotic woods—in a choice of five real wood finishes. Sequence-matched Architectural Panels, too—in All-Teak, or Walnut woods.

The traditional beauty of Lustre-Sheen endures in the richness of these real wood panels. A tribute to good taste—in a selection of 17 wood grains.

For exciting interiors, Royal Hardwood Panels contribute the warmth and charm of natural woods to any room—inexpensively. Available in 14 wood grains that never grow old, only more beautiful.


Budget-priced wall beauty! Poly-Clad Duro-Grain is perfect for formal, family or fun-type living. Designed to take the wear with very little care. Inexpensive, too. In six wood-grain finishes, on extra-tough hardboard.

Vintex Vinyl-plastic Laminates Finest quality vinyls, in 12 wood-grain finishes—for cabinets, shelves, furniture—all types of vertical application. Embossed wood finishes.

Exceptional beauty, exceptionally carefree. Vintex Wall Panels provide premium quality vinyls on 1/8" lauan. In a choice of six rich wood-grain finishes—outstanding everywhere they go.

Style-Grane offers distinctive wood-grain finishes on durable plywood—bargain-priced! A choice of five popular panels to let you add the appeal of paneling without adding to your costs.
YOUR HOMES WILL SELL BETTER when offered with KOOL-O-MATIC POWER ATTIC VENTILATOR

... a plus value comfort conditioning feature!

Superheated attic air increases temperatures in living areas below, shortens life of building materials. Excessive attic moisture damages plaster, paint, roof boards, eaves, etc. Kool-O-Matic with thermostat and humidistat removes attic heat and moisture automatically. Set it, forget it. Quality-built for lifetime service. Maintenance-free operation. Equip your homes with Kool-O-Matic and outsell your competition. KOOL-O-MATIC®.Homes are sold nationally distributed through building supply dealers.

Kool-O-Matic®
Dept. 87 1831 Terminal Rd., Niles, Mich. 49120

Send me information about KOOL-O-Matic.

[ ] Builder
[ ] Architect
[ ] Other

Name ____________ Address ____________ City ____________ State ____________ Zip.

32 Circle 46 on Reader Service card

Management shift at Ryan Homes shakes second largest U. S. builder

The brother team of Edward M. Ryan, 42, and James P. Ryan, 34, has split over management of the family’s Ryan Homes, the nation’s second largest homebuilder. Result: Jim has resigned as company president and Ed takes back the presidency, which he vacated in January 1966 to make room for his younger brother.

As it turned out, Jim’s debut as president coincided with the outbreak of tight money. That, plus operating problems, sliced Ryan profits from $1.4 million in 1965 to $190,715 last year. Even though the Pittsburgh-based company closed a record 2,710 house sales for $65.4 million last year, up 25% from 1965, an unforeseen $400,000 in mortgage discounts ate up profits.

A second major profit drain developed at Ryan’s four lumberyards, used as central supply points for the company’s locally based building operations in 15 major cities. As a nationwide lumber strike loomed last spring, Ryan stocked its yards with lumber at inflated pre-strike prices. The strike threat evaporated, and lumber prices plummeted, leaving the company to build last year with high-priced lumber.

That incident and ensuing debate over proposals to correct the overstocking became a source of contention among executives—and to a fight over Ryan’s future command. The company said only that Jim Ryan quit as president—he remains as a director—and Ed Ryan is back in the boardroom. “He’ll do it because he’s the best,” one insider said. “He’ll do it because he’s the best in the country, bar none.”

In the wake of Ryan Homes’ unsettling experience with lumber yards last year, trade sources also reported the yards would be sold. The spokesman for Ed Ryan denied this.

The spokesmen said the 1966 experience in no way undermined the confidence of management in the company’s concept of operating in many markets through a series of semi-autonomous local divisions, often likened to “a collection of small builders." In the Ryan system, local division managers draw upon Pittsburgh headquarters for design, accounting and financing aid but pick their own sites and select models to suit each local market. A liberal bonus system pegs a division manager’s earnings to his profit upon invested capital achieved by controlling costs and sales.

Ryan’s growth in recent years has been the talk of the industry. Formed by Ed Ryan in 1946, the company grew steadily into Pittsburgh’s biggest builder by offering buyers houses priced from $13,000 to $45,000 in 90 locations. As the Pittsburgh market softened in 1961, the company ventured into other cities in Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York and West Virginia.

Even departed executives are confident that Ed Ryan can restore health to the company he started. Said one: “He’ll do it because he’s the best in the country, bar none.”

George M. Cushings

RYAN’S JIM RYAN Departs to start his own company

RYAN’S ED RYAN Returning to helm of building giant
every period comes alive with . . .

CONSWOELD
Laminated Plastic in Rich Authentic Woodgrains

Specify Consoweld laminated plastic surfacing for both vertical and horizontal surfaces from walls, partitions and doors to table tops, cabinets, counters and other furniture—wherever a true woodgrain effect is desired. Specifier samples are available from your Consoweld distributor, or see Consoweld’s line in the Sweet’s Catalog.

Consoweld Corporation, Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin.

Kaufman & Broad reverses its stand, returns to low-priced house market

Last December President Eli Broad of Kaufman & Broad startled an NAHB convention panel by denouncing FHA's Sec. 221d3 for 3% mortgages. He said d3 rules had cut profit potential so severely that his company was quitting the middle-income program. FHA Commissioner Philip Brownstein, a panel member, sat unsmiling through the public attack.

In an equally dramatic about-face last month, Broad hired former California Comptroller Alan Cranston to lead a new KAB subsidiary, Homes for a Better America, back into the d3 field—but with a difference.

The Cranston unit will package and build d3 projects for nonprofit sponsors like churches, labor unions and fraternal groups, charging developers' and contractors' fees for its service. In previous d3 ventures, KAB itself sponsored and sold cooperative units to mid-income families in Chicago and Detroit.

Cranston views the new company as a bridge between private builders, government and nonprofit groups.

"Nonprofit organizations want to help meet housing needs but lack the experience in building," he says. "And business working alone can never produce the needed housing at low enough cost." An advisory board of civic and business leaders will help guide the new company.

Three building teams split up

In Minneapolis Clyde Pemble, 33, has left Pemtom, the company he helped found in 1963. With a background in construction man J. T. Dixon, he has formed Pemble-Dixon Inc. to build houses, apartments and commercial buildings.

Pemtom, which sold 1,000 houses in 1965, had grown into one of the area's largest homebuilders. But as tight money hit last year, both Pemble and partner Bruce Thompson, 34, faced the prospect of selling some of their Pemtom stock to raise cash.

"If I had to sell some of my stock, I felt I'd just as soon sell it all," said Pemble.

Pemtom, with 1966 sales of $10.5 million, is now controlled jointly by Thompson and the Rock Island Corp., a closely held company controlled by the Weyerhaeuser family.

In San Francisco Robert M. Bryson resigned abruptly as executive vice president and director of Eichler Corp., the homebuilding company now reorganizing under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Act. Bryson had teamed with Los Angeles advertising man Charles Parr last year to buy control of Eichler from founder Joseph Eichler and his family (NEWS, Nov.).

Eichler Corp. spokesmen said Bryson stepped out of his $35,000 job to "reduce the executive cost burden," but they didn't say why he shed the non-paying title of director as well. Bryson is Eichler's largest stockholder.

Eichler Corp. last month told the bankruptcy court that its assets topped liabilities by $6 million but that forced liquidation would cause deeper losses.

In Kansas City redeveloper Lewis Kitchen sold his half-interest in City Reconstruction Corp. (NEWS, July '65) to begin work on a new 10,000- to 12,000-unit community on the East Coast. The project, partly backed by a major corporation, has not been publicly announced. It is so attractive that "it would have been unthinkable to turn it down," said Kitchen.

Kidder Peabody Realty Corp., a subsidiary of the Wall Street investment house of Kidder Peabody & Co., becomes owner of CRC and will finish renewal projects in Los Angeles and Tulsa.

ASSOCIATIONS: Paul Posin is the new president of the Home Manufacturers Assn. He heads Arbor Homes of Waterbury, Conn.

Earl W. Swett of Marlette Homes is the 1967 leader of the Mobile Homes Manufacturers' Assn. An advocate of industry-wide standards, Swett led a drive culminating in adoption of national performance standards for mobile homes at MMMA's annual meeting last month.

W. G. Connelly, builder of a 1000-house subdivision in Ottawa, heads Canada's National House Builders Assn.
Chevy-Vans come in two sizes, two capacities, three choices of power. And one strength.

Meet the dynamic duo of the delivery business—Chevy-Van 90 and Chevy-Van 108—a couple of toughies that like to work!

The Chevy-Van 90 carries 209 cubic feet of cargo on a 90-inch wheelbase. And if that’s not enough truck for you, then check out the big Chevy-Van 108. It’s not just longer in body, it rides on a new long 108-inch wheelbase too for extra strength. This one provides 256 cubic feet of load space and it comes in both 3/4- and 3/4-ton capacities.

Both the Chevy-Van 90 and 108 have big double rear doors, inside height of 4 3/4 feet and, to make things easier, a loading height that’s only 22 1/2 inches off the ground. Big double curbside doors open more than four feet square; they’re standard on the 108, available on the 90. Also available, in both models, are two thrifty sixes and a spirited V8 to add hustle to your hauls.

Check the new Chevy-Vans at your Chevrolet dealer's; see how much truck a low price tag will buy!

... Chevrolet Division of General Motors, Detroit, Michigan.
EVERY 2 MINUTES
ANOTHER FAMILY MOVES
INTO A NEW HOME WITH
FLAMELESS ELECTRIC HEATING.

Get your share of this profitable market. Add extra sales appeals, speed construction, too. See your Electric Utility Company...

QUICK!
THIS GOLD MEDALLION identifies a home where everything's electric, including the heat. It gives you a great selling edge for homes of every size, every style, every price bracket. Ask your electric utility company about the Gold Medallion Home Program.
Wrap your homes in curb appeal.

Rough-sawn Western Wood siding does it beautifully.

A quick look across the country shows why Western Wood siding is enjoying its biggest popularity in generations. It’s helping more builders sell homes faster. It gives the new home buyer real value for his dollar, low maintenance, and irresistible good looks.

The hottest trend is the natural look—stained rough sawn siding. The most desirable buyers shy away from look alikes and imitations, prefer the Real McCoy. And Western Wood siding is the original... often imitated, but never duplicated. It’s solid wood with solid value you can sell.

In Palo Alto, California, Samuel H. Kauffmann, President, Brown and Kauffmann, Inc., sums up the whole story of Western Wood sidings:

“We feel the first step toward selling a house is made right at the curb... where the house either appeals or doesn’t appeal to our prospect. So, we place great emphasis on design—and that includes designing-in materials that exhibit a quality and richness that reaches out to the curb and pulls the customers in. Western-Wood siding does exactly that (see above).”

In Salt Lake City, Utah, Vern C. Hardman, Jr., President, Research Homes, Inc.: “In a traditionally brick exterior market, we wanted something to give our homes an extra richness and...”
character. Western Wood siding did it. We started using it in combination with brick. Now we are gradually able to do more all-wood exteriors as our market comes to accept it. We sell low maintenance, the ease of restaining and natural beauty. It works."

Finally, from Minneapolis, Minnesota, William M. McGonigal, Oak Park sales manager, Vern Donnay Homes:

"Three years ago, we looked for something to increase sales, yet keep the house price within our target range, the modest home buyer. We picked rough sawn Western Wood siding. It was a major change from the pressed fiber products we had been using. But it was worth it. We see the positive effect on buyers every day. Incidentally, we use Western Wood siding literature to relate our modest homes to the finer, more expensive homes it displays."

Start selling your home right at the curb. Send for our special builder's siding package. Take a look at the design and versatility you get with Western Wood. Just send the coupon.
8" BRICK BEARING WALLS IN APARTMENTS

Oakcrest Towers III,
Prince Georges County,
Maryland

8" brick bearing walls are used through the entire eight floors of Oakcrest Towers III, located in Prince Georges County, Maryland, just outside Washington, D.C. Completed at a rate of one story per week, this apartment building contains 161,334 square feet of floor space. The contractor saved more than $1 per square foot of floor area by using brick bearing walls rather than structural frame. (Speed of erection also offers a savings in interim financing.) Construction was simple because all brick wall thicknesses are identical from the foundations to the roof. In essence, Oak Crest Towers III is a series of eight one-story buildings, one atop another. Maintenance of corridor and shear walls is eliminated because exposed brick serve as the interior finish and as the structural walls. The 4-hour fire resistance of the 8" brick wall provides safety and low insurance rates. Privacy, extremely important to tenants, comes from brick bearing walls with 58 decibels sound resistance. Oak Crest Towers III is another significant example of the modern brick bearing wall concept, providing structure, finish, fireproofing, and sound control.

For more information about this excitingly economical system of building with brick, call or write

Structural Clay Products Institute, 1520 18th Street NW, Washington, DC 20036 Area Code 202-483-4200
CHOOSE YOUR WINDOWS CAREFULLY

You can be sure of fine millwork with R·O·W or the two other top quality wood windows. However, only R·O·W offers the R·O·W trouble-free take-out mechanism and only R·O·W has concealed Lif-T-Lox balances. When R·O·W sashes are snapped out, Lif-T-Lox tabs automatically lock in place to permit easy replacement.

Write for 8-page brochure on solving styling problems and proper location of windows for light, ventilation and furniture placement.

R·O·W WINDOW SALES CO., 1365 E. ACADEMY, FERNDALE, MICHIGAN 48220
Add-on project: One house becomes four rental townhouses

Builder Richard Lind bought an old house (*above, left*) in Wellesley, Mass., for $42,000, spent $10,000 to remodel it and then added three townhouses (*above, center and right*) for about $25,000 each. All four houses were rented before completion at $340 for the center units and $370 for the end units.

Plans of the three new units are basically the same, though the new end unit (*below*) has a balcony off the dining area and sliding doors from the basement. All four houses are roughly the same size: 2,100 sq. ft. of living space on two floors, plus a 175-sq.-ft. finished family room in the basement. The whole building occupies only 20% of its half-acre site, leaving two-fifths of an acre for front lawns and rear parking.


End unit (plan, left) is similar to two other new units except for balcony and basement doors.

Rear entrances open into parking area. Original house is in foreground of left photo, in background of right photo. Center units are in center photo.
Why Kwikset developed Custom Line™ locksets.

Custom Line locksets are precisely that: Locksets specifically designed for finer homes, apartments and light commercial buildings.

More and more builders across the country are installing heavier duty Kwikset Custom Line locksets. Here are some reasons why:

**Custom Line assures maximum reliability.**
Because there are only four moving parts, the Custom Line locking mechanism is simple yet remarkably rugged.

Additionally, all interior parts are bronze plated for longer life and greater durability.

**Custom Line guarantees quality materials and craftsmanship.** Custom Line locks are crafted only from top-grade steel and brass. They are the result of 10 years of extensive research and development designed to provide the trade with a superior heavier-duty lockset.

**Custom Line provides maximum security.** All keyed locksets feature a tough pin-tumbler locking mechanism which allows far more keying combinations than is possible with wafer or disc locks.

Kwikset's exclusive Protectokey®, which automatically locks out all subcontractor keys, may also be ordered.

**Custom Line has many applications.** Kwikset has special Custom Line locksets designed for use in service stations, schools, hotels and motels, and institutions, and in the full range of functions.

**Custom Line adds beauty to performance.** Custom Line locksets come in two contemporary knob designs, the Vista and the Lido, and in a handsome selection of rich finishes. An array of decorative trim rosettes is also available.

We think you will also be impressed by Custom Line's quick, easy installation.

The Custom Line is Kwikset's premium lockset. It is tops in performance, tops in quality, yet costs significantly less than other heavier duty locks with Custom Line features.

If you are concerned with quality and value, perhaps you should consider Custom Line for your next project.

The Custom Line, shown here in Vista design, is a rugged, reliable lockset which meets Federal Specification 160 and is approved by Underwriter's Laboratory.

Kwikset Locksets
America's Largest Selling Residential Lockset
Kwikset Sales and Service Company  Anaheim, California  A Subsidiary of Emhart Corporation
Now that the Federal Housing Administration has announced the acceptance of PVC for DWV and water service lines, what does it mean to you?

It means corrosion and rust can be a thing of the past. It means installers are no longer exposed to dangerous open flames and rough edges that can cut. It means installation is simplified because of lighter weight and easier assembly.

Drain/waste/vent systems made of Geon vinyl are backed by 15 years of experience in providing high quality raw materials to PVC pipe and fittings manufacturers. Pipe of Geon vinyl is strong, resists acids and alkalies, and is impervious to household cleaning agents. These are just some of the reasons why PVC pipe has been approved by many city, county and state codes all over the country. Find out for yourself. For an illustrated book showing PVC in DWV installations, write B.F. Goodrich Chemical Company, Department H-11, 3135 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115.
NO WHITE GLOVES NEEDED

to handle homasote ROOF DECKING with TEDLAR*

TEDLAR pvf film is incomparably stain-resistant; makes "white-glove" treatment superfluous. Common stains—dirt, grease, paint—are instantly and completely removed by wiping with a damp cloth.

Homasote Roof Decking with a factory-applied interior finish of TEDLAR (in two wood-grain colors or white) simplifies exposed-beam construction—with impressive savings in application time. Results are superior, too, in both appearance and practicality. And, of course, you also get the structural strength, weatherproof insulation, and application versatility that make Homasote Roof Decking the best buy for any job.

So—throw away your white gloves and ask your lumber dealer for details, or write Dept. E - 5, Homasote Company, Trenton, N. J.
Are you getting full profit?

People want window insulation—they know it's necessary. That's why it's easy to sell PPG Twinow® Insulating Glass and make extra profit with no added labor costs.

Point out to your customer that his only chance to get insulating glass is when the house is being built. And the cost of insulating glass can be included in the mortgage, only a few dollars down. Otherwise, he'll probably spend up to $400 out of pocket to insulate the windows later.

Tell your customer about the added convenience that insulating glass provides—no putting up, no taking down.
from the windows you install?

storng; only two surfaces to wash. Plus lower heating bills, reduced fogging and frosting, no down drafts.

The big difference is you'll pocket extra profit. And your customer will get lasting satisfaction.

PPG makes the glass that makes the difference.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222.
A typical colonial? Yes—but the plan may surprise you

With its center entry, big dead-end living room, formal dining room and four second-floor bedrooms, this house is apparently a conventional two-story. But it offers something extra. Specifically:

1. In the area normally used for a breezeway between the house and garage, there is a 15'x15' family room (below, left), three steps down from the kitchen and with its own outside entrance.

2. In a 500-sq.-ft. area over the sunken garage, there are two additional bedrooms, with their own stairway, and a third full bath.

The 2,900-sq.-ft. house, designed by architect Lynedon Eaton (H&H, Jan.), is in a small project of seven homes in Wilton, Conn. Builder D. J. Sylvester's customized houses are priced from $60,000 to $90,000 on 2-acre $10,000 lots.
Here’s one freezer-refrigerator that can warm up a kitchen

And warm up sales, too!

The new Admiral Decorator Duplex freezer/refrigerator puts all the warmth of real wood textures into the kitchen.

It’s a sure way to make your entire home or apartment stand out and catch your prospect’s eye the moment she enters the kitchen. And there’s a size to fit every builder’s needs!

The mouldings are conveniently installed and easily fitted with any choice of wood grain or textured panels on the market. Here’s remarkable new design flexibility for you!

The Admiral Duplex is the Number 1 side-by-side freezer/refrigerator. A full 20 cubic feet of storage space, only 33 inches wide! And it has a clog-free forced-air condenser for service-free reliability and complete built-in installation. Available in four models: 20 cu. ft. (33" wide), 22 cu. ft. (35½" wide), 25 cu. ft. (41" wide) and 30 cu. ft. (48½" wide). In white, avocado, copper bronze, halo beige, yellow and brushed chrome.

The famous Admiral Dual Temp (refrigerator with top-mounted freezer) also comes in a choice of sizes, in white or decorator colors.

For specifications on all Admiral products, including air conditioners, ranges, disposers, dishwashers, call your nearest Admiral Distributor or write:

BUILDER SALES DIVISION
Admiral Corp., 3800 Cortland St.
Chicago, Ill. 60647
Scheirich Royal® Birch and Bronzeglow® Birch Cabinets in MEDALLION® TRIM with matching border


"For the Most Beautiful Kitchens of Them All"

H. J. Scheirich Co., Box 21037, Louisville, Ky. 40221

BRONZEGLOW® BIRCH  ROYAL® BIRCH  HEATHER® BIRCH  MOONGLOW® VANITIES
12 WAYS TO USE PLYWOOD TO REMODEL FASTER, MORE EASILY, MORE PROFITABLY.
TWO WAYS
PLYWOOD HELPS IN ROOF REMODELING JOBS.

1. New plywood sheathing on top of old roof.
Plywood was applied right over the old shingles on this 40-year-old garage. “Saved 1/3 on labor and a heck of a clean-up job by not removing old shingles,” the builder said. Application was easy: he simply released collar ties, pulled the walls together with a hand-operated cable come-along, replaced collar ties, and nailed down 1/2-in. plywood. Plywood sheathing keeps bellying out of walls, sag out of the roof and acts as a strong structural diaphragm. He finished the job with new cedar shingles.

2. Or start fresh with new framing and sheathing.
The contractor used 1/2-in. plywood roof sheathing to get a tight roof on this old house in two days. There’s no faster — or stronger — way to build a roof. He used plywood for walls and floor of a 500-sq.-ft. room addition at the same time. Total cost (including kitchen, mudroom, fireplace, plywood built-ins): $10 per sq. ft.

For a free booklet on plywood roof systems, send coupon.
NEW PLYWOOD
FLOOR SYSTEMS TAKE CARE
OF SQUEAks, SAGS,
STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS.

3. Underlayment nailed over old floor.
Old lumber flooring was too rough for tile when this laundry room was remodeled. So 3/8-in. plywood was nailed down to make a solid, smooth base, with no chance of swelling or buckling. Tough DFPA grade-trademarked plywood increases floor stiffness and resists dents, punctures and concentrated loads. It’s the best possible base for wall-to-wall carpet. (Important to remember, now that FHA financing may include carpeting.)

4. Plywood and foam over concrete.
This combination makes a warm, dry, resilient floor—easy on the feet. System has built-in thermal insulation and is perfect for upgrading damp basement areas, a garage, bedroom, recreation or playroom. Edges and ends of plywood underlayment are tongue and grooved to prevent differential deflection at panel edges. Vinyl tile was applied over plywood in this basement, but almost any floor covering may be used.

5. 2-4-1—Quickest and strongest.
The builder didn’t have time to lay separate subfloor and underlayment for this room addition. So he used big 1-1/8-in.-thick panels of 2-4-1 plywood to get the job done fast, at an estimated 30 percent saving. T&G joints eliminate need for blocking; give a smooth, solid surface for flooring.

For more on plywood floor systems, send coupon.
WORN OUT WALLS?
NEW WALLS?
TRY ONE OF THESE NEW PLYWOOD SYSTEMS.

6. Use preframed wall panels on new room additions.
Two men put up this preframed plywood tilt-up wall in minutes. A single layer of grooved MDO (Medium Density Overlaid) plywood siding was nailed directly to studs, with no sheathing required. Besides saving carpenter labor, the preprimed siding cuts out one whole finishing step. Wall section for this family room-kitchen addition was built on a 2x4-1 plywood deck.

7. Or nail plywood siding over the old wall.
Here's how plywood siding was quickly applied to give the rest of the same house a new look. Old shingles were first removed. (Sometimes you can leave old siding on.) Then the builder nailed big panels of preprimed MDO plywood over old sheathing and new building paper. Total cost of the siding material for the entire home was $600. Gable ends are Texture 1-11 plywood.

For more facts on plywood wall systems, send coupon.
GREAT NEW IDEA FOR INTERIOR FACE LIFTING: NEW PLYWOOD PANELINGS.

8. MDO plywood with molding gives new elegance to an old room.
   A simple plywood paneling treatment made this distinctive family room out of an old dining area in two evenings' time. Builder nailed sheets of 1/4-in. plywood sheathing over old plaster walls, then applied 3/8-in. MDO plywood. Decorative molding, 16-in. o.c. and over panel joints, is in keeping with the home's traditional style. A coat of low-luster enamel completed the redecorating.

9. Textured plywood is in good taste anywhere, including remodeled offices.
   If old walls are in good shape, plywood paneling like this textured cedar can simply be glued right over them. In halls of same office (see construction photo) 3/8-in. plywood backer panels were first nailed over old walls, with black strips painted around edges. Then panels of rough sawn plywood were glued in place with contact cement, creating a three-dimensional pattern.
FOR YOUR
ADD-A-ROOM CUSTOMERS,
PLYWOOD HAS AN IDEA
AND A PLAN.

10. Plywood makes family rooms like this practical for almost any postwar rambler.

Using design imagination and simple plywood construction rather than exotic, expensive materials, the builder completed this stylish 450-sq.-ft. family room (with fireplace, carpeting, skylight) and 20 x 16-ft. patio for less than $5,000. A beamed ceiling was achieved by using 14-ft. glue laminated beams. Roof decking was 2-4-1 (1-1/8-in.-thick plywood), with its underside grooved to give a plank effect. Another big material and labor saver was the new plywood wall system, described below.

11. Textured plywood for exterior walls.

For walls of the room addition, the contractor specified Sturd-i-wall construction, using one thickness of 3/8-in. rough sawn plywood with battens 16-in. o.c. as both siding and sheathing. Handsome textured sidings like this are being used increasingly for interior walls, too. There are dozens of new textured plywood styles and patterns to choose from. Ideal for remodeling, they require little or no maintenance, inside or out.

For a free Modernizer's Manual, send coupon.
YOU CAN ADD A LOT OF SPACE WITH PLYWOOD BUILT-INS.

12. Every house can use more storage. Here are four ideas:

A. This children's room in a remodeled attic doubles as a playroom, thanks to ingenious plywood built-ins. Beds roll out from under storage bank for sleeping, roll halfway in for daytime use. Ceiling is plywood with 1x2-in. battens.

B. Plywood remodeling put waste space to work in this old kitchen. For example: a built-in table, and neat enclosure for sink and dishwasher. Cabinets and cupboards are 3/4-in. plywood, to be finished with white paint. Textured plywood for walls and built-ins is another possibility to update kitchen areas.

C. Here's a simple plywood garden tool and sports equipment unit you can tuck into a carport or the side of a house.

D. When this basement was remodeled, the builder made the most out of available space with this deep, roomy plywood storage unit. It accommodates sports and hobby equipment with handy shelves, and extra space on the backs of the doors. Plywood doors have a smooth, resin-fiber over­lay finish that requires no paint, little maintenance.

For plans of closet and outdoor storage unit, send coupon.
NEW BOOKLETS GIVE YOU FACTS ON PLYWOOD BUILDING SYSTEMS AND THE NEW PLYWOOD STANDARD.

A. How to Buy and Specify Plywood — Based on new Product Standard PS 1-66, covers key definitions, grade-use charts. Includes facts on new Identification Index; gives ordering suggestions.

B. Plywood Construction Guide for Residential Building — Covers floor, wall (including Sturd-i-wall), roof systems and paneling under new Standard. Also has grade-use guide, fastening and installation tips.

C. Pocket Guide to Plywood Grades Under PS 1-66 — Handy pocket reference covers species, veneer grades, guides to appearance, specialty, construction and sheathing grades, plus helpful load-span tables for roof sheathing and subflooring.

D. Add-a-room Modernizer’s Operating Manual — All the details on building a remodeling business: market facts, opportunities for specialization and “how to” information on getting leads, generating sales. Enclosure tells how to get construction plans, sales aids, other help in selling Add-a-rooms.

E. Storage Plans — Plans and material lists for the sports closet and garden tool storage unit.

Always look for the DFPA grade-trademark on all the plywood you buy. It means quality plywood. And for more information, write us in Tacoma or any regional office: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York, San Francisco, Washington, D. C.
The quality of hydronic heat, the appeal of electricity
with this new American-Standard electro-hydronic comfort system

If you build Total Electric Homes, or plan to, you should know about electro-hydronic heating. Hydronics—the modern version of clean, even, hot water heating—has been used mainly with gas or oil. Now, with the new Electra* electric boiler developed by American-Standard, you get a superior electro-hydronic heating system for about the price of a good resistance-panel installation. The wall-hung Electra boiler weighs only 90 lbs., takes no floor space. Cast iron sections and low-density elements assure high efficiency and long life. Four models, with outputs from 34,000 to 82,000 Btuh meet the heating requirements of practically any home you might build.

Two men install the complete system—boiler and Heatrim* baseboard panels—in just one day. Why is electro-hydronic heating so good? It's even and steady because the temperature of the water circulating through baseboard panels is truly modulated. The trim, compact panels provide complete decorating freedom. Rooms are draft-free from floor to ceiling. The entire home is comfortable. And as with any hydronic system, you can easily zone the home into comfort areas, each with its own thermostat. For details, see your American-Standard contractor. Or write American-Standard, Plumbing and Heating Div., 40 W. 40th St., New York, N.Y. 10018.

AMERICAN STANDARD
PLUMBING & HEATING DIVISION
LETTERS

Nationwide trade-in program

H&H: I always enjoy reading HOUSE & HOME. It is one magazine that is in the top three on my list to always read. I especially enjoyed your editorial on equity transfer [Mar.]. It made me aware that we are not advertising enough to let the world really know what we have available for the public. I refer to National Multi List, a nationwide Realtors' organization that is doing effectively what you advocated in your editorial. My firm is the northern Virginia representative of this group, and I am serving as the current president of the National Multi List program.

We can help anyone sell, buy or trade property anywhere in the nation. We use the same guarantee program, having financing to back it, have all the ground rules worked out, take the fear out of the prospect's mind and provide for a smooth transfer of equities within the city or between cities.

We not only do what I've already mentioned but also provide a preview of property for the stranger coming into town. Each of our Realtor members publishes a similar monthly magazine, Homes for Living, to show our prospects what they may expect of architecture, areas, etc., in the town they are moving to.

The program has been most effective. In our firm alone, we have expanded to 80 residential salesmen and have had to appoint a trade-in manager to handle the volume.

GEO. P. SHAFFRAN, Realtor
Better Homes Realty Inc.
Arlington, Va.

The $64 question

H&H: I read with great interest the article headlined, "One lumber company supplies them all" [Feb.]. The facts as set forth have little interest unless Davidson's Lumber Co. made a legitimate profit. Any reference to this was omitted.

The past 20 years have seen far too many interesting but unprofitable ventures publicized in a manner unwarranted when measured by valid profit-and-loss standards.

JOHN W. KELSEY, president
Model Management Corp.
Greenville, Ill.

Says General Manager Michael W. Boeke of Davidson's: "In view of Mr. Kelsey's "legitimate" profit stipulation, I must hedge, since "legitimate" to him may be "excessive" or "mediocre" to some of us. However, thanks to the frugality and sagacity of our founder, we have contributed to the IRS (and its predecessors) annually since 1929—which was not the best year to be starting anything."

A word for land subsidies

H&H: It is refreshing to find an editorial [Jan.] that does not take the traditional stance of blaming everything on the federal government (which certainly is not blameless) and implying that if the government would get out of business, everything would be candy-dandy. I happen to believe other solutions are needed, preferably by private enterprise but not exclusively. If private enterprise doesn't come up with the solutions, government must.

I think the housing industry had better start considering its own stake in taking care of the people for whom public housing is intended. Public housing projects have not provided the answer. We have a growing geriatric population that needs shelter, but more than just shelter. Most of these people cannot afford

continued on p. 72

Economy or Beauty?

Now you can have both, plus the stability that only a laminate gives. Laminated Block goes over concrete or wood, on grade or above grade. Perfect for slab construction in homes and apartments.

You can offer your customers a variety of 5 woods and colors. Select from Natural Oak, Toast Brown Oak, new Mediterranean-inspired Sienna Oak, Walnut and Cherry. Famous vinyl-alkyd finish assures long life with little bother. Also available unfinished. 9" x 9" blocks are tongue and grooved for quick, foolproof installation with adhesive.

Look for us under "Flooring" in the Yellow Pages. Write for details today!

Wood-Mosaic CORPORATION
5000 Crittenden Drive
Louisville, Kentucky 40221

H&H: I always enjoy reading HOUSE & HOME.

HOLUB INDUSTRIES, Inc.
© 421 ELM ST., SYCAMORE, ILL. 60708

BUY 'EM IN HANDY KITS... OR CARTONS.
Kits include anchors, screws, masonry drill.

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES

MILLIONS IN USE!

DRILL HOLE

DRIVE SCREW

Collarless Anchors for Flush Mountings ...Terrific Holding Power in Any Solid Material.

These "all-purpose," low-cost anchors permanently hold screws in any material you can drill—hold up to 2 tons. Take small holes. Use indoors or outdoors. Try 'em!

27 SIZES FOR NO. 4 SCREWS THRU 1/2" LAG
The better homes in every neighborhood have wood windows.

Have you noticed?

CARADCO Wood Casement Windows

have double weatherstripping!

From the manufacturers of Creative Building Products

CARADCO, INC.
Dubuque, Iowa

Coradco Eastern, Inc. • Pemberton, New Jersey

Caradco Windows and Patio Door products are further detailed in Sweets Light Construction 6h Ga Arch. File 19c Ga and Canadian file 8wmm Car or write direct to factory.
“So you’re planning on building some homes. And you need financing. Fine. That’s my business.”
"You have to sell me first."

Looking for money? Well, first you're going to have to show the "money man" how good a builder you are. These days, bankers and other lenders are watching quality very closely. In checking builder specifications, they look for manufacturers with a quality reputation. Why? Because it reduces their risk. They know you'll sell your homes faster if you build with quality materials. This is especially true of features that are readily visible to the buyer.

Take a little thing like locks, for example. When you install Schlage locks on every home you build, it does cost you more. But that's the kind of quality the "money man" is looking for. And that's the kind of home-building he wants to give his backing to.

So, show him top quality building materials, like Schlage locks. He'll feel better about putting his cash behind your plans.

°Schlage°
San Francisco • Vancouver, B.C.
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Circle 69 on Reader Service card
Free booklet tells you how to use central air conditioning to close more sales

Plain Talk From Du Pont About Central Electric Air Conditioning

Selling more homes more quickly is important to you. Air conditioning can help you do it. Central electric air conditioning is a reality of modern living. Almost one out of every four new residences constructed in 1965 was centrally air conditioned. Make sure you are armed with the facts you need to cash in on all the sales advantages central air conditioning has to offer. Get the booklet "Plain Talk From Du Pont." For your free copy, mail the coupon.

FREON® refrigerants

Better Things for Better Living... Through Chemistry

Du Pont Co., Room 139
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
Please send me a copy of your booklet on central residential air conditioning.

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

LETTERS

Zoning: the decision makers

Maid: I was horrified to read in your February News story on zoning that you considered a Los Angeles zoning ordinance defective because the power to make decisions lay in the hands of the planning commission rather than in the hands of the city council and the mayor. If there is anything that I and many other builders have learned it is that a planning and zoning commission—appointed and not elected and working regularly with planning matters—is far more likely to understand a zoning proposal and to decide it on its merits. Certainly, there are exceptions to this rule. But in most cases, you are far more likely to have a zoning question decided on its merits by a zoning commission than by an elective body.

Robert B. Hoff, president
Byrne Development Corp.
Florence, Ky.

Los Angeles Mayor Samuel Yorty—not House & Home—considers his city's present zoning ordinance defective.—Ed.

Safety violations on the job

Maid: The cover of your December issue [above] shows numerous safety violations, another reason why many contractors cannot build houses successfully. Ignoring safety rules on housing could cut costs, but most contractors would be cited under violations existing on the jobsite shown.

L. G. Lamon
Lamon Construction Co.
Yuba City, Calif.

Assuming that Reader Lamon is referring to the precarious perches of the carpenters in the picture, they may indeed constitute legal violations of some safety laws. But carpenters have always been notoriously individualistic as well as cat-like, and no builder could afford to build scaffolding at every spot from which a man could take a header. —Ed.
A little copper invested here...

pays big dividends here...

Anaconda copper tube and fittings install easier, last longer, add more value to your homes than substitute materials, for a scarcely noticeable difference in costs!

Look at it this way. ALL-COPPER plumbing in your homes can provide your buyers with one of the most desirable features they could ask for. And provide you with one of the most efficient building operations you've ever seen.

Anaconda copper tube for water supply, sanitary drainage and hydronic heating can all be installed by the same team, using the same tools and with the same time-saving installation methods.

Furthermore, Copper Drainage Tube DWV with trim, solder-joint fittings installs between standard 2 x 4's eliminating construction of special, space-consuming partitions to accommodate bulkier piping. Rough-in work is faster and the soldered tube-to-fitting joints are permanently tight. In multiple housing developments your plumbing contractor can save additional time and keep ahead of schedule by prefabricating sub-assemblies in his shop or at the site. Copper is immune to rust and virtually maintenance-free.

In short, ALL-COPPER plumbing is one evidence of quality construction which is quickly recognized and ap-

praised by home buyers. And this sales advantage can be yours for little, if any, additional cost.

Don't use substitute materials in the belief that copper is not available. In 1966, the industry produced and shipped more than 400 million pounds of copper tube and pipe for general plumbing. Proof of its availability—and salability.

Thermasol brings the Steam Bath back home.
A 4,000-year-old idea is 1967's most exciting new home feature! 2033 BC: The steam bath was the rave of the best Korean caves. 445 BC: The Greeks said it cured what ailed 'em. 200 BC: It was a must for luxury homes in Rome. 1453 AD: The Turks said it was positively Turkish. 1967: Thermasol makes the bathroom a second family-fun room!

Thermasol . . . the amazing breadbox-sized electronic generator . . . lets any shower stall or tub area double as a personal steam bath. Thermasol steam bathing is in, it's fun, it's marvelously relaxing. Progressive builders everywhere are featuring Thermasol as the ultimate bathroom luxury in ads, model homes and apartments. Nationally advertised, Thermasol has proved its tremendous appeal to both men and women. It creates traffic and excitement in model homes . . . repeatedly makes the difference in closing sales fast. Let us put this really unusual feature in your next model, and watch the action!

For details, contact: Thermasol LTD., Dept. H-5
101 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
New York: (212) MU 4-7766 • Washington: (202) 296-3909 • Chicago: (312) 935-1890 • Los Angeles: (213) 748-7583
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED: Look, The New Yorker, House & Garden, House Beautiful
Shown here: Bruce Ranch Plank in Medium Finish. Also available in Dark Finish.

Model Home Ideas 
for quick sales

Show Bruce Ranch Plank with a steer hide rug

Catch buyers' interest in a model home with this unusual combination—a steer hide rug on a beautiful Bruce Ranch Plank Floor. Exotic area rugs are "in" with decorators this season, and Ranch Plank Floors are "in" with home buyers any season. The dark pegs, mellow coloring, and 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)/3\(\frac{1}{4}\)-width strips give Ranch Plank charm and character that is always popular. And you'll appreciate the famous Bruce Prefinish on Ranch Plank Floors. Baked into the wood at the factory, it saves you installation time and money, gives home buyers long-lasting beauty underfoot. Write for information on all Bruce floors or see our catalog in Sweets' Files.

PEGGED OAK FLOORS give a home charm and beauty far beyond their modest cost.

What are you going to say when a buyer asks for a Rain-Clox?

Huh?

Then you should know this is the electronic controller from Rain Bird that makes a sprinkler system completely automatic. That turns the sprinklers on and off at the right time of day. And waters each section of a homeowners’ landscaping just the right amount.

Certainly Ma’m: We can include it in your home loan. Did you see a Rain Bird ad?

Then you must have written for the package of information that told you what a Rain-Clox costs; what it does; how to install it; and how to arrange the loan. Like another package for your specifier? Write: Rain Bird, Glendora, Calif. 91740. (in the West); or Rainy Sprinkler Sales, Division L. R. Nelson Manufacturing Company Inc., West Pioneer Parkway, Peoria, Ill. (in the East and Midwest).
A bold new concept in versatile, economical forced air heat...

Classic-Aire by Empire

WALL MOUNTED, DIRECT VENT GAS FURNACE WITH BASEBOARD EXTENSIONS FOR PERIPHERAL AND MULTIPLE-ROOM HEATING APPLICATIONS

A beautiful new answer for a multitude of heating requirements, Classic-Aire lets you put heat where you want it—economically!

Gone are built-in ducts, chimney and the usual construction costs of forced air heating. Room-to-room baseboard extensions (warm air channels) make installation quick and easy; in residential, commercial and high-rise applications. It's the most flexible gas heating ever created! Ask us for more details.

Unit's adaptability permits full design freedom, adds a trim decorator's touch to living areas.

Finished in rich wood grain vinyl, Classic-Aire mounts on inside wall, vents directly to outside.

TO: Mr. Lee A. Brand
Empire Stove Co.
Belleville, Ill. 62222

Dear Lee:
You've got me interested. Now send me the full story on Classic-Aire including dimensions, specifications and performance data.

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP
Eljer's Corner Toilet gives your homes an extra sales angle

Eljer's Triangle gives you just the right angle for scoring with your customers. How? Simple: Eljer's Triangle toilet converts unused corner space into usable space. Opens up large and small bathrooms! Corner toilet is a space-maker for half baths and powder rooms, too!

With Eljer Master Crafted fixtures, callbacks are at a minimum. Available in Eljer pastels and white. For more information, call your contractor, Eljer representative, or write Wallace-Murray Corporation, Eljer Plumbingware Division, Dept.HH-7, P.O. Box 836, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.

Circle 77 on Reader Service card
"This is stain."
"Are you sure?"

"Positive. Olympic Solid Color Stain. Hides like expensive paint. But it costs a lot less. Easier to apply, too. Even over old paint. And it doesn't make a thick film over the wood; you can still see the natural beauty of the texture. Oh, and it's guaranteed. Won't crack, peel, flake or blister."

"That's a promise?"

"In 30 beautiful, living colors."

**Olympic Solid Color Stain**

"This is Olympic Semi-Transparent Stain."
"Beautiful!"

"Exactly. See how it adds color and depth without hiding the natural richness of the wood?"

"Really shows off the grain and texture, doesn't it?"

"Right. And in 36 tones. That's why architects like it. And builders. 'Fact, anybody who likes wood likes Olympic."

"I like wood."

"I knew you were my kind of people."

**Olympic Semi-Transparent Stain**
Make home buyers head your way with outdoor features in Decorative Concrete

Exposed aggregate concrete turns driveways dramatic. Here's one of the most interesting of Decorative Concrete's many forms. The builder used Mexican beach pebbles, treated with sealer to bring out color and sheen. Redwood headers add design interest and act as control joints. A decorative touch like this is easily achieved. See the "how to" across the page.
For any builder, getting the jump on competition gets tougher all the time. But more than a few are doing a good job of it right now with Decorative Concrete—in driveways, patios, walks, pools and other outdoor features.

Decorative Concrete adds a custom-type touch people like. A charm and note of difference they admire.

Ideas? You can texture, color, pattern, shape concrete to no end of decorative effects. With handsome sales effect, too.

How to get exposed aggregate finishes you’ll be proud of

Topping aggregate should be chosen in the size and color that will give the texture and effect wanted. As soon as normally placed concrete slab (specify a 5½-to-6-bag mix) has been darbied, aggregate should be scattered to cover the surface as shown.

Next, aggregate is embedded by tamping with a darby or other suitable tool. Then, as soon as the concrete will support a workman on kneeboards, the surface should be hand floated so all the aggregate is embedded just below the surface and completely surrounded by grout. Concrete should then be allowed to start setting up. Large areas may need a retarder.

In exposing the aggregate, timing is critical. Exposing should begin as soon as the grout can be removed by simultaneous brushing and flushing with water without overexposing or dislodging the aggregate. Some builders use test panels to determine timing. Finished job should be cured thoroughly, using a non-staining method of curing.

Help your concrete crews learn more about installing Decorative Concrete. Send the coupon for free booklet. If you would like to have selected crew members attend one of PCA’s demonstrations of concrete finishing, contact your ready mix supplier or the nearest PCA office. (U.S. only.)

Yes, I’d like a free copy of the booklet: “Cement Mason’s Manual.” (U.S. and Canada only)

NAME__________________________________________
COMPANY______________________________________
ADDRESS_______________________________________
CITY_______STATE_______ZIP____________

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. A5-94, 33 West Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60610
An organization of cement manufacturers to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete
Whatever happened to make Lawrence Warner change the name of his business and the brand of his dishwasher?

Both these things happened about the same time, but for completely different reasons.

Warner changed the name of his business to Warner & Sons, Builders, when his two boys decided to work with him. (That's Larry on the left, Bob on the right.)

And he changed to KitchenAid dishwashers so he wouldn't have to worry about callbacks.

Lawrence Warner has been building homes for 18 years in the Seattle, Washington area, and he knows dishwashers.

Since 1963, the Warners have recommended KitchenAid dishwashers for every home they've built. It's paid off.

"We've never had any trouble with KitchenAid", he said. "Not one callback".

Quality is very important to the Warners. They take personal pride in their workmanship, in the materials they use. And, to them, the quality dishwasher is KitchenAid.

So if you want to forget about dishwasher callbacks, too, look into KitchenAid. See your distributor. Or write KitchenAid Dishwashers, Dept. 7DS-5, The Hobart Manufacturing Company, Troy, Ohio 45373.

KitchenAid Dishwashers

By the makers of Hobart commercial dishwashers and food waste disposers.
New elegance for the bath...

Crystal Slo

Impeccable in taste—CRYSTAL GLO provides sheer elegance in today's luxurious bathroom. Beautiful acrylic crystal handles with unique inside faceting subtly reflect brilliance and sparkle. The setting is gem-like; distinctive. CRYSTAL GLO by Harcraft adds the final touch of quality so important to the discriminating home buyer.

For personal presentation, write:
HARCRAFT BRASS Division of Harvey Aluminum
19200 South Western Ave., Torrance, California 90509
MOVE 'EM UP... MOVE 'EM IN A KINGSBERRY HOME NOW!

It took 4 architects, 3 draftsmen, 3 engineers and 289 work hours to design this Kingsberry Home

You can't rush perfection. And this is what Kingsberry strives for in the design of every home. The 1874 square-foot "Fulton" model shown is an example. The labors of design show up immediately in the beauty of the elevation, the natural flow of the floor plan and economy of construction. For builders of the "Fulton," it shows up in fast sales because of Kingsberry built-in value.

Smaller Kingsberry models get the same treatment... 4 architects, 3 draftsmen, 3 engineers and the time required for perfection. This is just the beginning. Every six months, all Kingsberry models are reviewed and graded according to consumer acceptance. They are then carefully appraised... and either revamped, updated or dropped. That's how Kingsberry keeps its balanced line of some 100 models from year to year. Always adding the best of the new... keeping the best of the current sellers. Let this design excellence—plus Kingsberry's fine cost-control system, liberal financing and the industry's most complete marketing program—help you capture more than your share of your market... whether it be single family houses, apartments or our new line of leisure homes. Kingsberry now serves leading builders in 29 mid-Atlantic, midwestern and southeastern states.

MAIL THE COUPON BELOW TODAY

MAIL THE COUPON BELOW TODAY

Mr. Robert C. Smith, General Sales Manager/Kingsberry Homes/Department HH-3/3096 Peachtree Road/Chamblee, Ga. 30005.

Please send more information on the Kingsberry program. Please have your representative call on me. My interest in Kingsberry Homes is__________________________future planning. I have__________lots developed and__________lots available for development. During the past 12 months I have built and sold__________homes and/or__________apartments.

Name __________________________ Firm __________________________
Mail Address __________________________ Phone __________________________
City __________________________ State __________________________ Zip Code __________________________
EDITORIAL

On the righteousness of deep-think planners

Dost thou think, because thou art virtuous, there shall be no more cakes and ale?
—Shakespeare, Twelfth Night

Before some evangelist on the urban scene leads another innocent to the brink of financial disaster, it would behoove all the giddy practitioners of urban forecasting to look back closely at the ground their feet have just left.

You know how they behave. Someone says, “Why, man, do you realize that we’re going to double our population in the next half century, and everybody will live in megalopoli that spread from coast to coast like a heaving bacteriological culture. What are we going to do?” Our urban savant then strokes his Berkeley beard and intones (at once pedantically and self-consciously), “We’ll just have to put our cities’ growth solidly in the hands of planners and architects. [He’s speaking of the establishment architects, not the ones who do all the work.] Then, by federal fiat, we’ll build great urban plants, veritable cultural centers, monuments to human aspiration.”

Now, what the urban savant really means is his own aspirations, and what he really wants is a big consulting fee for the rest of his life. What our soothsayer lacks in this little dialogue is some acid Philistine who will inject a jolting comment like, “Big deal! We doubled our urban plant in the last quarter century, and now we have a whole half century to do it again. If we’ve got so much time, I’m going fishing.”

The trouble with that dialogue is that both sides are wrong. Our urban savant approaches planning for the future as an ideology, a framework into which he can fit all his fondest illusions. His passionate belief in the rightness of his thinking, if it does not lead to the tragic demise of some perfectly good company, at least convinces legions of innocents that there are easy solutions to urban problems—that the new-town idea, for instance, is a panacea for all that ails us.

Our acid Philistine is in just as bad shape as our urban savant. Kid Philistine’s total reliance on the action of the marketplace led to the disasters facing cities today, and those disasters increase geometrically, not arithmetically.

What confuses the urban problem is that people are mesmerized by numbers. The numbers are real enough. But unless they’re put in perspective, they can be misleading. It’s probably true, as the Urban Land Institute says, that in one generation’s time four-fifths of us will be clustered in three gigantic urban regions and 19 smaller regions. What’s more, this concentration will place an unprecedented demand on land, air and water in those regions. But it’s also true that most of the nation will be preserved as open space, that urban areas are only occasional spots and that they will actually take up only 11% of available land.

All the talk about urban problems centers on that 11%. What will happen if those spots are left to grow without any planning will very probably be much like what happened to the New York metropolitan area in the last two generations. There will be sprawl; densities will reach about 100,000 people per square mile (in parts of Manhattan density is far higher than that); and there will be plenty of air and water pollution, traffic jams and the like.

The point is that all of these problems are perfectly solvable, even now. The roadblocks to solving them are purely political, but things are not bad enough yet to make the various levels of government and the voters re-allocate revenues to do the job. We have the money and the technology, but not the will of the people. And that will probably still be true, to some degree, a generation from now.

However, the seemingly immovable political obstacles to building a better urban future make many thoughtful people seek solutions that are more hopeful than workable.

Take new towns, for instance. The theory is that we might build whole cities out in the middle of nowhere to house and employ big hunks of our population. But just examine the history of most towns in America and you realize that it took at least a generation to build them, an investment running into billions of dollars and a geographic location that made sense in the nation’s economic life. So it’s no surprise that most of the new towns now under way are still basically bedroom communities feeding off existing metropolitan areas.

There’s no question that we will double our urban plant in the next generation. But what sort of urban plant will it be—enjoyable or just barely livable? You won’t find the answer to that question in an academician’s dream. It lies, instead, in using the realities of people’s needs and desires as a platform from which to launch realistic and workable plans.

—RICHARD W. O’NEILL
Fifteenth annual marketing issue

In 1967, good merchandising is built right into the merchandise itself

That’s why you don’t see any banners or big signs or dancing girls in these pictures, and why you won’t find any treatises on salesmanship or advertising in the eight case studies on the next 24 pages. Instead, this issue of House & Home examines the product itself—project, house and features—as the single most important merchandising tool the builder or developer has today.

This does not mean that advertising and salesmanship are not important. Traffic must be built up, and personal contact between salesmen and buyers is still the best and often the only way to put across all the points of excellence in a house or a project.

Nevertheless, it is safe to say that most of these projects sold themselves. Their most effective merchandising was by word of mouth, and at least one builder was able to drop his whole advertising program after the first couple of months because his project’s reputation was bringing him most of his serious prospects.

It is also safe to say that the greatest appeal of most of the projects lies in that elusive quality called environment. Environment is compounded of land, land planning, landscaping, houses, and community facilities; when these elements are blended correctly, the net result is the best possible merchandising—a place where people want to live.

The last two case studies in this issue show in dramatic fashion why the product itself is the builder’s best marketing tool. Two builders were suffering from slow sales; instead of investing in heavy merchandising programs, they put their money into improving their models. The result: sales increases that surpassed their wildest imaginings.

For the first case study, turn the page.
Good land, made better by skilled planning, helps this development sell itself

There are indeed salesmen at builder Edmund Bennett's Carderock Springs project in Bethesda, Md. But they don't pursue prospects into the models, and they don't lurk in closed or open traps. They stay in Bennett's sales office, on the principle that by the time a visitor has driven into the model area (he must pass through beautifully wooded sections of the project) and gone through the models, Carderock Springs itself will have done a better selling job than any salesman could. And, in fact, this is just what happens. In four years, Bennett has sold more than 325 houses at prices that currently range from $43,000 to $53,000.

“We don't have to explain why our subdivision is better than most,” says Bennett. “People have soaked up a lot about good land planning, so what we're doing is self-evident.” All of Bennett's land planning and house design is in the hands of the architectural firm of Keyes, Lethbridge & Condon.

“When you build your merchandising around environment, every detail is important”
That's why items like corner plantings, fences, street signs and lights are carefully selected and positioned by the architects to enhance the naturally rustic feeling of Carderock Springs.
'Buyers want good houses, and they also want houses that go with the environment'

Bennett's models are designed to fit the existing terrain as much as possible. The split-entry above, for example, is built on shallow slopes, while the two-level below, with its basement opening on grade, fits steeper grades. Each house is individually sited on its lot, and care is taken to see that carports and driveways do the least possible violence to the land. Houses are often placed at right angles to each other so that the heavily glassed wall of one does not look out on windows or patios of others.
'Trees are so important that our buyers will pay $4,000 more per lot to get them'

When Carderock Springs was planned, Bennett ran a survey that located every tree with a diameter of more than 12". The survey was superimposed on a topographic map, and all houses and roads were sited to save as many of these trees as possible. In addition, an inspection is made after a house is staked out, and the siting is changed if it will save a particularly attractive tree or clump of trees.

'Every piece of land has drawbacks, but you can make some of them invisible to buyers'

Near the entrance to Carderock Springs is an old quarry; to hide it from visitors in approaching cars, Bennett built up a series of earth berms (above), which are planted with ground cover. Another berm (right and below) screens the project from an expressway and also blocks some of the traffic noise.
‘People are part of the environment, and buyers want to know what their neighbors will be like’
Says Bennett: “We want prospects to feel that this is a special place full of special people.” So he has set up what might be called an environment room in one part of his sales office (below). It features photographs, some of them shown on this page, of Carderock residents taking part in a variety of social, recreational and family activities. There are pictures and displays emphasizing the backgrounds of Bennett’s own firm and those of the designers and architects who helped create the community. And because good planning is so important to Bennett, he also displays the many local and national awards he has won over the years for both neighborhood and individual-house design.
The right blend of site, grading and houses made a big success of this small project

When Monarch Bay Mall opened, just under a year ago, its developer, Laguna Niguel Corp. of California, anticipated a steady but slow sales program that would last at least a year. The site was superb: 11 acres overlooking the Pacific and a fine beach. But the price range—$46,600 to $58,500—did not promise fast sales; the project had 44 lots, double the density of Laguna Niguel’s next-door project; and the California housing slump was hurting sales everywhere in the area.

What actually happened surprised everyone. “We sold 35 houses during the first month,” says Knowlton Fernald Jr., one of the project architects and Laguna Niguel’s director of architecture and planning. The reasons? “We graded the site so all but a half dozen houses have full views of the ocean. Despite the high density, our houses have lots of privacy. We put a lot of money into landscaping. And we have a maintenance program that keeps up both land and house exteriors.”

“We recontoured the entire site to give houses an unobstructed view of the ocean”

The plan and section at left show how lots are lined up in three stepped-down rows, with a road between the middle and top rows, and the mall, for which the project is named, between the middle and bottom rows. “The basic slope was already there,” says Fernald, “so the earthmoving wasn’t as big a job as it might have been.” Developing costs, including road and underground utilities, came to $3,500 per lot.
'Our buyers get the beauty of good landscaping but none of the headaches of maintaining it'

Most prominent feature of the landscaping is the grass mall, shown in the photos above and below, that runs almost the full length of the site. Sloping areas are planted with small shrubs and ground cover. All upkeep is done by a homeowner’s association (a condominium would have been possible but complex since the project is on leased land). Landscaping costs, including steps, paths and an irrigation system, were $2,000 per lot. Morgan Evans was the landscape architect.

'Privacy is important to our buyers, so we raised the living levels of our houses'

This is actually a one-story house, but it is raised on stilts so that people on the porch or in the living room will not be bothered by traffic on the road below. For the same reason, most of the two-story houses (built in the bottom and top tiers of the project) have their bedrooms on the lower story and living levels above. Models have either two or three bedrooms, and from 1,765 to 2,210 sq. ft. of living area. Project architects were Fernald, Ricardo A. Nicol and Arthur R. Schiller.
Early American opulence got vital first sales for this pioneering townhouse-condominium

It was Oklahoma City's first condominium, so developer George James went all out to offset buyer skepticism. "If we hadn't," he says, "we'd have been a dead duck." He packed the project with all the outstanding traditional design he could think of: exteriors copied from fashionable Georgetown in Washington, D.C., old brickwork copied from Philadelphia, gaslights imported from England. He walled in the project. And he named it Jamestown.

Ninety days after it opened last year, 10,000 people had come to see Jamestown. The ad agency hired to promote it was dropped after two months, because James discovered that most of his prospects were attracted by word of mouth.

Despite tight money and a declining stock market, James had sold 17 units early this year. Sales are somewhat behind construction—the first 30 units have already been erected—but James expects they will catch up soon. Reason: Jamestown is still drawing traffic from all over the Southwest.

"We're selling distinction—so we built our common green and town wall right away"
All 130 units, on 8½ acres, will be enclosed like an old walled town. "When you drive through our big wrought iron gate," says James, "everything looks different—we're completely divorced from the surrounding neighborhood." Even the townhouses themselves are walled at both front and rear entrances. The partial site plan at left shows how the initial 30 buildings have been grouped in blocks of ten so that rear patios open onto streets instead of backing into each other.
'The look of Jamestown—by night and by day—is the look of quality'

And the look comes from costly extras like real gas lamps shipped from Southwark Council, England; illuminated fountains (above); and a community center (right) patterned after a colonial garrison. Adding to the community's feeling of security are services like round-the-clock guard protection, electronic call and fire-alarm systems, and 24-hour telephone answering. "The difference between a mediocre project and ours," says James, "is about $200,000."
‘Our first interiors were more lavish than most buyers wanted—but they were exciting’
And that’s what Jamestown needed in the early months when buyers had to be won over to a new kind of ownership. Later on, buyers indicated they weren’t vitally interested in extras like imported-marble vanity tops (right) and $275 doors. So now that Jamestown’s reputation is established, options are being reduced to permit price cuts of $2,500 to $10,000 from the current price range of $26,000 to $38,000.

We show a collection of features that buyers couldn’t match in a single-family house
Jamestown’s three basic plans offer up to 2,100 sq. ft. and two or three levels. The two shown here—the largest and smallest—both have fireplaces, 2½ baths and landscaped patios. Most buyers are in their early forties and up.
Brickwork is what makes Jamestown look like a community that will last forever.

In fact, its hand-laid streets probably will last forever—the paving brick was baked to order in a local kiln. James copied his town wall and its graceful gate posts from a 150-year-old wall he photographed in Philadelphia. And he insisted on authenticity to the point of 1) teaching masons how to rough-lay brick and 2) developing wall brick with a flake-off surface.
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Classic elegance sells city dwellers
new townhouses in a fine old neighborhood

Cousins Properties Inc. loaded elegance
into this 23-unit Atlanta condominium for
two reasons. First, the neighbors—living
in well-kept old townhouses dating back
to 1905—would have resisted conventional
new housing. Second, conventional designs
would have suffered by comparison.

As it happens, Cousins' Westchester
Square went over so well that it has
sparked a general renovation of the stately
older homes. Reason: The new townhouses
offer much more than the older ones.

Outside, the houses emulate the Fed­
eral architecture of their surroundings in
every way. One example: leaded fanlights
over entryways. Inside, they combine
classic molding patterns with modern baths
and kitchens in floor plans of up to 2,940
sq. ft. And their up-to-date siting (plan
below) provides unusual privacy and open
space for in-city living.

Prices are high, $53,000 to $75,000, but
President Thomas Cousins expects to be
sold out late this year.

'Our siting gives a feeling of privacy that
you can't find in most urban neighborhoods'

Older townhouses face city streets, but Westchester Square
looks inward to its own common green. All 23 units are
reached by a private, dead-end drive (lower left) leading
off one of the city streets that ring the 3½-acre project.
Residents are buffered from city traffic by a commonly
owned perimeter strip of landscaping and walkways. Each
house has a garage.
'We sell distinction inside as well as out — no two houses have the same specs'

While each of the 23 units is based on one of three tri-level plans (left) and contains standard details like marble fireplaces and 9" ceiling moldings, each plan is different. Cousins varies his two basic widths—18' and 24'—by from 4" to 6" and puts as many as three fireplaces in some of his plans. A minimum of two full baths is standard, and some larger plans have a wood-paneled library or "keeping room."

'Backyard elegance is just as important as curbside elegance for our high-price buyers'

Cousins reasons that his class of buyer does more entertaining than average. So he offers big rear courtyards, screened by 7'-high brick walls and accessible from both the living room balcony and the ground-floor recreation room.
A lively looking environment for adults helps rent a high-density apartment project

Density is 40 families to the acre in 994-unit Woodlake Apartments, San Mateo, Calif. But there is no feeling of crowding in the project's spacious activities center (photo, above)—which combines a lake and swimming pool, community building, health spa and tennis courts—or in neighborhood courtyards, many with pools, scattered through the community.

But developer Gerson Bakar doesn't want to attract "go-go" types. So he made his recreation area look tranquil and dignified. And because there are no juvenile play activities, the project doesn't attract families with school-age children.

Woodlake has a full-time activities director and an eight-page monthly newspaper to keep tenants on top of all the social and recreation events that go on there.

"Woodlake is known for its sense of responsible fun," says Bakar. "I think that's why we built and completely rented 994 units at a time when there were vacancies all over town."

"We're big, but we have turned our bigness into an asset rather than a liability"

The asset is an atmosphere of security. Woodlake's size makes it possible for management to afford a 24-hour security patrol and a full-time maintenance staff of professional plumbers, electricians and carpenters. "When our tenants have problems," says Bakar, "we don't have to send them independent mechanics who come when they feel like it and charge whatever the traffic will bear." Architects were Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons. Landscape architect: Lawrence Halprin.
"We're like a cruise ship, where activities make the trip either memorable or a total flop"

Woodlake's health spa (lobby below) is a big attraction, especially for women; only bridge tourneys outrank it in popularity. And to keep tenants in touch with all the events that go on at the spa, Bakar installed a closed-circuit television system. In between televising community events, the system shows first-run movies twice a week. For tenants who want recreation closer to home, six neighborhood swimming pools (right) are built into interior courts. Says Bakar: "The key to our environment is our professional social director—an amateur could never make it work."
A quiet, park-like atmosphere rented out these garden apartments in just 12 weeks

In his original schedule, Donald Tarinelli, the project's builder and owner, allowed six months for full occupancy. Reason: His 70 units rent for from $175 to $380—definitely luxury rates in Fairfield, Conn.

But the combination of good land, fine landscaping and exciting units (opposite) proved to have unexpectedly strong appeal. Newspaper ads brought in the first visitors, then word-of-mouth advertising became the decisive factor.

"People weren't too impressed driving by," says Tarinelli, "but when they came in and saw the park, they really jumped."

Tarinelli expected his market to be older people—particularly those who had sold large houses and hence were used to high monthly payments.

"So we stressed quietness and elegance," he says. "We have a pool, but it's tucked off in one corner of the property." But a surprising number of young families with children have also rented—most of them taking three-bedroom townhouses.

'One of our biggest promotion points was that every unit looked out onto parkland'

Most of the apartments and townhouses face a two-acre park in the center of the site. And the property abuts a municipal park, at right in the plan, so architects Landis Gores and Fielding Bowman were able to add an extra loop of townhouses and turn half of these units toward the town park. The project's 5½-acre site is on leased land which, says builder Tarinelli, made it possible to put more money into buildings and landscaping.
"These were the first atrium houses in the area, and they created lots of interest—and traffic"

Eight of these units are built along one side of the site, with bays facing the center park (above) and entrances and garages on the outer driveway (right). "We couldn't afford any more of them," says Tarinelli, "because even with rents up to $380, they aren't very profitable. But as promotional features, they more than paid their way."

"Our models were so well decorated that design schools sent classes out to see them"

And more important, they carried out Tarinelli's theme that the project represents the last word in garden-apartment elegance. These photos show the interiors of the courthouse units. The living room (above) has a bay facing the center park; the bedroom (left) has glass doors that open into the atrium.

continued
'The park environment put our single-floor apartments in a class by themselves'

When the project first opened, it faced competition with one garden apartment and two high-rise projects in the same general rent range. "We've long since rented out," says builder Tarinelli, "and they [the other projects] are still not full. One reason is that no one else offered as attractive a community as ours. Another is that for rents of $175 to $220, people can live in our apartments and share in the prestige of a project with rents as high as $380."

'Our apartment units gave us the rental range to appeal to the entire market'

The apartment mix includes 16 one-bedroom units at $175; ten two-bedroom, one-bath units at $205; and ten two-bedroom, two-bath units at $220. They are rented primarily by working couples and older people; no children are permitted. "If we were starting all over again," says Tarinelli, "the only change we'd make would be to build fewer of the smallest units and more of the larger ones."
'Townhouses gave us a crack at the market that wouldn't—or couldn't—buy a house'

This market includes transferees (Fairfield is in New York City commuter territory) who anticipate another move in the near future, young couples with the income but not the capital to buy, and older couples who prefer a house to an apartment but don't want the bother of maintaining a house. Children are permitted in the townhouses, and the 25 units now house 15 of them, ranging from babies to high-school teenagers. The photos above and at right show the townhouse parking and entrance area; the photo below shows units fronting on the center park area.

'We built our rental townhouses because no one else in the area was offering them'

And, in fact, the demand was stronger than Tarinelli had anticipated. There are 18 two-bedroom models renting for $240 and 7 three-bedroom models at $280. "And," says Tarinelli, "we found more demand for the bigger units."
Redesigned and completely upgraded models solve a problem that many builders face

The problem: how to sell against the used house. And in this case, Perl-Mack Homes of Denver had spawned its own competition. Over the years, Perl-Mack had sold 5,500 houses in its big Northglenn development; with 900 lots left, the company found that resales of these older houses were cutting into sales of new ones.

"Our new models weren't different enough," says President Sam Primack. "So we did a complete upgrading job." Baths and kitchens got special attention, with emphasis on better cabinetry. Carpeting was made a standard feature. And exteriors were changed, some floor plans enlarged and some new models added.

"We made the biggest changes in the highest-priced models," says Primack, "because we thought that more-sophisticated families would react most favorably."

Result: more than 100 sales in two months—double Perl-Mack's previous rate—even though the changes, plus higher building costs, forced a rise in prices.

"Our new baths have the kind of elegance that makes buyers regard them as prestige rooms!" Perl-Mack's old baths (left) were perfectly attractive, functional rooms; the new ones (below) benefit from a massive injection of glamour. "We didn't do this primarily for the family that lives in the house," says Sam Primack. "They will stop noticing it in a couple of weeks. But they like the idea of making a big impression on their guests." So the new baths have melamine vanity counters and backsplashes, wood-grained cabinets, lighting valances with natural-wood facias, and large mirrors that make the room seem bigger.
We used to have just plain kitchens. Our new ones are richer looking and better to work in.

Primack considers the kitchen second only to the exterior of the house as a sales feature. Since the cabinets are the kitchen's most prominent feature, Primack changed from a good-quality, wood-faced line (left) to a high-styled, melamine-faced line (above and below). And since the kitchen is the most important work area in the house, Primack now offers top-of-the-line appliances as standard items, better lighting (see next page) and higher-grade sheet-vinyl flooring.
'It's very often the little extras that make prospects remember your models'
Sam Primack has found that one highly memorable extra is a self-rimming sink (right) with a spray attachment used in master baths. "It seems small," he says, "but when a prospect has trooped through a dozen pretty similar projects, an item like this can be the thing that makes all the difference."

'Some features that seem purely functional are actually good merchandising tools for us'
Two examples are shown here. The dropped luminous ceiling above replaces single fixtures like the one at left; besides providing more-even working light, it makes a dramatic display of Perl-Mack's new kitchens. And wood-grained plastic wainscoting (bottom, right) not only offers an easy-to-clean surface in the breakfast nook but also makes the area look much bigger and more inviting than did plain painted walls (bottom, left).
'The front door sets the tone for the house; it must be more than just a hole in the wall'
While Perl-Mack's old doors (above) were attractive, the new ones (right) are striking. Used as both singles and doubles, they have stained finishes covered with an epoxy sealer.

'Ve redesigned our models to get less of a project look and more of a neighborhood look'
Perl-Mack's older models (small photos) were not appreciably different from what other Denver builders offer in the same price range. The new models are strikingly different, and all of them can be built with at least one alternate design.
Remodeled models with exciting new kitchens tripled sales in the face of a slow market

Up until April 1966, Luxury Homes was selling just over 100 houses a year in its Town & Country project in San Jose, Calif. Since then, despite a depressed market and price increases of almost 15%, sales have nudged the 300-house-a-year level. The difference, according to William Lyons, Luxury's president, is almost entirely due to new kitchens.

"A year ago," says Lyons, "we decided to do over Town & Country. It had been open for three years, and we've found that after that long any project begins to go stale." The project got a new name (The Oaks), one new higher-priced model ($24,800 vs. a previous top of $17,950), and a remodeling job for four other models. In particular, kitchens were opened up to the outdoors.

Results were immediate. Traffic shot up, and sales shot up even faster. "We've had to do very little advertising," says Lyons. "The bulk of our traffic is pulled by word of mouth."

"We gave our models a complete face-lifting, but it was the kitchens that boosted sales."

It cost Luxury Homes about $8,000 to give this model a new shake roof, extensive relandscaping and a remodeled and freshened-up interior. "Only $1,000 of this went into the kitchen," says Lyons, "but it's the best $1,000 we ever spent." Most-expensive items were the sliding aluminum windows with gold-anodized frames: "We tried plain aluminum, but the gold looks much better with our new white kitchen cabinets."
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Opening up our kitchens gave us a chance to merchandise our good-looking land

Luxury's older models did have a sliding glass door in or near the kitchen. But the new kitchens have the glass door plus counter-height windows all along the exterior wall, so the kitchen seems to be part of the outdoors. This is a lower-priced model ($21,000), and it has cabinets with a natural-wood rather than a white finish.

The new kitchens gave us the chance to jump into a much higher price range

At $24,800, this model is almost $7,000 higher than the most expensive of Luxury's older houses. "When you start edging up into this range," says Lyons, "buyers become more sophisticated and more demanding. We felt that the new kitchens were a strong enough feature to justify the higher price."

Buyers felt so, too. This model has become the project's show house (the patio pool pictured at left is a $2,000 extra) and one of its best sellers.
What makes people buy or rent new housing?

**Round Table**

**PARTICIPANTS**

** Builders**
- Bruce Blietz
  - Irvin A. Blietz Co.
  - Evanston, Ill.
- Robert Carey
  - Thompson-Brown Co.
  - Detroit
- Robert Carithers
  - Rossmoor Leisure World
  - Laguna Beach, Calif.
- Walter Carrington
  - Walter Carrington, Builder
  - Austin, Tex.
- Lloyd Clarke, vice-president
  - National Association of Homebuilders
  - Des Moines, Iowa
- Morgan G. Earnest
  - New Orleans
- David Fox
  - Fox & Jacobs Construction Co.
  - Dallas
- Fred Kemp
  - Robinhood Homes Inc.
  - St. Louis
- William Lyon
  - Luxury Homes Inc.
  - Anaheim, Calif.
- Steven J. Majko
  - Alcan Design Homes Ltd.
  - Montreal, Can.
- James Nickolls
  - Tulsa, Okla.
- John Parker
  - Macco Realty Co.
  - Newport Beach, Calif.
- Clark Rector
  - Walter Carrington, Builder
  - Austin, Tex.
- Herman Sarkowsky
  - United Homes Corp.
  - Federal Way, Wash.
- Robert W. Wood
  - Richard Prows Inc.
  - Salt Lake City
- Norman Young
  - Levitt & Sons Inc.
  - Lake Success, N.Y.

**Market researchers and sales consultants**
- Stanley Edge, president
  - Stanley Edge Assoc.
  - Washington, D.C.
- Nelson Feote, director,
  - consumer research
  - General Electric Co.
  - New York City

**E.A. Isakson**
- North Side Realty Assoc.
  - Atlanta
- Seymour Marshak, manager,
  - marketing research
  - Ford Motor Co.
  - Dearborn, Mich.
- Arthur Schnipper Jr., vice president,
  - marketing
  - National Homes Corp.
  - Lafayette, Ind.
- David Stone
  - Millbrae, Calif.
- Pede Worth
  - Millbrae, Calif.

**Architects**
- Cleris Helmsath, AIA
  - Houston
- Enslie (Bud) Oglesby, AIA
  - Dallas

**Financing**
- Aubrey Costa, chairman
  - Southern Trust & Mortgage Co.
  - Dallas
- M.J. (Bill) Greene, president
  - Southern Trust & Mortgage Co.
  - Dallas

**Manufacturers**
- Fred Barnett
  - Floataway Door Co.
  - Atlanta
- Nicholas L. Maczkov, manager
  - building coordination
  - American-Standard Corp.
  - New York City
- Ted V. Seidel, marketing manager
  - Barrett Div., Allied Chemical Corp.
  - New York City
- Robert D. Stephan, vice president
  - U.S. Gypsum Co.
  - Chicago
- William Stricker, vice president
  - Pease Woodwork Co.
  - Cleveland, Ohio
- Walter Streut
  - Owens-Corning Fiberglas Co.
  - Toledo, Ohio
- Norman Ward, director,
  - builder marketing
  - United States Plywood Corp.
  - New York City

**Educators**
- Joe A. Howell, dean of men
  - Southern Methodist University
  - Dallas

*From House & Home* Moderators: Richard W. O'Neill, editor
James P. Gallagher, senior editor
New-house sales and new-apartment rentals have long suffered from the assumption that the market is limited by the need for shelter—in other words, by the number of new family formations plus the number of dwelling units demolished. Because of this assumption, housing's share of disposable income has been shrinking.

Other consumer industries have known for years that desires can be created which have no relation to actual needs. The men who sell automobiles, entertainment and travel base their sales goals not on how many people need their output but on how much desire they can create to own that car, see that movie, take that trip.

It was concern over housing's shrinking share of discretionary dollars—plus a desire to learn the basic reasons behind people's buying decisions—that brought about this Round Table in Dallas. House & Home invited 37 housing-industry leaders and marketing experts, not only housing sales consultants, but also several from other industries (and even one who played a leading role in that landmark marketing success, the Ford Mustang).

For two days these men explored the buyer motivations that housing must learn to exploit, as well as the barriers—real and imagined—that limit the industry's potential.

The highlights of their discussion start below.

Dave Stone: Recently we completed a market study to identify the basic motivational factors that must be satisfied in the design and development of condominium or townhouse projects.

We concluded that privacy is high on the list of things that motivate buyers to select one project over another. Today's buyers have so little privacy in their other environments that the home has become their last place of refuge. Another major factor is convenience. This, we found, is relative to the buyer's past experience. For one who had been living in a 1,000-sq. ft. box with only one bath, convenience might be just having another bath. Also, location as related to employment, shopping and other facilities is usually important.

A third factor that emerged from our study is an intangible called romance. The environment must have elements of drama, excitement and interest for the buyer: large double entry doors, an owner's suite that looks like the wing of a palace or a garden kitchen that captures the outdoors and makes it part of the interior environment.

Then we discovered another vital motivation that has often been overlooked: identity. Each of us struggles to retain his personal identity in this world of numbers and cubicles. No one wants to be just a rubber-stamp copy of his neighbor. In comparing townhouse projects that succeeded with those that failed, identity played a major role.

Finally, we found that the security factor provided an underlying motivational response. Where they are not given a feeling of protected investments and environmental safety, people resist making the decision to buy.

Norman Young: When I see studies with terminology like privacy, convenience, romance, identity and security, a question arises: "How practical are studies such as these?" We went through our competitive ad files for years back and didn't find any ad that couldn't fit one or another of these categories. In other words, this is nothing new.

Norman Ward: We've seen two motivational studies recently. In one, culture and prestige were listed as primary influential items, and privacy and convenience were rated very low. In the other, privacy and individual convenience were given great importance. People's motivations change. As their income goes up, so does their desire for luxury.

Motivational studies are of little importance unless you know what particular group you're trying to reach. This failure to group people in age and income brackets makes most motivational studies unbelievable.

Joe Howell: When it comes to young buyers, the college graduates are skeptical of gimmicks and look beneath the surface of anything you try to tell them. They're skeptical of anything told them by anyone older than they are. I think your advertising will have to be factual and truthful if you want to reach them.

Young people want something traditional but also something that makes a house individual. And don't forget that young families in this generation know they are going to move within the next three or four years, so they want to be pretty sure that they'll be able to sell their houses. If you can't prove they can sell, they won't be interested in buying in the first place.

Fred Kemp: About a year and a half ago our salesmen analyzed their buyers. One type represented 41% of our buyers: a conformist who was approximately 32 years of age and had an $11,000 income. But most significantly, he was very unsure of himself and was seeking status and prestige. He usually had received a lot of help from his...
parents and, as a result, lacked many strong convictions of his own.

In another category was the 50-year-old man who had been living in an apartment and was afraid to make a change because of all it implied.

**John Parker:** I'd like to know how the auto companies motivate people to spend their discretionary income on a '67 Ford.

**Seymour Marshak:** We deal with cars year in and year out. Some years we do very well, and some years we do very poorly. It's not just the advertising. We can have the hottest campaign in the world and fall apart if the product isn't right. So we are very heavy in market research, from the standpoint of determining motivation and measuring creative application—not just in advertising but also in product.

**Ward:** The skepticism that a lot of you have about research is very understandable. However, let me assure you that there is an art to this business.

**Seymour Marshak:** We all learn from our mistakes. And although it was a very costly lesson, we learned it very well.

**Morgan Earnest:** First in importance to builders selecting a product is the manufacturer's ability to deliver it on time, and then to service it after it is installed.

**Clark Rector:** Most manufacturers refuse to look at builders as part of their retail organization, but we are their retailers. We buy what we can resell at a profit.

**Young:** To my knowledge, we never had a purchaser buy or not buy because of a brand that we had. Remember, all our brands are nationally recognized. The name of a single product is meaningless, because a buyer agrees to a total home; however, I like to keep probability on my side; so while a single item might not move an individual, the combination of many elements might. Name brands breed confidence. This is one of the reasons we buy name brands. Where the price margin is very close, we'll take the name that breeds confidence just to keep probability on our side.

**Stan Edge:** We continually send questionnaires to people who have lived in new homes for 24 months or less. Yes, there's one thing wrong with this type of research: It's like asking people if they wanted power steering before anybody had invented it. People have attitudes, and opinions that you can pin down before they go out to buy a house. But they go through a series of outside influences that change their minds.

**Stone:** It's fairly easy to get information from the people you've sold to. But if you're only checking one segment of the market, you're only researching that segment, and you don't know what you are missing. So this really doesn't solve the problem.

**Jim Gallagher:** Some builders say they would rather know why a prospect didn't buy their house.

**Young:** Non-buyer studies are among the most difficult studies to make. What you have to do is match every factor. Namely, you have to go and find somebody who bought a home in your price range near your location and who was exposed to your homes before he made his decision to buy. To do that kind of matching requires that you go into your own contact cards with your salesmen and follow up the non-buyers of at least the last six or eight months. We have found that we can match only a minute fraction of cards—and this makes it very difficult to get any kind of projectable data. Nevertheless, we interview people who moved into competitors' houses as well as our own buyers. They don't know that it's our company interviewing them. This helps us determine whether there is any customer satisfaction with our competition.

I want research on what people remember when they go into model homes. What do people talk about after they have seen our models? What is most important? Some very small but significant "flash-value" elements may move a customer.

**Stone:** One of the problems with research is that we tend to generalize to our own detriment. We found that people who come to California do not want to live as they did in the East. We built two-stories homes designed for transferences from New York, and everyone said, "No, I have been living in one of those. I want to live like Californians." We sold the two-stories homes to Californians who had lived in ranch-style homes all their lives.

**Marc Fitch:** I have never yet seen anyone buy a house because of a particular appliance. It might have been an influencing factor, but the floor plan, the subdivision, the romance, the privacy and all other things make the difference.

**Bruce Blietz:** Most buyers, no matter what price range they're in, can't tell whether they're looking at a top- or middle-quality item. Maybe they can if it's a very bottom item. Furthermore, about 80% or 90% of the cost of a house is in areas they can't see. Products that may help stimulate people to buy a new home represent a very small percentage of the dollars we put into the house.

**Morgan Earnest:** First in importance to builders selecting a product is the manufacturer's ability to deliver it on time, and then to service it after it is installed.

**Clark Rector:** Most manufacturers refuse to look at builders as part of their retail organization, but we are their retailers. We buy what we can resell at a profit.

**Bob Carey:** We must keep in mind that the same genius that created the Mustang also created the Edsel.

**Seymour Marshak:** We all learn from our mistakes. And although it was a very costly lesson, we learned it very well.

**Ward:** What effect does consumer advertising of building products have in motivating people to buy new homes? Many of you have made the statement that the builder is the product decider in 80% of the houses built and that consumer advertising of building products has very little effect on new-house buying.

**Bob Carey:** We must keep in mind that the same genius that created the Mustang also created the Edsel.

**Morgan Earnest:** First in importance to builders selecting a product is the manufacturer's ability to deliver it on time, and then to service it after it is installed.

**Clark Rector:** Most manufacturers refuse to look at builders as part of their retail organization, but we are their retailers. We buy what we can resell at a profit.

**Young:** To my knowledge, we never had a purchaser buy or not buy because of a brand that we had. Remember, all our brands are nationally recognized. The name of a single product is meaningless, because a buyer agrees to a total home; however, I like to keep probability on my side; so while a single item might not move an individual, the combination of many elements might. Name brands breed confidence. This is one of the reasons we buy name brands. Where the price margin is very close, we'll take the name that breeds confidence just to keep probability on our side.

**Stan Edge:** We continually send questionnaires to people who have lived in new homes for 24 months or less. Yes, there's one thing wrong with this type of research: It's like asking people if they wanted power steering before anybody had invented it. People have attitudes, and opinions that you can pin down before they go out to buy a house. But they go through a series of outside influences that change their minds.

**Stone:** It's fairly easy to get information from the people you've sold to. But if you're only checking one segment of the market, you're only researching that segment, and you don't know what you are missing. So this really doesn't solve the problem.

**Jim Gallagher:** Some builders say they would rather know why a prospect didn't buy their house.

**Young:** Non-buyer studies are among the most difficult studies to make. What you have to do is match every factor. Namely, you have to go and find somebody who bought a home in your price range near your location and who was exposed to your homes before he made his decision to buy. To do that kind of matching requires that you go into your own contact cards with your salesmen and follow up the non-buyers of at least the last six or eight months. We have found that we can match only a minute fraction of cards—and this makes it very difficult to get any kind of projectable data. Nevertheless, we interview people who moved into competitors' houses as well as our own buyers. They don't know that it's our company interviewing them. This helps us determine whether there is any customer satisfaction with our competition.

I want research on what people remember when they go into model homes. What do people talk about after they have seen our models? What is most important? Some very small but significant "flash-value" elements may move a customer.

**Stone:** One of the problems with research is that we tend to generalize to our own detriment. We found that people who come to California do not want to live as they did in the East. We built two-stories homes designed for transferences from New York, and everyone said, "No, I have been living in one of those. I want to live like Californians." We sold the two-stories homes to Californians who had lived in ranch-style homes all their lives.

**Marc Fitch:** I have never yet seen anyone buy a house because of a particular appliance. It might have been an influencing factor, but the floor plan, the subdivision, the romance, the privacy and all other things make the difference.

**Bruce Blietz:** Most buyers, no matter what price range they're in, can't tell whether they're looking at a top- or middle-quality item. Maybe they can if it's a very bottom item. Furthermore, about 80% or 90% of the cost of a house is in areas they can't see. Products that may help stimulate people to buy a new home represent a very small percentage of the dollars we put into the house.
There is no such thing as a typical buyer, only sub-groups with different wants and needs

The very young and the very old are increasingly important markets for housing, but too many builders assume that the only buyers worth cultivating are those in the 30-to-45 age group. We must pinpoint the needs of all age and income groups and create housing and environment that fit those varying needs.

Bob Wood: We don’t influence motivations, but we influence the decisions on them. For instance, as people grow older, they become disenchanted with many chores connected with the single-family detached house. Today it’s the recognition of these motivations that gives us our market opportunities. We’re going to capitalize on our customers’ desires for recreation, leisure and ownership. Heretofore our success in upgrading has been dependent upon the ability to release equity that is already locked in. If the younger generation has no desire for yesterday’s housing and wants new design and land plans, we may be facing a crisis that we are not prepared to meet. What is going to happen to the value of existing homes if they are not as attractive to tomorrow’s buyers?

Young: The proportion between the multifamily and single-family markets is more involved than just the demographic characteristics. The very fact that land cost has skyrocketed to the point where you cannot locate single-family homes within an hour of a metropolis is militating against single-family. Therefore, you can predict pretty surely a growth in multifamily housing.

Stricker: There are more than 2,400 towns and cities of 10,000 people or more. Land may be skyrocketing in 50 or 75 of them, but we do business in 125 others where this isn’t true. And we don’t think it’s true in all the other 2,250. Good land at reasonable prices walks in the doors of most responsible building companies.

Blietz: I’d like to emphasize that we do not have to sell the concept of home ownership or the concept of the tenant. The very young and the very old are increasingly important markets for housing, but too many builders assume that the only buyers worth cultivating are those in the 30-to-45 age group. We must pinpoint the needs of all age and income groups and create housing and environment that fit those varying needs.

Bob Carithers: At Rossmoor Leisure World we have learned a lot about multifamily housing for the elderly. Our units were cooperatives built under FHA 213. We are looking to the people who almost always have owned one home and in most cases have owned three or more. They feel they know all about housing. They know how a home should be constructed, what to look for and the questions to ask. These buyers are economically successful. They have been planning well for later years. We also asked a science institute to do a study for us on what made people buy in Leisure World, and we came up with some interesting results. All the reasons given in the initial remarks about privacy, convenience, identity and security showed up but in a little different order. Forty-seven percent said their main reason for buying a house was that they felt it was the best all-around buy they had come across. And they meant not only the quality of the living unit but also the program of services and the environment. Our buyers are more concerned about a monthly payment than with the down payment or the total cost of the housing unit.

Security is a big item—not only in the physical sense but also in being assured a good resale market. Women are attracted by the fact that they can walk outside, take one of the community buses and do anything they want without the fear of personal attack.

This puts a much greater responsibility on the salesman. In some cases it requires the ability to sell, probably the greatest assets he can have are a few grey hairs and an appearance that will instill confidence. Buyers don’t want to really be classified in the “senior citizen” category, so we avoid that in any sales program. We are going to emphasize the fact that this is a very desirable suburban country-club type of community in which to live rather than a place to retire. That will change our community facilities, particularly the recreational and educational programs.

Gallagher: Suppose your community included a whole range of age groups rather than just older people? Do you think it would be a plus or minus economically for you?

Carithers: In reshaping our approach, we are broadening the age groups we will include, but Rossmoor will still be an adult community—children will have completed high school and be in college.

Gallagher: If you had no age restrictions, do you think you would lose some older buyers who don’t want children around or gain some buyers who presently can’t get into the community?

Carithers: That happens to be the biggest obstacle to changing our approach. Some of the present residents are very leery of opening the community because they now are with people of their own age. And all we’re really talking about are people who are in their forties and fifties.

Stricker: If the buildings and land plan provide for personal privacy, it’s desired; we don’t think it makes any difference.

Wood: We have had some experience with this on a small scale. Salt Lake City had a highly successful movement into condominiums and multifamily housing that completely eliminated any children under 12 years of age. After three years we realized that a number of families with children under 12 would also enjoy this type of living, so we set out to reach that market and satisfy its desires. We tailored our units to families with children by offering space equivalent to what they would have in a single-family detached home. We met with reasonable success, but have slowly converted to semi-retirement. The community is essentially now a semi-retired community and these different age groups are living in complete harmony.

Foote: All over the U.S. the most obvious difference among customers is between those with children and those without them. I think it’s news of the greatest interest—and seems to me pre-eminently correct—that Cortese is moving away from anybody above 52 and thinking in terms of couples who are childless or whose children have grown up and moved away. They, too, have a different way of looking at things than families with children. An enormous group of people 50 and over are thinking that they have as attractive a type of living as they did when they were young. Many of these people also want a two-bedroom house, because it’s an inducement for their children to come back and visit.

Blietz: We might best direct our attention to what I would call the selectivity of the small market groups. There is really not just one market, but a series of many markets. The important thing for any builder is to pinpoint the specific fragments of the market that he can go after. Our whole company is oriented toward small pieces of a total housing market. One of the reasons many very small builders are successful is that they are close to the small market they appeal to.

Herman Sarkowsky: The all-American game today is not how much people can spend on housing but how little. There are many things to do today that were not available to our parents, and the discretionary dollar has to cover more bases. The real battle today is to try to find the type of living units that will serve people who don’t choose to make their house their establishment. We’re not going to fight the battle of the decreasing housing dollar. We are going to join in the philosophy of the young which, I think, is here to stay. We should change our thinking to what we can do to get people to spend the dollars available for housing on more livable units.

Dave Fox: We both individually and as a group look at the hous-
The house must have flexibility for decor that will reflect a family's personal taste.

Earnest: We are selling to people who know what they want and, if we can find out what they want, we can provide it with them. I'm convinced most of them want more than they can afford.

Edge: We've got a lot of other problems. One is the struggle for individuality. There is no such thing as an average person, and you cannot go out and build a perfect house and say this will be the house for all people. You can't even say this is the house for all people between 30 and 40 years of age. Everybody's got a different idea of what he wants. There's no such thing today as a Chevrolet; it's a whole series of automobiles. It's a manufacturing system, and this is the kind of sophistication that we have never developed and will have to develop very shortly.

Lloyd Clarke: Iowa has few lakes, so when I decided to build a new town, the first totally planned community in the state, I built a 200-acre lake in the middle of a thousand acres of land.

Young: Reston—again, I want to get back to this point: People aren't rejecting the environment; people are rejecting the house and the prices. People won't buy the houses even though the environment is ideal. What profit is there in an Eden that people can't afford to get into?

Footo: The builder's fear of tomorrow's market can get polarized between the old notions of a detached house on one hand and a high rise on the other. Maybe the solution lies in between. You have a whole palette of possibilities.

Stone: Most builders build 50 homes or less a year and their problem is living with the environment that exists. How do we design and sell a house in a subdivision that already exists? That's our immediate problem. How can we create an environment in the home that specifically motivates people to buy?

Buyers do not know what they want. They give specifications of the things they believe they should ask for. We have to be smart enough to go beneath the surface and find out what motivates them now to do what otherwise they would postpone. They might walk through a house that meets all their specifications, the right area at the right price, but not like it. And they don't know why. They may tell you it's got the wrong appliances, but that's not the reason. When they walk into a house they like, they get a feeling of excitement, and the motivation is triggered. This is what we want.

Young: When you design a contemporary house for the mass market, you're designing a loser. This is a matter of experience. There is no contemporary house accepted by the masses, no matter how it's put together. Because houses have certain levels of similarity, we have found that it ends up as a matter of promotion: how and what you say about the things that are different, what amenities you promote. Sometimes a difference comes down to something you can call "flash" value. There are a lot of minutiae that may be used to promote sales as opposed to the major elements that appear commendably in every house.

Heimath: Each generation learns moods which are different from those of its parents. If architecture echoes these moods, it gives pleasure and is successful. In housing you can't see this very well, but in restaurants, for example, you surely can. Today's young person wants something contemporary and also something traditional. We have to give him both at the same time.

Young: We in our company have a prototype program where we build a dozen or so new homes for architects. Among them are contemporary homes, modern homes and so on. We lay them out as they'll be laid out when we sell them—similar to a model area, but more similar to the way the customer would live in them. We know that economics don't permit us to put them on an acre; we put them on a 1/4-acre or less. If customers reject what we term the modern house, it is due to their taste, and customers do reject them. We don't want to lead customers—we want them to lead us. If we tried to convince customers to buy modern homes, we'd go broke.

Steve Majko: The important thing is value. What does the product mean to the consumer in
Heimsath: If we face it, there are contemporary ways of giving the person the roots he needs, and I agree he needs roots. I would like to ask you about four or five ideas in housing that people have mentioned to me. How long do you think it will be before these ideas gain some acceptance? First, if all the bedrooms were really different in every way, not just in dimensions. Second, I find very bad reception of the 8' ceiling, particularly in living spaces. How expensive is it to go to a 9' ceiling at least in some of the rooms? Third, what do you feel is the next move in planning the family and living rooms? Finally, what acceptance have you builders found of the automobile entrance court or the U-shaped driveway?

Edge: We think the kitchen is going to have more dry storage and more frozen food storage. We're going to have an eating place in the kitchen that looks as nice as the present dining room. We're going to have children's suites, and a suite where Dad works on his income tax and watches television. Because we may have four generations inside the house, we have to have a convertible family and entertainment area.

Two-story houses are here to stay and are acceptable to the American public. You can sound condition a two-story house. Exterior design is going in two directions: either to authentic traditional or to good contemporary. The bathroom is going to be a big and personal and functional room with many times as much storage as it has now. This is still a fashion area. People spend more money per square foot decorating the bathroom than any room in the house.

Majko: We're talking about a certain kind of family that is only a part of our market. I can envision it. This couple is between 35 and 45, and the children aren't much younger than nine or ten. The very things we are describing may not be attractive to a couple that is 25 or 55.

Referrals are the surest source of sales, but only from satisfied owners will you get them

And you won't have satisfied owners unless you have efficient, meaningful service policies. But builders and manufacturers have not always worked out a proper division of responsibility to get things fixed fast and satisfactorily when they go wrong in the new house or apartment.

Young: Our referral rate seems to be uniform in our older areas—about 50%, and this is about 30% better than our competitors. We want to make sure we continually give the customers whatever has maintained this referral rate. Levitt is not hit-and-run operator; we build all the time; our name never disappears from the picture. Therefore, we have to provide continuing service. Many others don't, although they should.

Nuckolls: We agree that referrals are one way to continuously increase sales. We require the salesman who made the deal to follow through—not on moving day—but 30 days after the buyer moves in. The salesman calls and asks to come by for a cup of coffee, and without exception there is a friend present at that meeting. So we meet the new prospect and make an appointment. We call that "the $25,000 coffee break."

Foose: A lot of other factors affect customer satisfaction. The post-purchase experience of the user is becoming a bigger and bigger factor, and that is something that isn't just controlled by product design. Design will help avert service problems, but you can't avoid them entirely, especially in mechanical equipment. Builders and manufacturers alike have a service problem, and more and more it affects the buyer's next purchase. The cumulative reinforcement of attitude toward a builder affects whether they buy that man's product again.

Carey: A good service policy should be part of the builder's entire presentation to the public. It should let people know exactly what degree and level of service they can expect. Why do nine times as many people buy used houses as new houses? Part of the answer to that question is service. I'd like to blast one at the major manufacturers. If a builder with a good service policy is relying on your service policy and the oven door falls off, the first thing the homebuyer always says is, "No wonder it fell off. The damned builder put it on wrong." I think the manufacturers could
train their people to understand that the builder isn’t always wrong. And even if he is wrong, for God’s sake, don’t tell the homeowner this.

Kemp: In St. Louis we prepared a list of non-warrantable items, and when the local NAHB gets a complaint now, it mails out the list. We also mail many of these lists to the Better Business Bureau, and there has been an overnight change in the builder’s image.

Blietz: In spite of our efforts in the service and warranty end, we have been having a difficult time getting the same type of back-up from the manufacturer. We have a hard time finding out what they really will do or won’t do. It would be very helpful if we could have the service-warranty procedures and policies supplied by each of the manufacturers in a form that the builder could use as part of his marketing package. This would help the builder, manufacturer and homebuyer understand what each can expect from the others in the way of guarantees.

Fred Barnett: It’s nice to be among frustrated people, because I feel frustrated, too. We [Floataway Door] only make one product—probably the simplest real estate graphical thing you can imagine, almost an idiot product—yet we get all kinds of complaints. I just got a complaint in Chicago and had to fly up there. Our product has a little nut, with a piece of paper on it that says, “Tighten me up or you’ll be back.” The builder hadn’t touched it. I got a dime—I didn’t have a screw driver—and tightened it up. How do we manufacturers get our story across?

Nick Maczkov: Our greatest problems occur when a builder installs our fixtures with someone else’s brass fittings. In 90% of the complaints we get, we find that it’s not our equipment at all that’s at fault.

Majko: Most of these problems arise because both manufacturers and builders are at arm’s length from the builder. Your [the manufacturer’s] product is sold to a distributor, who may sell it to a dealer, who sells it to a plumber. Then the builder, who is building 25 homes, buys it from the plumber. If, by that time, it is chipped and he com-

plains to the plumber, it goes all the way back through the whole chain. And by the time it gets to the person responsible for making adjustments, the builder has a very irate customer on his hands.

Each of our purchase orders defines the warranty and service responsibility of our supplier. We don’t care whether he has a warranty because it’s often difficult to define the limits of his responsibility as to material and labor. We define these responsibilities in our purchase orders. Consequently, if something is wrong, the particular sub-trades or the supplier must correct it quickly. If he doesn’t, we get another source to correct it and deduct this from his invoice.

Each one of our regional or local operations is autonomous. For each house, the local or regional manager has X number of dollars for maintenance and service. If he has very little maintenance, he accumulates more money than he anticipates. This adds to his profits, of which he gets his share, and a bonus. This is an incentive for the local manager to train people to keep maintenance down. Consequently, we have very few problems in this respect.

Edge: The biggest thing happening to the housing industry is that we are losing the home-stead attitude. People look upon a house today as a commodity item and treat it the same way they treat their new Mustang. They wash and polish it for a few weeks, then begin taking it for granted.

Carey: About two years ago we opened up a subdivision—labeled as “Detroit’s first planned residential development”—in a suburban area where we had two other subdivisions going. This subdivision sold 106 houses while the other two combined sold 80.

The most significant thing was that only 16% of buyers in the first two subdivisions came from that same community compared with about 30% in the subdivision. They were buying up. Something new and better motivated these people to spend more money just to change their house—not their address or school district.

Clarke: As society develops, it creates impediments to our industry’s ability to provide more and better-designed houses and better environment for less money. Our industry has not reached the level of sophistication to overcome some of the impediments.

Earnest: We’ve talked about big builders but I don’t think there’s anybody more professional than the small builder. He doesn’t have the tools or the big staff, but he competes right alongside the other man. He doesn’t have the fine new developments to sell in. He buys a few lots in a shaggy-looking subdivision from some land developer without any of the community or recreational amenities that we talk about, yet he consistently builds his eight to 20 houses a year and markets them. We must understand why someone would buy from this builder in preference to buying in a good community with all the facilities—recreation, schools, shopping and hospitals. He really must be doing something right.

Edges: I vote for a new subject, and that subject is sales promotion. Let me give you a few examples. When a builder goes into a Parade of Homes, too often he says, “Well, I’ll put in something that will get quick sales instead of trying to create the most excitement in the Parade.” When he takes that tack, he may be missing a chance to build an image for his company.

There is some feeling in the building industry that all builders have to have a brand-new ad every week. Kettler Bros., in Washington, D.C., sold about $11 million worth of houses last year with ads that are four or five years old. They run the same ads over and over again. It’s this consistency in building up a total attitude to you as a builder that will raise the level of housing.

Young: We can’t conceive of running a single ad continuously. We have a planned sequence so that we don’t run any ad more than three times. What grabs one customer doesn’t grab another.

Carrington: We are working on a Parade of Homes to open in July. We’ll be using new products, but our main emphasis will be on planning and design, on the environmental approach with land planning and private club.

Rector: We’ve got to create motivation if we want people to continue to upgrade people and not just keep them excited by low prices. I think that when we talk about creative marketing, we have to talk about what will excite these people. When we do that, we’ll create the motivation that will keep them buying.

Young: Any retailing activity that takes money from the consumer’s pocket is our competitor, whether it’s automobiles, furniture, vacations or color TV sets. If you can’t beat that competition, join it. This is what we at Levitt are doing. We have started a furniture program which, we hope, will sell complete rooms of furniture at a much higher profit than housing gives. If you’re in the housing business, include as many of the things that go into housing as you can.

It’s time to end the hocus-pocus that makes housing harder to buy than most other products

Tight money was for real in 1966, but its effect was multiplied many times over by two perennial sales barriers: the red tape surrounding every house sale and the difficulty of transferring equities from old houses to new ones. Frozen equities, once thawed, could put some life into moribund trade-in programs.

Isakson: I keep hearing that the high interest rate kept house prices from selling last year. I believe homebuilders and real estate people were sold down the river in 1966 by newspapers continually publicizing the high cost of interest. If I can make just one point about selling more houses, it’s that we must get people to quit telling the public that the cost of building and financing our product is outrageous.

Lyon: In California there was a big psychological impact last year because of overwhelming publicity about tight money. People were coming into our office by the hundreds looking for homes, but they were deterred by this kind of publicity. There was
never a true lack of money in 1966. There was a psychological block that was more important than whether the house had three bathrooms or a double door. Now the same thing is going to happen again. It's already started in California. All of a sudden the same people who wrote stories about tight money are telling us that money is loosening up, and we have had an avalanche of buyers.

Aubrey Costa: We all know that money has eased. In Dallas sales that were quoting 7% on conventional loans came down first to 6 ½% and are now at 5 ¾%. If a man is shown that he can pay a house out faster by paying a low interest rate, he will have more incentive to buy.

Gallagher: If our builders do get these houses started and sold, is there enough mortgage money to take care of all starts?

Costa: The principal problem right now is construction money. The banks continue to be tight; interim lending is going to be slow; and I think land development is likely to be slow. But we're going to have a lot of GIs to be housed again—more than two million people are in service today. There is a market accumulating. And the slow-down has had some virtue in taking up the slack in both single-family housing and apartments.

I think the builder who has a sound operation should be able to proceed in pretty good fashion. He's going to have to offset the psychology that has been built up about tight money, but I see better days ahead.

Stephen: One builder in San Francisco told me during the last week of December that he had 140 cancellations by qualified buyers who had made deposits, apparently because of their fear of tight money. He said, "We have plenty of money. There's no shortage of money. It's the attitude of customers." I contacted Norman Strunk of the U.S. Savings & Loan League and asked him if this was typical of conditions across the country. His reply was, "Money is going to be coming out of our ears before long, and you can quote me on that."

Carithers: Real estate brokers are causing part of the problem. We now have more pop-outs than we've ever had. They go back and their broker says, "Wait a minute, how are you going to sell your old house? In today's market nobody is going to be able to get a mortgage." The buyers get scared so they cancel.

First, the prospective buyer has to figure out whether he can sell his old house, what he's going to get for it and what school district his kids are going to be in. Then he has to transplant his family, which has adjusted itself to a specific neighborhood. But our salesmen are seldom capable of removing these burdens from the buyer's shoulders.

Yet, if I drive my car to a new-car agency and walk in, they will involve me in the benefits of their products and make it very easy to buy. They'll move me out of what I own and into what they've got before they even worry about my old car. And then they'll say, "Let us take care of the problems." Until this industry comes to grips with the transfer of property in an easy way, we will not substantially increase our market. I don't like the words "trade-in housing," but we need equity-transfer programs.

Young: We have our legal and financial departments working on this, but our experts feel there is too much risk. Frankly, we don't need it. We just haven't had an era of hard times. Probably if we had been hit as much as the total market has been hit, we would be doing extraordinary things. But we feel that the trade-in operation isn't worth it for us. It involves a lot of extra effort, extra people and extra time on the part of executives.

Rector: This is an impediment that affects the housing industry. Many people are moving out, moving in or being transferred to another area, and we all know equity is wiped out at times. I do have to try to make it easier to retain a good portion of that equity.

Wood: There's one problem that we have not yet been able to solve and that is in the field of equity transfer. If we could learn how to unlock the door of equity transfer, we would be able to double or triple our volume.

Dick O'Neill: Dave Stone has handled more than 300 transfers in a year.

Dave Stone: Right. May I point out something which I think is at the heart of our problem? It isn't so much a question of satisfying the people who come to us without housing problems on the other end. It's one of solving the specific problems of each buyer. Many people with small equities in their present houses have the desire and the income to move, but a new one won't take the risk of leaving their old houses.

Sometimes a builder can solve this problem with a rental guar­ antee. "Mr. Jones, this is not a good time to sell your old house, and you have a rather small equity. But we will take the down payment against the new home—in the form of a deed of trust or mortgage against your old property. And we guarantee to keep that home rented for you and maintain it for 18 months. After that, you can sell it or keep it."

With today's rental shortage in many areas, this can be a useful tool to help hesitant owners buy now. For example, it brought us ten extra sales in one month.

Worth: The builder has a great misconception of how trade-ins work, and he has had some unfortunate experiences. He has made the mistake of involving his own money and capital, so he finally turns completely against any kind of equity release. We [sales consultants] then have to open some minds. And we have been successful at this.

Parker: We have tried trade-ins in two California locations. There is one common thing about all trade-in programs: They haven't worked. I don't know of anyone who went into them who is still thumping himself on the chest and saying, "We have a great trade-in program!" Most of one of our biggest problems is cashing in equity.

Stone: I can give you the names of people who are still buying houses successfully. I would like to emphasize the creative aspect of developing business. I'm not so much concerned about the people we sell as I am about those we don't sell. I am concerned about the people who sit in their front rooms and just talk about buying. Go to the people before they leave their front room. Until you do that, they're going to sit in their front room and wait.

Ted Seidel: Dick O'Neill mentioned that only one out of ten buyers and renters select new
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doing the selling doesn't underestimate where we have managed to battle.

The time has long passed for don't take them away from us. Worth: We all know that people want to buy, but that salesmen in the model house. You can have the best house in the world, all five factors we've been talking about, the best copywriter and the best media. But if the man who is doing the selling doesn't understand what motivates or might motivate the prospective customer, you have lost the whole battle.

Where we have been outsold or where we have managed to outsell the competition, it all boils down to whether our salesmanship was worse or better than that of our competitors.

Worth: We all know that people have to be sold homes; they don't take them away from us. The time has long passed for more attention to be paid to recruiting, training and evaluating salesmen. Is there anybody in this room who hasn't visited subdivisions and been appalled at what greeted him at the door—and sometimes not even at the door? Any major corporation spends thousands and thousands of dollars to train salesmen to sell their product. And we spend hardly a nickel on the poor guys. We have to have advertising; we have to have really good design, something exciting to make people want to buy, but that salesman is the guy who's going to make us rich or poor by the kind of selling job he does.

As a salesman has to sell is three things: his time, his knowledge and his experience—and that's all. The builder who does not know his merchandise cannot sell it to the salesman, and the salesman in turn cannot sell it to the prospective buyers. We have to know more about the product we sell.

Young: People don't buy a house the first time out. We have some sales that take 20 to 30 visits. Now, let's talk about salesmen. To see if the salesman is doing things right, we send in shoppers with hidden tape recorders. They ask all the usual questions that buyers ask and record the salesman's response. We see how the salesman is responding to negative points that prospects raise. We have monthly or bi-monthly meetings where we present these tapes to the group, and the salesman hears himself and finds out how we want it done. With ten or 12 communities, we have about 64 salesmen using this technique. There is little, if any, distrust of the company over the use of these hidden tapes.

Bill Greene: Training salesmen is an area in which your mortgage banker can help. We have worked with ten to 15 salesmen at a meeting to go over the different types of financing arrangements. Financing is like selling houses: What works for one won't work for another. The more a salesman knows about the different ways to finance a house, the more chance he's going to sell it. We go over the way you calculate a monthly payment; we tell what it takes for you to make exceptions, and try to tell what the closing costs are actually going to be. The buyer knows that the builder is giving him the facts. We're going to have a lot of sales this year, and your mortgage banker can help you make those sales.

Worth: Most sales managers are not sales trainers. On top of that, the sales manager who would like very much to train does not have the time because he's too busy. He's also very close to his men. There is a fantastic need to make professional salesmen out of amateurs: They don't know how to approach a customer; they don't know how to qualify him; and they don't know how to communicate with him. I get a little excited about this because it's an area which has been so long ignored by the average builder. It's not that difficult to correct, but the builder doesn't budget for this sort of thing.

Stephen: I would like to endorse the sales-education outlook. It's one of two major impressions that I'll carry away from this seminar; first, the need for research along the line; second, the need for effective sales education for the whole industry. Over the last 15 years, we have spent literally millions of dollars in developing programs that we think are professional—in the fields of profit management, accounting and land development. These programs are designed to help the builder run his business. But as I listen to the comments here, it seems the builder does not want us or any other manufacturer to help him run his business. What he wants is for us to be part of the chain that helps him enlarge his market. Enlargement of that market seems to be the central theme that you can pull out of this whole situation.

Carey: Someone said that any salesman worth his salt wanted to be compensated by commissions. Now G.E. pays all levels of sales managers on salary plus incentive. So do other major manufacturers and big mortgage bankers. Why? Their man is a sales person who can hold his head up and say, "I'm a professional. As a salesman I am worth a salary. Why do we have to keep treating salesmen like streetwalkers, at so much per deal? We represent real estate companies and builders and someday we are going to have our entire sales force on salary—not on commission. The incentive will be the incentive that General Motors, Ford, G.E. and others give to their men.
Great taste in kitchens!
Mosaic Tile.

One look, and you know that this is a quality kitchen. The Mosaic tile tells you.

With Mosaic ceramic tile, you add long-lasting quality and value to your home. You also get the flexibility of Mosaic's special color compatibility.

Mosaic tile is created to harmonize. With every other Mosaic tile color. With warm wood. With any accessory. With whatever other materials happen to come along.

See for yourself. Notice how the crisp grain of the oak cabinets is a perfect running mate for the wall tile of Satin Glaze 1201 Lt. Chapel Green and the Quarry floor tile of 250 Bluegrass Green. (On the West Coast, the wall tile is 196 Lt. Chapel Green and the floor tile is 255 Green.)

Our countertop of Everex 6360 Salt & Pepper tile gets along beautifully with that high-flying Camelot oven hood. With flame and food acids, too.

It just goes to show: with Mosaic Tile, anything goes. For samples, colors, prices and availability, call any Mosaic showroom, or contractor, listed in the Yellow Pages under "Tile-Ceramic-Contractors." Or write: The Mosaic Tile Co., 55 Public Square, Cleveland, Ohio 44113. In western states: 909 Railroad Street, Corona, California 91720.

"Mosaic" is the trademark of The Mosaic Tile Company.
Porcelain-enamel panel system speeds bathroom rehab in old apartments

Not only is the system fast, but it virtually eliminates bathroom maintenance for landlords. The New York Housing Authority, sold on the system, has adopted it as a standard technique for upgrading thousands of low-rent apartments.

By using five porcelain-enamel-faced panels as bathtub surrounds, the housing authority can add showers to old bathrooms without getting involved in the wall-patching work normally required after a shower riser is installed. Reason: The panels—which are shallow steel pans backed with \( \frac{1}{2}'' \) Perlite—simply bridge any plaster damage.

To install panels in an average bathtub area (44 sq. ft. on three walls) takes two hours and costs under $200. The panels are hung on V-channels and clips, which are screwed to the old walls with toggle bolts and nylon expansion anchors. Seams are caulked. The system's designer: P. I. Nemiroff Corp., New York City.

Prefab stair system accepts all designs

The brand-new system is meant to put component shops into the stairway business. It was developed by the University of Illinois Small Homes Council for the National Lumber and Building Materials Dealers Assn. (NLBMDA).

Stairs are prefabbled in two or more sections (right) and installed after wall finishes are applied. A $5 manual—showing how to prefab and install straight-run, "L" and "U" stairs—is available from NLBMDA's National Research Council, 302 Ring Bldg., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Technology continued on p. 134
This single control push-pull faucet dials hot and cold in color. Beautifully by Speakman.

Dial red for hot. Blue for cold. In-between for just right. With Speakman Colortemp you can see what you’re doing. One easy hand motion and without effort you control both water flow and temperature—pre-dial the exact water temperature that suits your fancy.

This future-looking new way to control water, with color, sets a standard that makes other single control faucets old-fashioned. Colortemp is styled for tomorrow, yet here today. Dial crafted of glorious acrylic. Base of brass with gleaming chromium finish.

Whether for new construction or up-dating old, nothing is quite up to Colortemp. Beautifully designed and exceptionally engineered by Speakman. Why not let Speakman quality speak for you.


Speakman’s new cartridge cylinder, after one-half million gruelling “on-off” tests, still operated with smooth silent ease. The same fine results are now being obtained through actual use in hundreds of homes from coast to coast. This patented concept employs Du Pont “Teflon” at friction points. Designed for trouble-free lifetime use. Has positive shut-off and is adjustable for cross-piping.

Send for complete descriptive literature without obligation.

colortemp®

costs less really than you think by SPEAKMAN

SPEAKMAN® COMPANY • Wilmington, Delaware 19899 • In Canada write Cuthbert-Speakman • 47 Duke Street, Montreal 3, Quebec
Fedders has a better way to air condition and heat apartments.

Its name is Wall Flex. An air conditioning-heating system that really protects your profits. You save on initial price, save on installation, and even save space. Quickly, economically, you can offer the luxury of central air conditioning. What a great way to build apartments with the highest saleability!

Each lightweight Wall Flex evaporator-blower is just 22” wide, a foot high. The easiest ever to install. And so small, it fits almost anywhere...in a hallway’s drop ceiling, or even in the top of a closet! The Wall Flex condensing unit will install through the wall, on a slab, or on the roof. Neither unit takes up valuable space.

Best of all, these space-saving applications are possible whether you want straight air conditioning, or air conditioning with electric heat. The Wall Flex condensing unit (also just 22” wide) quick-connects to the evaporator-blower. Slip the duct heater into the ductwork and you have heating and air conditioning.

This system also lets you offer the option of individual metering. And lets you give the assurance of low maintenance and operating cost. Remember, too: people know and trust the famous Fedders name. That in itself is a great selling feature for you!

For air conditioning and heating apartments or private homes—see your Fedders distributor first. He’ll be glad to prove to you that Fedders has a better way.

WATCH FEDDERS 1967 “GOLF GALAXY” ...
...live and in color on ABC-TV!

FEDDERS CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING
Edison, New Jersey 08817 • Major distribution and service points across the nation.
Who needs a butler?

We think butlers are marvelous. If you have one, congratulations. But you don't need a butler to enjoy the elegant feeling of luxury you'll get from a natural cedar lined closet. Our Supercedar closet lining completely eliminates cracking, chipping and discoloration... and does it for approximately the same price as ordinary plastered closets! The rich, fragrant aroma of natural cedar oil will keep your finest clothing fresh and pleasingly aromatic. There's nothing to match the protection from moths and moisture like wood-sealed cedar closets... and maintenance is once-a-year dusting. Beauty, economy and elegance are permanently combined in a Supercedar closet of warm precision-cut wood. Interested in more information? Then write for our free brochure. Or have your butler do it.

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE COLORFUL BROCHURE

GEO. C.
BROWN
AND COMPANY, INC.
Supercedar
CLOSET LINING
GREENSBORO, N.C.

WORLD'S LARGEST PRODUCER OF SUPERCEDAR PRODUCTS

MAY 1967
Here's how to open a sale.

And that's about all there is to say. Except that builder after builder (particularly in "shrinking market" areas) has discovered that putting red cedar shingles or handsplit shakes on the roof or sidewalls of new homes that wouldn't sell, helped to sell them. Red cedar shingles and handsplit shakes add value beyond their cost. Builders know it. So do lending agencies. So do homebuyers.

Full Certi-Split, Certigrade and Certigroove specifications and application information appears in our Sweet's Light Construction Catalog listing, 3d/Re. Or write or call us:

RED CEDAR SHINGLE & HANDSPLIT SHAKE BUREAU
5510 White Building, Seattle, Washington 98101
(In Canada: 1477 West Pender St., Vancouver 5, B.C.)

One of these labels under the bandsticks of the product you buy is your assurance it was made, inspected and graded under regulations of the Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau. Insist on these labels.

And here's how to close it.
Look for the polka dots and you'll find the safer bathtub

The polka dots tell you that this American-Standard bathtub is not slippery when wet. Tests show our Stan-Sure bathtub bottoms are four times safer than conventional tub surfaces. And this slip-resistant finish is beautiful to look at, comfortable to sit on, cleans as easily as a regular tub surface. Use this much-wanted safety feature to help sell your homes. The exclusive Stan-Sure surface is available on all American-Standard cast iron tubs... fused right into the triple-thick enamel... costs only about $8.00 more. See your American-Standard plumbing contractor for details. Or write American-Standard Plumbing and Heating Division, 40 West 40th St. N.Y., N.Y. 10018.
Meet the leader of the Swinging Six!

For the extras that help sell kitchens to your prospects, take ‘em to The Leader: Broan’s 3-Speed Dual Blower! Behind those glamorous, easy-to-reach controls lurks a powerhouse...325 CFM! Moves more air on Low than others do on High, and does it more quietly. Classic styling features mitered corners for cabinet door clearance. Recessed light has prismatic glass lens for best illumination. Special sizes from 21" to 48" and appliance-matching decorator colors available, too.

The Leader offers the most hood for your money (list prices start at $66.50). Get the full story on the greatest collection of swingin’ hoods in the business...ducted and duct-free, 160 to 325 CFM, and all guaranteed five years!

Twin blowers deliver a whopping 325 CFM to keep kitchen air fresh...yet it’s the quietest, thanks to special motor mounting and solid, vibration-free construction.

No seams—front corners are Heliarc-welded and hand finished for glamorous beauty and easy cleaning (the ladies are especially interested in this Broan exclusive). Available in scalloped or standard trim.

Filters and power unit are easy to remove and clean—without using a single tool! Another Broan exclusive that homeowners appreciate.

BROAN MANUFACTURING CO., INC.,
HARTFORD, WISCONSIN 53027

NOW! IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON SWINGING BROAN HOODS IN AVOCADO!

Circle 93 on Reader Service card
Roll Out the New Swinger from Broan

...and join the swing to quiet ventilation!

Look what's happening to eye-level oven-ranges! Behind that distinctively designed front panel, Broan's new Roll-Out Hood packs two powerful squirrel-cage blowers that quietly whisk away cooking vapors through 3½ x 10" duct. (Or, for duct-free use, choose the charcoal-filtered version.) You get plenty of other choices, too: White baked enamel finish or appliance-matching colors... replace the front panel (if you wish) with laminated plastic or wood veneer... 15½" or 18" depth... 30", 36", 39", or 40" length. So, when you're planning the "in" features that'll sell your kitchen, plan on rolling out this quiet swinger... it just could be the clincher!

See our catalog in Sweet's Light Construction File

Glides out silently for full coverage of oven and rangetop; rolls back flush when not in use.

Broan Manufacturing Co., Inc., Hartford, Wisconsin

Tell me more about the new Roll-Out!

Send the story on other Broan ventilators, quiet-powered by squirrel-cage blowers!

NAME

FIRM

ADDRESS

STATE

ZIP

OTY 

I'm a Contractor

Architect

Distributor

Dealer

Patent Pending
Why did modern McCormick Place resist fire so poorly?

It was only six years old and built entirely of non-combustible materials. Yet in just a few hours last January 16th, the huge Chicago exhibit hall—annual convention center for the NAHB—was heavily destroyed by fire (above).

The worst structural damage was caused by the collapse of the steel-truss roof. Wood-industry factions said this would not have happened if the hall had been built of fire-resistant heavy timber.

But the American Iron and Steel Institute came to the defense of steel trusses a month after the fire. It investigated the burned-out hall and issued a 28-page report claiming the building was inadequately fireproofed because it was wrongly classified. Says the report:

Most building codes would put McCormick Place in the “assembly occupancy” classification (like an auditorium or sports arena) when actually—at the time of the fire—it was closer to “mercantile occupancy” (like a department store or shopping center). Reason: The housewares exhibits just prepared for the next day’s convention constituted a fire loading of close to 20 lbs. per sq. ft.

Steel wall panels get a major tryout in one-story housing

Builder-developer Irvin Kahn used prefabricated steel to build 42 multi-family houses (above) near San Diego. The panels have been used for some time in motels, schools and commercial buildings, but never to any significant extent in light residential construction. They are part of a steel-prefab system, including interior columns and roof beams, developed by Rheem Mfg. Co.’s Rheem-Dudley division, Paramount, Calif. The Rheem-Dudley wall panel, 3½” thick and fully loadbearing, is 22-gauge galvanized steel with a gyspum-board lining plus fiberglass insulation. It is bolted to a template-formed concrete slab.

Test skylight cuts sun but lets grass grow

When and if it becomes available, the new skylight—transparent acrylic plastic with a blue tint—might be ideal for covering atriums.

It not only eliminates glare but, more importantly, reduces solar heat gain and thus cuts air-conditioning costs. Only 40% of full sunlight passes through the skylight but—because of the blue tint—this is enough to grow grass. Tints of other colors must pass over 60% of light to let grass grow.

O. M. Scott & Sons Co. and Rohm and Haas Co. developed the skylight jointly to solve the sunlight problem that plagued the Houston Astrodome. When the big sports arena’s skylights were painted to reduce glare, all its grass had to be replaced with an artificial substitute.

New pricing manual also helps schedule big jobs

More than just a guide for estimating labor and material prices, the latest “Construction Pricing and Scheduling Manual” issued by F. W. Dodge Co. also tells how much work output to expect per day from the various trades. It presents a complete materials list arranged by trade (sample page below), starting with site clearing and ending with electrical work. Its labor and materials unit prices are averaged from nine metropolitan areas that accounted for 30% of large construction jobs ($150,000 and up) in 1966. Dodge’s address: 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036. Price: $9.95.
At last an all-surface ceramic tile that combines beauty, wearability, economy and selling power. The lace-like finish on its satin-smooth base gives a look of luxury to an otherwise plain bathroom. Tests have proven that CrystaLace has better wearing characteristics than any similar tile. Yet with all these advantages it is lower in price than other premium quality ceramic tile. All these add up to selling power without excessive costs. See CrystaLace in all twelve delicate colors and room illustrations. Send today for this free brochure and your nearest source of Wenczel tile products. Look for Wenczel in the yellow pages of your metropolitan telephone directory.

Wenczel Ceramic Tile

WENCZEL TILE COMPANY
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08638
Member, Tile Council of America

WENCZEL...where new things are happening!
When you want something to look extra special, dress it up with Ruf-Sawn Redwood. It will do the job for you and probably even save you money. Just take a look at what you get when you specify Simpson Ruf-sawn:

**The wonderful, natural warmth of Redwood**
**A choice of distinctive, textured patterns**
**Virtual freedom from decay or insect attack**
**The best paint or stain retention available**
**All the economies of panel installation**

Why not utilize these benefits to your advantage? For complete information and design ideas, see your Simpson supplier or write to: Simpson Timber Company; 2000 Washington Building; Seattle, Washington 98101.

Other quality Simpson products include: Redwood, Fir and Hemlock lumber; Redwood, Fir and Hardwood plywoods; Decorative and Acoustical ceilings; Insulating and Building board; Standard and Decorator doors; Decorative and Structural overlaid panels.
Paint-on rubber roofing: It may last 30 years on concrete or plywood

So says the manufacturer after testing the new liquid-silicone coating on more than 200 roofs from New England to the Virgin Islands. The coating is rolled on like paint, but it solidifies to an elastic membrane that stays permanently flexible even under extreme heat. On the other hand, it will remain liquid down to —65°F, so it can be applied at any temperature in which a man can work.

Applying silicone rubber roofing requires 1) a primer, 2) a base coat and 3) a top coat (photos, above). A catalyzing agent is mixed into the liquid at the job site, giving the material a pot life of from 30 minutes to two hours.

Material cost is 55¢ per sq. ft.; installed cost, 65¢ to 75¢ per sq. ft. The material is not recommended for gypsum decks.

General Electric, Waterford, N.Y. Circle 290 on Reader Service card

Epoxy couplings beat welding in linking up aluminum pipe

Specifically, gluing together aluminum pipe is said to be four times faster than butt-welding steel pipe. What's more, unskilled workmen can handle the job.

The technique—called Swage-Bond—works with any commonly available epoxy resin. But it requires heavy hydraulic joining equipment that must be mounted on a truck or on the side boom of a tractor.

Swage-Bond is a three-step process in which pipe ends are bonded together inside a coupling. Step one: Roughen the ends of the pipe with an electric abrading tool to provide a good bonding surface. Step two: Coat the inside of the coupling—an extruded aluminum sleeve—with epoxy, and insert the pipe ends. Step three: Lock the joining unit around the joint, and draw the unit's hydraulically powered die over the sleeve. The die sinks, or swages, the sleeve into the pipe ends.

The process takes about 1½ minutes, compared with 12 to 20 minutes for welding a steel pipe joint, says the supplier. But the aluminum joint cannot be used immediately. Reason: The epoxy will not set in less than two to three days unless it is artificially heated. Using a portable heater reduces setting time to 20 minutes.

Reynolds Metals, Richmond, Va. Circle 292 on Reader Service card

Fire-safe wood shingles okayed for reduced insurance rates

The okay—a Class C approval from Underwriters Laboratories—is the first to be given to a fire-retardant compound for Western red cedar shingles. The compound passed UL's critical leaching test, in which treated shingles are soaked by the equivalent of 800" of rainfall over a ten-year period, then dried out and exposed to fire. Leaching was insignificant in both machine-made and hand-split shingles, and the compound showed no effects on wood color or flashing. Koppers, Pittsburgh. Circle 293 on Reader Service card
builders
who prefer
House & Home
build a lot more

Builders preferring House & Home build four times as many houses and apartments as those who prefer any other publication.

This is what Lennox Industries and scores of other building product manufacturers have found out for themselves. These manufacturers, large and small, have all taken advantage of House & Home’s standing offer to ask builders what publication they prefer. House & Home won these independently sponsored surveys hands down and got the unqualified vote of the active builders.

Whether they’re small, medium or large, the active builders are inevitably partial to House & Home.

71 out of 77 independently sponsored studies have proved it.

Check it out with your own builder customers at House & Home’s expense.
House & Home, you see, is the industry publication that meets the extensive information needs of the active builder. From preliminary planning, through product development, financing, marketing and construction to final sales—House & Home keeps him abreast in the $22 billion light construction industry.

No wonder more building product manufacturers place more advertising pages in House & Home than in any other publication serving builders. If you want to place your advertising in the hands of builders who build and buy a lot more, tell a House & Home representative. Lennox Industries did.
When it's time to top it off with air conditioning, remember Bryant makes both gas and electric.

We're the only one with both.

If electric rates are higher where your new store is, buy a Bryant gas roof-top unit. If gas rates are higher where your new store is, buy a Bryant electric unit.

Bryant manufactures a full line, including roof-mounted heating and cooling packages, split systems, unit heaters, duct furnaces, and boilers. (So you can count on us to handle big jobs or small ones with equal efficiency. Cooling capacities to handle any size job... Single units, either gas fired or electric, up to 20 tons; single unit heating capacities up to 450,000 Btu in warm air or 6,000,000 Btu in boilers.)

And you never have to worry about getting service or parts for Bryant equipment later on. We have a national network of dealers, distributors, and factory branches. Many gas utilities sell and service Bryant equipment, too.

Of course, you could get electric air conditioning from several other companies. Or gas from a few others. But you know what a mess it is when you buy gas air conditioning from one place, electric from another, cooling units from still another, furnaces from somebody else. And the more stores you have to heat and cool, the worse it gets.

Why go through all this when you can get everything you need from one source:

Bryant Manufacturing Company, 2020 Montcalm Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46207.
Exteriors

Redwood plywood can be applied with 4”-o.c. grooves running horizontally (left) or vertically (right). Other styles contain 8”-o.c. grooves, or combine 4”- and 8”-o.c. grooves. Plywood comes rough-sawn or brushed in three grades and three lengths: 8’, 9’ and 10’. Also: plain and inverted-batten styles. Pacific Lumber, San Francisco. Circle 205 on Reader Service card

Narrow lap siding—in 18th Century Virginia style—has 5” exposure and measures 6”x16” x 1/2”. Siding has slightly notched and contoured profile for a deep shadow line. Guidelines position adjoining laps and face nailing. Masonite, Chicago. Circle 206 on Reader Service card

Heavyweight shingles have ribbed texture to produce thick shadow lines. Shingles are fortified with extra asphalt layer and topped with ceramic-mineral granules. In three colors: gray, brown, tan. Weight: 390 lbs. Certain-Teed, Ardmore, Pa. Circle 207 on Reader Service card

Double-surfaced asphalt shingles in nine colors are said to simulate thick-butt wood shingles. Embossing produces random vertical shadow lines. Dimensions: 5” exposure, 2” headlap, 36” length. Bird & Son, East Walpole, Mass. Circle 208 on Reader Service card

Louvered aluminum shutter—color-matched to aluminum siding—comes in charcoal, green, olive, black, slate and white. Available with or without center bar—pdrilled with four mounting holes. In ten lengths from 36” to 79”. Kaiser, Oakland, Calif. Circle 209 on Reader Service card

Primed siding is a medium-density hardboard offered in three styles: horizontal lap, plain panel and V-groove panel. Boards are cut to size after curing. On-site painting can be delayed 90 days after installation. Allied Chemical, New York City. Circle 210 on Reader Service card

Plastic-based and coated shutter that simulates wood can be installed with color-matched nails or butyl-based adhesive. Backed by a cedar frame, it is 15” wide, 36” to 81” long. In five colors. Frank Paxton Lumber, Kansas City, Mo. Circle 211 on Reader Service card

New products continued on p. 152
means
ta true central vacuum system to close
more home sales

This sales closer impresses home buyers who quickly see the advantages of its new cleaning principle. It's a true central vacuum system with no messy bags to empty or reduce power. The WHIRLPOOL system is vented outside the house for total cleaning. And it has a by-pass motor for long life. The unit installs easily in any home you build without a major modification of plans...can even go into completed homes. There's a choice of two cleaning systems...dry or wet pickup. The exclusive wet pickup system is self-cleaning, flushes dirt away and can also pick up scrub water or spilled liquids. Your best source of home appliances is WHIRLPOOL, maker of the full line with the quality reputation...the line backed by national advertising and service. For details, write to Central Vacuum Systems Department, Whirlpool Corporation, Administrative Center, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022.
When they said, "Give us a home that takes care of itself"... the men at Reynolds gave them one with aluminum in 49 places.

There's a house out in Wilmette, Illinois that's a lazy man's dream. It uses 49 different aluminum building products. Over four tons of aluminum, and just about every pound will save the owner work. It was built by the men at Reynolds to show just how many ways this metal can be used to make a homeowner's life easier.

The four handsome, classic columns in front, for example—extruded Reynolds Aluminum with a tough, baked-on enamel finish that will look new for years without repainting. Same goes for the siding and shutters made of Reynolds Aluminum; they will never rust, rot, chip, or peel.

The men at Reynolds developed pre-painted aluminum Colorweld® back in 1955. And builders, as well as homeowners, have had good reason to be grateful ever since.

Those good-looking charcoal gray aluminum roof shingles and the easy-to-install roll soffit under the eaves are also products of the design engineering group at Reynolds.

Other aluminum work-savers in the house include the acoustical ceilings, windows and sliding doors, self-storing and combination doors, ductwork, column and railing kits, electrical conduit, flashing, gutters and downspouts, garage door, louvers and vents, even closet rods, screws and nails.

The men at Reynolds are old hands at developing new ways to save work and trouble for you and your customers. They can show you a houseful of ideas to help you build a better house or commercial building with aluminum. Call your local Reynolds office or use the coupon below.

REYNOLDS ALUMINUM
Building Products

Watch "The Red Skelton Hour,"
Tuesdays, CBS-TV

REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY
Building Products and Supply Division
325 W. Touhy Ave., Dept. HH-57
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068

☐ Please have a salesman call on me.
☐ Send me a complete Reynolds Product File.

Name __________________________ Title __________________________
Company __________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________________ State __________ Zip __________

150 Circle 101 on Reader Service card HOUSE & HOME
**Kitchens**

**Drop-in electric range**—with hidden levelers to simplify alignment—is 30" wide. Rear of its backsplash control panel is finished to permit island installations. Panel adjusts for a tight fit. Hotpoint, La Grange, Ill. Circle 282 on Reader Service card

**Built-in appliance combo** contains three-speed mixer, an electric knife and heavy-duty can opener. Simulated-walnut cabinet mounts between studs. It features a magnetic catch and two convenience outlets. Hamilton Beach, Racine, Wis. Circle 287 on Reader Service card

**Eye-level range,** with mirrored oven doors, features a high-speed broiler. Its burner distributes radiant energy evenly over broiler surface and is said to reduce broiling time by 30%. Over-all height of the unit is 64". Roper, Kankakee, Ill. Circle 284 on Reader Service card

**Instant-hot-water dispenser** mounts on sink ledge or counter top. Only control head and spout appear above the sink. Unit fits any standard sink opening and comes in two sizes: 750- or 1,000 watts. Hobart, Troy, Ohio. Circle 280 on Reader Service card

**Built-in electric range** requires no overhead hood. Cooking fumes, odors and smoke are sucked into ventilation grille in range center and exhausted outdoors. Suggested for island installations. Jenn-Air, Indianapolis, Ind. Circle 281 on Reader Service card

**Food preparation center** folds into counter when not in use. Control button raises power module to accept blender, mixer or juicer—as well as five optional attachments. Unit features solid-state electronic controls. Ronson, Woodbridge, N.J. Circle 285 on Reader Service card

**Programmed washer** adjusts automatically to washing conditions required by individual fabrics. Washer features two speeds and has a companion dryer. Both are standard counter height and depth. General Electric, Louisville, Ky. Circle 286 on Reader Service card

**Quick-change refrigerator-freezer** can match walls; it features a snap-in front of same ¼" hardwood plywood often used for kitchen walls or cabinet faces. Several woods are offered. Above: elm. Whirlpool, Benton Harbor, Mich. Circle 288 on Reader Service card

New products continued on p. 156
Some people have learned about it because K-V has been advertised longer and stronger than any other shelf hardware.

Other people have learned about it because K-V has been recommended by more dealers than any other shelf hardware.

Most people have learned about it by word of mouth because K-V has been used by more people than any other shelf hardware.

That's why K-V is easier to sell. Naturally.*

*Naturally, too, you have to let people know you carry K-V.

No. 80EB shelf standard and No. 130EB shelf bracket shown. Also available in Satin Anochrome, Satin Brass and Statuary Bronze.

KNAPE & VOGT MANUFACTURING CO.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49505
Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaners, Total Comfort, coming on fast. May be "standard" soon.

“We’re the only local builder with the Air Cleaner standard, so we attract a lot of attention.”

Harold Grabow, Builder
Developer of Waterford Village
Waterford, Connecticut

“Every home in Waterford Village is a Total Comfort Home. Heating, air conditioning, humidification control and the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner are all standard. Our Total Home Comfort system plays a major role in our advertising and literature. It has given Waterford Village a real comfort image with the public.

“Many of our prospects are already familiar with the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner. We deal with sophisticated clients who readily understand the benefits of air cleaning from reading the Honeywell advertising. Of course, if there are any allergies in the family, we have really hit the bullseye. Total Home Comfort is the new "hot item."”

“Have one in my own home...I know its value.”

Mr. Walter R. Zimmerer: Clover Hill Estates, Colts Neck, New Jersey

“My father and I are custom builders. We both have Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaners in our own homes. We know their value from firsthand experience.

“In our homes we offer humidity control, air conditioning and the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner.

“About 60% of our customers order an Electronic Air Cleaner right away and our plumbing and heating contractor sells the other 40% within a year or so after they move in.

“I really stress the Electronic Air Cleaner because my homes are my sales exhibits, and I want them to look as good in five years as they do now.”

“Our firm is currently developing Landerwood Estates in Pepper Pike, Cleveland’s finest suburb. Neither air conditioning nor the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner is standard equipment, but we do install a Honeywell blank frame so the Air Cleaner may be added later. We familiarize all of our clients with the benefits of both.

“We sell more Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaners than we do central air conditioning installations, and air conditioning is receiving a lot of publicity as the big item in building today. Customers readily understand the health aspects of clean air plus the fact the Electronic Air Cleaner cuts redecorating and dry cleaning expenses.”

“Sell more Electronic Air Cleaners than air conditioning...”

Mr. Richard Tomko
Vice President, Keyes-Treuhaft Co.
Cleveland, Ohio
“Total Comfort sold homes so I used it in office building.”
Mr. Francis Koenig, Builder
McLean, Virginia

“Previously, I have built homes in the Washington, D.C. suburbs. Each of my homes had a Total Home Comfort package consisting of central heating, air conditioning, humidity control and Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaning. The Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner kept my homes cleaner and made them easier to sell.

“When I began building a 55 x 155 ft. office building which I own, I wanted to give my tenants the same cleanliness which I gave my home buyers. They are mostly professional people and they want the best. I installed six banks of Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaners and had no trouble leasing the entire building. People are the same all over. Give them something with real value and they snap it up.”

“...like air conditioning was a few years ago.”
Mr. Jack Monroe, Builder
Atlanta, Georgia

“We are developing one 48-lot unit, Kinloch, and most of our homes are contract jobs. Consequently, the different features of the home are negotiated. We have no standard features as such, but the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner goes in most of our homes. In the homes where it doesn’t go in, we usually include a Honeywell blank frame, because we feel the air cleaner will be added later. We used to leave space for air conditioning because the power unit was usually added later; now all our homes are air conditioned. We feel that this is the same position that the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner is in now. It will soon be standard.

“We have literature on the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner, but we find most of our clients are already familiar with it. Some even bring it up before we do. I have two Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaners in my own home, so I can give a good testimonial if it’s needed.”

Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner removes 95%* of the dust, dirt and pollen passing through it.

The Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner fits in the return air duct of any forced air heating-cooling system and traps up to 19 times as many particles as ordinary mechanical filters.

Only the large airborne particles can be seen, but the invisible particles do most of the real damage. They can irritate allergies, soil windows and drapes, and leave a dingy haze behind mirrors and pictures.

The Honeywell unit traps particles so tiny that it would take about 7,000 of them to stretch across this (.) dot!

In a new home, the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner may be included in the mortgage for under $2.00 per month.

For more complete information and literature, write Honeywell, Dept. HH 5-419, Minneapolis, Minn. 55408.

*As measured by the National Bureau of Standards Dust Spot Method.
Everything Hinges on Hager!

HAGER HINGE COMPANY
139 Victor St. • St. Louis, Mo. 63104

Add Elegance at Low Cost with LENAPE CERAMIC KNOBS AND PULLS

- American-made, solid ceramic
- Fired-on colors and designs
- No paint or tarnish problems
- All decorations 22 kt. fired-on gold
- Easy to install, inexpensive
- Wide choice of styles and sizes
- Available in custom decorations

Write, wire or phone.
Lenape Products, Inc.
103 Stokes Avenue, Trenton, N. J. 08638
Phone: (609) 882-7412

New products continued on p. 158
New! Upson 1/2 Inch Primed Siding

Upson's big 1/2" thick primed siding with its strong, engineered construction assures a long life. Precision cutting makes every inch usable. Invisible fasteners allow for nail free application and automatically vent the side. 1/2" primed siding has a high quality waterproof Upson core and its factory applied prime coat provides excellent paint retention.

Unsurpassed for utility, racking strength, and built-in labor-saving economy. These modern quality panels are popular in residential building for board and batten walls, gable ends and decorative facades. Heavy, thick laminated wood fibre construction gives these panels tremendous racking strength. Matching batten strips are also available for distinctive shadow lines.
Anchoring cement—a fine powder that sets rock hard within 20 minutes—is said to be stronger than steel. Cement expands upon setting and can be used to anchor posts and rails to concrete. Preco, Plainview, Long Island. Circle 225 on Reader Service card

Bentonite compound prevents leaks in roofs, decks, overpasses and joints. Poured dry into cracks, sealant swells on contact with water. American Colloid, Skokie, Ill. Circle 227 on Reader Service card

Latex caulk—sticks to most clean surfaces and dries quickly. Water-based compound can be applied over damp surfaces. It comes in ½-gal. cartridge. Fortress, Kansas City, Mo. Circle 226 on Reader Service card

Waterproofing chemical penetrates wood surface to seal out moisture from within and prevent rot. Product serves as primer for oil- or water-base paints. Chemstop, Burbank, Calif. Circle 228 on Reader Service card

New products continued on p. 166

Circle 107 on Reader Service card
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Circle 109 on Reader Service card
Good old dependable Schumacher brings you the Cross-Buck wood combination door, the perfect adjunct for the Early American home. We quality-build this door from the word go, beginning with our own lumber processing facility in Utah, so you can count on it to serve your customers right. Complete with inserts in a wide size range. Available with or without "flow-coat" off white prime.

Wood louver doors, blinds or shutters from good old dependable Schumacher are available in a wide range of sizes and styles. They're made of fine Ponderosa Pine. They come to you ready for final painting and staining, or you can buy them with our "flow-coat" prime in off white. Either way, they'll add an important extra touch of class to anything you build.

F. E. SCHUMACHER CO.  
Hartville, Ohio 44632

Gentlemen:

Please send me information on Schumacher Cross-Buck combination doors and Schumacher wood louver doors, blinds and shutters.
Build now, paint later. Faster. Easier.
With brand-new-on-the-market Barrett Primed Siding.

We like to take our cues from our customers. So when a lot of builders started asking for a fully primed siding that delivered dependable quality at a realistic price, we went to work. And now builders can go to work with the best primed siding around.

Fully primed means that final painting can be delayed for up to 90 days after application. No more worries about the weather because Barrett sidings are fully protected. The factory-applied prime coat also gives good paint bite. Coverage is faster, more even and requires less paint. Real economy. And call-backs are practically eliminated.

Barrett Primed Siding goes up fast and easy, too. No special tools are necessary because you cut and nail it just like wood. A reversible edge makes for minimum waste and maximum usage for gable cuts. 12" widths and the 16' length help speed installation time for added savings. And Barrett Primed Siding won't split or check.

Variety? You can get Barrett Horizontal Lap Primed Siding in 8, 10, and 12" widths, and 16' lengths; also V-Grooved and Plain Panels 4' wide, in 8, 9 and 10' lengths.

For a free brochure that tells about building with Barrett Primed Siding, write to: Fabricated Products Division, Allied Chemical Corporation, Dept. HH-4, 40 Rector St., N.Y., N.Y. 10006.
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO INVEST IN AMERICA'S NEWEST NEW TOWN?

- Now completely planned
- 1,000 acres total
- Both residential, multi-family, industrial and commercial land for sale or lease
- Water, sewer, gas and service roads already in
- All approval's
- Finest transportation access in the United States
- Intersection of Route 17 Quickway, Interstate 84 and Route 211

For Information Call:

Howard D. Mills, Jr.
(914) 692-4476
R.D. 2, Middletown, N.Y.
10940
Township of Wallkill, County of Orange

LET THEM KNOW YOU KNOW

...that they were new advertisers

in

HOUSE & HOME

in the first quarter of 1967

Anaconda American Brass
Arbor Homes, Inc.
Armco Steel Corp.
Berns Air King Corp.
Bethlehem Steel Corp.
California Redwood Association
Caesar Callan Homes
Certain-Teed Products Corp.
Compotite Shower Pan
Culligan, Inc.
Fastener Corp.
Empire Stove Co.
Fasco Industries, Inc.
Ed Fountain Lumber Co.
Hager Hinge Co.
Holub Industries, Inc.
Instant Landscape
International Harvester
Kool-O-Matic Corp.
Koppers Co.
Logan Co.
Marbon Chemical
Moen Faucet
Morgan-Wightman
Northern Homes
Ozite Corp.
Rangaire (Chambers Div.)
Rangaire (Cobell Div.)
Rangaire (Roberts Mfg. Div.)
Rez Co. (Div. PPG)
Rowe Mfg. Co.
Sloane Mfg., R. & G.
Southern Cal. Edison Co.
Spee-Flo Co.
Van-Ler Homes, Inc.
Velsicol Chemical Corp.
West Coast Mills, Inc.
Willamette Valley Mfg. Co.
Wing Products
Woman's Day Magazine

They'll appreciate it.
And so will we.
Wood? No, Nylon!

New DuPont Nylon Shutters meet demand for low maintenance, pre-finished, high-quality materials...give you fast, easy installation

Made of tough Du Pont Nylon, these pre-finished shutters won't rot, crack, dent. Slats can't fall out. They're easy to install. One man can put up a pair in 5 to 6 minutes on any siding or masonry. No special tools needed. All painting and puttying eliminated. And they have the look of fine woodwork.

The durable factory finish—in black, white, dark green—won't blister, chip, peel. Once they're installed, there's almost no upkeep. If homeowner ever wants to change colors, they can be easily repainted.

On your next job include the most practical shutters ever made—Du Pont Nylon Shutters. They'll save you money. For full details, contact Du Pont Building Products, Room N-2539, Wilmington, Del. 19898.

“Our buyers like the authentic colonial styling of Du Pont Nylon Shutters,” says W. Hamilton Crawford, developer of 1,300-acre Crofton, Maryland. “We like their easy installation and low maintenance.”
BUILD FAST—BUILD EASY
BUILD QUALITY
AND VARIETY WITH
FORD HOMES

FAST, because you get a more completely fabricated house with more items factory assembled into larger sections.

FLOOR PANELS may be as large as 8 x 28 feet and come to you with finish flooring laid, sanded and filled.

WALL PANELS up to 16 feet long; sheathing and drywall applied; insulation, rough wiring, doors, windows and trim factory installed.

CEILING PANELS 8 feet wide with drywall applied to underside of joists and insulation and rough wiring installed.

ROOF PANELS with rafters 16” o.c. and plywood sheathing applied.

EASY because the sections are swung into place with a hydraulic crane mounted on one of the tractor-trailers that delivers the house.

QUALITY because Ford Homes are engineered for structural soundness and are built of top grade, brand name products.

VARIETY because Ford Homes are available in all styles including ranch, cape cod, split-level, split-foyer and two story.

And FORD Homes are under roof in one day!

Get your share of the quality market, with the complete Ford Quality Package. Write on your Company letterhead!

IVON R. FORD, INC., 375 W. Main Street, McDonough, N. Y. Manufacturing Franchises Available in Some Areas

YOU'RE IN GOOD COMPANY

House & Home is now the building industry publication with the most individually paid subscriptions among builders and contractors.
If your filing problems have you hung up, hang them up.

We'd like to show you how to save filing space, time, and money. Our compact Vertical Filing Starter Kit will hang up to 200 sheets, clean and free of holes and wrinkles, in a minimum of space. You'll be able to find and file plans fast. Starter kit includes a 12" Wall Rack, 2 Pivot Brackets, 2 patented Binders, and a pair of Table Clamps that keep plans from falling off your reference table. Delivered price is only $22.80 (24" binders), $23.80 (30"), $24.80 (36"). Send check or money order to Plan Hold, Dept. HHS, P. O. Box 3458, Torrance, Calif. 90510. California residents add 4% sales tax.

PLAN HOLD CORPORATION
Torrance, California & Aurora, Illinois
World's Largest Manufacturer of Plan Filing Systems

SUBSCRIBERS
House & Home

is available only by paid subscription. The publisher reserves the right to refuse nonqualified subscriptions. Position and company connection must be indicated on subscription orders forwarded to address shown below. Unconditional guarantee: The publisher, upon written request, agrees to refund the part of the subscription price applying to the remaining unfilled portion of the subscription if service is unsatisfactory.

ATTACH LABEL HERE
Please give five weeks notice before change of address becomes effective. Attach mailing label here and print your new address below. If you have any question about your subscription, include address label with your letter.

MAIL TO
House & Home, 540 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611

BLU-RAY, Incorporated
3242 Westbrook Rd
Essex, Conn. 06426
Phone (203) 767-0141

BLU-RAY Reader
Service Card Number is 112

Now . . . Engineers, Architects, Draftsmen can duplicate "D"-size prints at the rate of 200 per hour and only 1c per square foot (material costs) using the Semi-Automatic Blu-Ray®M7. This compact unit is portable; can be used anywhere; needs no special wiring, venting or plumbing. Just plug it in . . . no waiting for warm-up ... throat capacity up to 42 inches. Blu-Ray is fast, easy to use . . . no worry about messy liquids, cleaning up, mix-up or wash down. Virtually maintenance-free . . . you have to see it to believe it. Circle appropriate Reader Service Card Number below or contact Blu-Ray for more information and a free copy of our 44 page Reproduction Guide . . . no obligation, of course.
The Built-In Cleaning System

A Modern Built-In
To Help You Close the Sale . . .
Faster

Built-in cleaning has strong appeal for both sexes. Women like the modern, fingertip convenience—men appreciate the extra value a system adds to a home at resale time. And with VACUFLO, you really have features to sell—100% fulltime vacuum power (no bags or filters), whisper-quiet operation, no dust recirculation. What's more, you're backed by time-proven dependability. Thousands of VACUFLO systems have been installed in this country and abroad over the past 12 years. Choose VACUFLO—be "one step ahead" of competition this year. Send for details: H-P PRODUCTS, INC., Louisville, Ohio 44641.

Multi-paneled solid-wood door of vertical-grain Douglas fir or hemlock has a latticework grille that accents deeply carved design. It comes in widths of 3'0" and 3'6". Grille is optional. Simpson, Seattle. Circle 215 on Reader Service card

Wood sliding-glass door has steel mortise-tenon joints and wrap-around vinyl boot glazing with single glass or 9/16" insulating glass. Stiles and rails are laminated to heavy-gauge aluminum core. Coast Sash and Door, Tacoma, Wash. Circle 219 on Reader Service card

Wood rolling patio door has pine millwork and solid-oak sill, plus insulating glass and full vinyl weatherstripping. Door slides on four sets of tandem rollers. Aluminum nosing forms track for heavy-gauge aluminum screen door. Malta, Gahanna, Ohio. Circle 220 on Reader Service card
Condensation-free window—actually two windows joined to form a thermal barrier—is suggested for electrically heated houses. Manufacturer promises insulation superior to conventional insulating glass. Thermal King, Litchfield, Ill. Circle 216 on Reader Service card

Tedlar film is now used to surface manufacturer’s full line of fiberglass upward-acting garage doors. The pre-formed fluoride finish resists stains and weathering. Doors are guaranteed against wear and weathering for 15 years. Raynor, Dixon, Ill. Circle 217 on Reader Service card

Single-hung window is designed for high-rise buildings. Window, of aluminum, is built to withstand hurricanes and is said to exceed structural and water resistance codes. Sash comes out without removing balances. Stanley, New Britain, Conn. Circle 218 on Reader Service card

Three carved panels are part of a line of Douglas-fir entrance doors. The panels are handcrafted and assembled in dowel-joint frames. Entire door may be painted, antiqued or stained. Nicolai, Portland, Ore. Circle 221 on Reader Service card

New products continued on p. 168
Floors

Solid-vinyl tile—inspired by Spanish Mediterranean style—has the regularity of parquet flooring. Antique-patterned tiles come in seven wood-color tones. They measure 12" square and 1/8" thick. Robbins, Tuscumbia, Ala. Circle 255 on Reader Service card

Sheet-vinyl flooring, in an embossed pattern, comes in seven colors and in widths up to 6'. Engineered for commercial applications, the flooring is a sandwich consisting of thick vinyl wearing surface, foamed interlayers and asbestos backing. Ruberoid, New York City. Circle 256 on Reader Service card

Vinyl tiles—12" square—simulate random wood-plank flooring. To enhance the natural wood effect—and simulate individual planks and joints—tiles are lightly embossed. They come in light and dark oak tones. Armstrong, Lancaster, Pa. Circle 257 on Reader Service card
NEW PRODUCTS

start on p. 143

Vinyl-asbestos tile is embossed with a slate texture said to resemble natural cut stone. Flooring comes in four colors: light buff, beige-brown, white-on-white, and light olive. Azrock, San Antonio. Circle 258 on Reader Service card

Solid-vinyl tile has a travertine texture as well as sculptured pattern. It measures 12" square and comes in six colors: blue, white, avocado, maple, gold and dark brown. Goodyear, Akron, Ohio. Circle 260 on Reader Service card

Vinyl-asbestos flooring is designed with an embossed pattern that simulates random-size patio brick. Suggested uses: in foyers and kitchens. Tiles are available in four colors: white, beige, green and brick red. Johns-Manville, New York City. Circle 259 on Reader Service card

Sheet-vinyl flooring combines the look of travertine with a swirl pattern. It comes in three widths—6', 9' or 12'—and in seven color combinations including white with gold, beige with orange and brown. Mannington Mills, Salem, N.J. Circle 261 on Reader Service card

Mandell Shimberg and

THE CASE OF THE DISAPPEARING DOOR

Morgan Woods is a development of medium-sized, medium-priced homes in which the outstanding characteristic is an atmosphere of quality.

Significant is the effectiveness with which garage doors have been blended into the over-all scheme of each house frontage—echoing the colors, repeating decorative accents, such as shadow moldings, so that the door ceases being a separate entity and becomes a part of the whole. In effect, it disappears.

Morgan Woods proves that this is a good way to integrate one of the largest areas in the entire home frontage, the garage door—and have it mean something in prestige and buyer appeal. But, you must start with the right door.

Crawford Model 466 Stylist Garage Door contributes the unlimited versatility of its plain, flush surface, the easiest of all to decorate and a background upon which the simplest decoration takes on character, effectiveness and—the unmistakable look of quality. Write for Bulletin 2901-B or see your Crawford Distributor.

Crawford Door Company
Subsidiary of Jim Walter Corporation
4270-29 HIGH STREET, ECORS, MICHIGAN 48229

Mandell Shimberg, Jr. of LaMonte-Shimberg Builders, Inc., Tampa, considers "the disappearing door", Crawford Model 466, a definite asset in helping him to sell homes.
Two more of over 100 decorator models

CLASSIC
Grote-quality cabinet with exquisitely carved gold frame in basic oval shape lovely in any setting.

FROM GROTE
All the magic of mirrors without sacrificing that needed storage space

ANTOINETTE
Cabinet with superbly sculptured gold frame reflecting both the good taste and the affluence of a golden era.

How can you sell your home or rent your apartment weeks earlier? With the opulent touches you can provide with decorator bathroom cabinets at less cost than with anything else. And with more opulence for fewer dollars from Grote than from any other.

Not to mention the space-enlarging effect with mirrors that will make a compact bathroom look twice as big... without sacrificing the needed extra storage space provided by the cabinet.

Grote has bought a whole mirror plant (Hagemann of Shelbyville, Ind., famous in mirrors since 1892) to bring you the most in mirror sales-magic. Mirror-doors on bathroom cabinets, rolling or fixed wall mirrors, decorator mirrors for every room in the house.

This complete integration of our mirror manufacturing gives us something most important to you, the builder: complete quality control from selection of glass through silvering, backing, framing, and mounting devices.

Count on Grote for all the sales magic you can work with mirrors. Get the formula from our new 32-page full color catalog.

THE GROTE MANUFACTURING CO.
PO Box EM-766, Madison, Indiana 47250.

Sure, we want the formula for mirror-magic in bathroom cabinets, to sell or rent weeks earlier. Send us your new 32-page full color catalog.

Firm Name
Street
City
State
Zip
Signed
Title

NEW PRODUCTS
start on p. 143

Lighting

Hand-blown glass chandelier, in opaline glass with gold accents, accommodates up to 60-watt flame-tip lamps. Model is 19” high and has a 20” spread. Maximum drop from ceiling: 45”. Thomas, Louisville, Ky. Circle 200 on Reader Service card

Makeup light strip is designed for use with powder-room and bathroom mirrors. Strip is cast in a flowing leaf pattern with an antique-gold finish. Three versions: four-, six-, or eight-light segments. Halo, Rosemont, Ill. Circle 201 on Reader Service card

Wrought-iron chandelier—part of manufacturer’s Mediterranean line—incorporates a leaf pattern and takes 60-watt candelabra bulbs. Chandelier is 28” in diameter and 20½” high. Maximum suspension: 38”. Del-Val, Willow Grove, Pa. Circle 202 on Reader Service card

Four-light chandelier with candelabra base is offered in two finishes: black or florentine white. Model is fashioned in a Mediterranean motif and has these dimensions: spread, 11”; length, 17”; over-all drop, 43”. EIS, Los Angeles. Circle 203 on Reader Service card

New products continued on p. 174

170 Circle 117 on Reader Service card
This is the new, exclusive Wind Seal® Jet—the finest medium-weight shingle we have ever made.

It is self-aligning, and with no cutouts it lays fast. It is hurricane and fire resistant. It weighs approximately 237.6 pounds per square with most of the weight on the double-surfaced thick butt where the wear is. It is random embossed and gives a roof a beautiful long-line look. It comes in a rich array of colors. We believe this is the shingle of the future — available now!
WANTED
PRESIDENT

Kaufman and Broad sales increased some 60% to $43.3 million during 1966, with profits before Federal Income Taxes increasing 166% to $2.53 million, the greatest growth of any large company in the housing industry.

As a result of our planned expansion, we need a highly-qualified man to become president of a major subsidiary. The executive chosen will run a large, independent operation as though it was his own business, but backed by the resources of a $26 million corporation. Candidate must have the following qualifications:

1. Entrepreneurial qualities coupled with extremely high intelligence and education.
2. Experience running a multi-location, high volume housing operation, preferably in business for himself or as a General Manager.
3. Be hard-driving, personable, persuasive and articulate.

To the right man we offer a good salary, cash and deferred profit sharing programs, stock options, plus great opportunity for growth.

Write directly to me, Eli Broad, giving complete information in your first letter. Sorry, no telephone calls.

P.S. We are also looking for two hard-driving Marketing Managers with multi-location experience.

KAUFMAN AND BROAD BUILDING COMPANY

10889 Wilshire Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90024
Listed on the American and Pacific Coast Stock Exchanges. Offices presently in Detroit, Chicago, Phoenix, Los Angeles.
heating - humidification - cooling - dehumidification - electronic air cleaning

ALL IN ONE PACKAGE

WILLIAMSON'S

NEW "FIVE-IN-ONE"

Smartly styled and handsomely streamlined, the new "Five-In-One" is a furnace, humidifier, cooling/dehumidification unit and electronic air cleaner completely enclosed in a single casing. Best of all, the new "Five-In-One" costs less and takes less space than a combination of comparable capacity elements purchased as separate units and assembled into a total comfort package.

The WILLIAMSON "Five-In-One" is available for use with natural gas, L.P. gas or fuel oil. Heating capacities range from 80,000 BTU/H to 150,000 BTU/H. Cooling capacities available from 25,000 BTU/H to 57,000 BTU/H.

It will be well worth your effort to take a good "look-see" at WILLIAMSON—the broadest line of quality residential heating and cooling equipment in the industry.

THE WILLIAMSON COMPANY
Dept. R-90
3334 Madison Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45209
(513) 731-1343

MAY 1967

Circle 120 on Reader Service card
**NEW PRODUCTS**
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---

**Service basin** for installation in mud rooms, basements or garages is molded from simulated stone. Dimensions: 36"x24"x10". Colors include beige and white. Fiat, Plainview, Long Island. Circle 236 on Reader Service card

**Wax gasket** for difficult wall-hung toilet installations has been designed to compensate for alignment variations. Ethane-reinforced and economy models. William B. Harvey, Omaha. Circle 237 on Reader Service card

**Prefab playhouse**—designed to promote wood-components warranty program—can be built with a plan offered free by the manufacturer. Features: a steep roof, porch and Dutch door. Weyerhaeuser, Tacoma, Wash. Circle 235 on Reader Service card

**Portable geodesic dome** for storage at construction sites is formed from triangular panels of exterior-grade plywood. Dome can be disassembled, moved and reassembled in eight hours by three men. Price & Rutzebeck, Hayward, Calif. Circle 238 on Reader Service card

---

People Who Give A Hang Ask For SOSS Invisible Hinges

Why? Simply because our patented hinge hides itself, so closed doors, lids or hoods present unbroken flush surfaces. Exposed brass and space gaps disappear. For distinctive custom elegance, you'll enjoying hinging your home invisibly... especially if you give a hang.

SEE OUR LISTING IN SWEETS CATALOG

For full information and prices, send name, address and zip code to:

SOSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Unit 6, P.O. Box 8300, Harper Station, Detroit, Michigan 48213

---

Page 174
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New literature starts on p. 176
One of these bottles is a bottle of insulating air. It replaces storm windows.
It’s called Thermopane:

It’s the flat skinny one. All leading wood window manufacturers now offer it in windows instead of single panes of glass. So home buyers will never need storm windows. Nothing to put up or take down. No extra panes to wash. It’s called Thermopane insulating glass with the GlasSeal® edge.

It’s made of glass fused to glass at the edges. And the space is sealed so the dry insulating air inside can’t get out. Nor dirt and moisture get in. (Even old bottles don’t leak.) We sign our bottle in the corner so you know we stand behind it. Thermopane with the GlasSeal edge is the only kind of bottle Libbey-Owens-Ford makes. And it’s now available for almost every size and type of window you need. Thermopane insulating glass costs a little more than ordinary glass. But maybe it should cost even more than windows plus storm sash. Look what it saves in bother.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. Toledo, Ohio 43624
NEW LITERATURE

For copies of free literature, circle the indicated number on the Reader Service card, page 180.

ANODIZED ALUMINUM. Full-color brochure describes manufacturer's anodic finishes. It includes sections on color and alloy selection, design suggestions, and finishes. Enumerated: Foil products in color of five colors available—gold, light amber, amber, statuary bronze and black. Twelve pages. Kaiser Aluminum, Oakland, Calif. Circle 301 on Reader Service card

TEXTURED METAL CEILINGS. The advantages of metal ceilings—acoustical efficiency plus structural strength—are enumerated in a product brochure. For commercial applications. E. F. Hauserman. Cleveland. Circle 302 on Reader Service card

LAP SIDING. Application instructions for manufacturer's lap siding are illustrated and keyed. Catalog includes general-construction as well as finishing data. Mascotche, Chicago. Circle 303 on Reader Service card

WIRE-STRIPPING SCREWDRIVER. Tool that strips insulation from plastic or rubber-covered wire is displayed in a product sheet. Screwdriver can be used for stranded or solid wires and accommodates AWG sizes from 12 to 20. Marfrey, Detroit. Circle 304 Reader Service card

REDWOOD SIDING AND PANELING. Two full-color data sheets illustrate redwood paterns and finishes. Included: information on grades, surfacing and sizes. Union Lumber, San Francisco. Circle 305 on Reader Service card

WOOD ROOF TRUSSES. A specification catalog for the fabrication of light-metal-connected wood trusses defines type of steel to be used as well as species and grade of lumber. It outlines information that should be included on roof truss engineering drawings and also lists authorized truss-plate manufacturers. For a copy send $1.25 to Truss Plate Institute, P.O. Box 255, Perrine, Fla. 33157.


OIL-POWERED WATER HEATER. Thermostatically controlled booster water heater for commercial applications is discussed in a specification sheet. Storage capacity: 40 gal. Glass-Lined Water Heater, Cleveland. Circle 307 on Reader Service card

UNIT VENTILATORS. Twenty-five finishes for floor and ceiling unit ventilators are presented in a color selector. Top, front and base surface tones are shown separately to simplify selection. Modern Machine, Win. Circle 308 on Reader Service card

ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS. Directory lists 1, 370 models of 50 brand-name participants in the National Electrical Manufacturers Assn. certification program. First section includes models designed primarily for window installations; the second section is for through-the-wall installation. NEMA, New York City. Circle 309 on Reader Service card

ALL-NAILED TRUSSES. A nine-minute, 16-mm. sound film examines testing of all-nailed trusses with spans 60' and longer. Film is available on a loan basis to interested builders, building-materials insulators and architects. For a copy write to: Wood Research Laboratory, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Box 361, Blacksburg, Va.

BLACK WALNUT. The properties and advantages of walnut are enumerated in a 12-page brochure that displays 15 figure types. Included: comparison with carved and new walnut, finishing techniques. American Walnut Manufacturer's Assn., Chicago. Circle 310 on Reader Service card

FLASH DOOR DESIGNS. A pocket-size reference presents more than 200 door styles. Included are prefabricated door lights, louvers and decorative knockers. Two-page page. Visidor, Jasper, Tex. Circle 311 on Reader Service card

FRAMING ANCHORS. Anchors can be used in any number of applications where one 2" minimum thickness member joins another. In a single style with "slots" that permit bending on the job site, they can be formed into six configurations. Rain Bird, Glendale, Calif. Circle 313 on Reader Service card

LAWN IRRIGATION. Full line of automatic and manual equipment is illustrated in a 60-page catalog with price list. More than 200 items are featured—including automatic controllers, remote control valves, pop-up sprinklers and a wide selection of accessories. Rain Bird, Glendale, Calif. Circle 313 on Reader Service card

ADHESIVE APPLICATOR. A push-button applicator that regulates adhesive flow into brush is the subject of a four-page brochure. Model is equipped with pressure tank that dispenses adhesives of average viscosity at 20 psi. usm Chemical, Boston, Mass. Circle 314 on Reader Service card

SELF-DRILLING SCREWS. Screws that combine drilling and tapping fasten materials up to 0.0625" thick in less than five seconds. A pocket-size booklet includes diagrams of strip-out torque, holding power of head serrations and instructions on how to drive with standard power-driving tools. Parker-Kalon, Clifton, N.J. Circle 315 on Reader Service card

BATHROOM VANTIES AND ACCESSORIES. Four-color catalog displays full line of vanities with simulated-marble tops in several colors including pastels. Duravite, San Rafael, Calif. Circle 324 on Reader Service card

SEAMLESS RESILIENT FLOORING. Four-color brochure summarizes advantages of seamless flooring for both residential and commercial applications. Includes short-form specification. Seamless Systems, St. Louis. Circle 340 on Reader Service card

BATHROOM VANTIES. Four-color catalog displays full line of vanities with simulated-marble tops in several colors including pastels. Duravite, San Rafael, Calif. Circle 324 on Reader Service card


TRUCK-MOUNTED STORAGE UNITS. Several advantages of equipping your pickup trucks with top-mounted compartments are enumerated in an illustrated catalog. Units for both fender-side and closed-side truck boxes are included. Pierce, Appleton, Wis. Circle 342 on Reader Service card

New literature continued on p. 178
$86,400 IS BIG MONEY

Even in Texas! That's how much Suburban Homes will save by installing plastic pipe and GSR fittings in their "Northline Terrace" development on the outskirts of Houston. Drain-waste-vent systems, outside water service lines, and sewer lines are all plastic—all joined by high quality GSR Plastic Pipe Fittings. These systems were installed at about half the cost of conventional materials—a saving of $72.00 per home.

Plastic DWV, water, and sewer lines will continue through the years to save money for "Northline Terrace" homeowners. They will never rust, corrode, or give way to the attack of soil chemicals. This is a good example—where the best material, plastic, is also the most economical.

Wherever you build...whether it's one, a hundred, or a thousand homes at a time...you too can enjoy Texas-style savings with plastic pipe and GSR fittings. They comply with all applicable specifications and standards of industry and government agencies. Talk plastic when you talk plumbing with your plumbing contractor. He already knows about GSR—the world's most complete line of plastic pipe fittings.

Entertainment Center in
TODAY'S HOME PLAN–

Char-Grill®
built-in barbecue grills

The most popular spot around today's home is where the barbecuing is being done. And, NOW with the new Majestic Compact Drop-In Char-Grill you can incorporate this "Buy Appealing" extra in many more of your home plans. It increases your selection of gas, electric or charcoal Char-Grill models. It makes available a taste-tempting barbecue flavor — Ceramic "Char-Roks" give that

New Compact Drop-In Model

- Installs in standard wood or metal kitchen cabinets—or masonry
- Requires only 19½" wide x 19½" deep counter top opening
- No doors needed—cabinet styling unchanged
- Choice of fuel—gas or electric
- Ceramic "Char-Roks" give that
- Installs quickly and economically

Other models and hoods
If you prefer a larger unit, or the Stack-On type with the decorative front, there are other models (including charcoal fired types), available. Also a choice in styles and finishes of vent hoods and other accessories to complete your preferred ensemble.

Include in your remodeling!
Build into your new home plans!

RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING FIXTURES. Sixteen-page catalog in full color displays 30 fixtures including chandeliers, drops, brackets and bathroom or kitchen styles. Also pictured: moderately priced series. Halo, Rosemont, Ill. Circle 350 on Reader Service card

SELF-FLASHING SKYLIGHT. The advantages of a double-dome skylight—installer can nail through integral perimeter flashing—are enumerated in a product sheet. Durable skylight is designed for a 20"x20" roof opening. Olin-Goodway, Orlando, Fla. Circle 351 on Reader Service card

VENETIAN GLASS TILE. Interior and exterior applications get the spotlight in a full-color tile brochure. Tile is suggested for use with precast concrete and comes in a wide range of fadeproof colors. Adhesion Engineering, Bridgeville, Pa. Circle 352 on Reader Service card

OUTDOOR LIGHTING. Eight-page brochure illustrates luminaires designed for special area lighting, floodlighting and landscape-lighting effects. Revere, Chicago. Circle 353 on Reader Service card

POOL PAINTING. How to successfully paint swimming pools is the subject of a step-by-step booklet. Explained: how to schedule the job, prepare the surface and select paint and equipment. Included: drying times for each coat. Good-year, Akron, Ohio. Circle 354 on Reader Service card

WALLPAPER MURALS. Renderings and photos of scenic murals in a new collection are part of a covering brochure. Enclosed are individual illustrations of each scene—21 in all—plus dimensional details and colors. James Seeman Studios, Garden City Park, N.Y. Circle 355 on Reader Service card

STEEL FRAME SELECTOR. Drawings in a four-page guide show types of frames used in masonry, wood-stud, channel-steel-stud and truss-type steel stud applications. Four pages. Amweld, Niles, Ohio. Circle 356 on Reader Service card


PLASTIC-FINISHED PANELING. Plastic-finished wall and ceiling paneling—plus Moldings and accessories—is described in a full-line catalog that includes specifications. Eight pages, in color. Marlite, Dover, Ohio. Circle 390 on Reader Service card

H&H editorial index

House & Home's 1966 editorial index, an eight-page reference guide, is now available.

It includes a cross-reference listing of all subjects covered last year by page—115 in all, from acoustics to zoning—plus a combined, chronological table of contents of major articles.

If you'd like a copy of the new index (there's no charge), write to: Reader Service, House & Home, 330 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y., 10036.
Selling your home should be no sweat... with Day & Night

We air condition your hot prospects. Once you counted on a kitchen to sell a home. Now you can expect the same effect from air conditioning. Air conditioned homes sell while others sit. Reliable, economical Day & Night systems give you a particularly strong "closing feature." Split systems, all-electric heat pumps, gas-electric Duopacs—whatever your need, we can do it—dependably. For more facts on turning hot prospects into comfortable owners, mail the coupon.

DAY & NIGHT
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

855 Anaheim-Puente Road
La Puente, California 91747

Send your brochure "Helping Builders Sell" plus complete information on Day & Night heating and air conditioning.

Name
Company
Street Address
City
State

MAY 1967

Circle 125 on Reader Service card.
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When it comes to moving your units today, you need all the help you can get.

That's where we come in

Yes, these days homes and apartments take a lot of selling. Caloric understands this—and gives you a hand... with exceptional kitchen appliances and gas ranges (such as the Caloric 75) featuring our unique Ultra-Ray® Broiler. This is the one that gives faster, cleaner, better-tasting broiling. What's more, Caloric does more than just talk for you...

You can demonstrate the Ultra-Ray Broiler right in your units—and prove the story! That's right—with Caloric's CUB, a new Portable Ultra-Ray Broiler, you can put on a sales-clinching show of cooking taste and convenience that works like nothing else!

There's more, too: our exclusive 3-year or 3,000-meal warranty. Caloric styling and color in a complete design program, a full line of kitchen products. So use Caloric help now—just the salesmen to close the deals!

TO:  Mr. Roy Klein, President, Caloric Sales Corp.  Wyncote, Pa. 19095
Dear Roy: I could use some hot sales right now. Rush details on how you can help me turn prospects into customers.

NAME_________________________FIRM_________________________TEL._________________________
STREET_________________________CITY_________________________STATE_________________________ZIP_________________________

Caloric Corporation  Topton, Pa.

Gas Ranges • Built-in Units • Kitchen Hoods • Dishwashers • Food Waste Disposers • Color-coordinated Sinks • Outdoor Gas Grilles • Convenience Caddies

Circle 3 on Reader Service card
Exciting new conversation piece: the TELEPHONE MESSAGE CENTER from Emerson Electric. It's a functional console that "works" anywhere you can put a conventional wall, or panel type telephone... consolidates everything needed for care-free communications. Compartment has a rich-looking simulated wood grain front... automatic interior light doubles as a night light. The extruded aluminum frame mounts with three screws.

Feature the message center in your new models... available at your Emerson distributor... soon. The latest addition to a complete package of heat/light/air/sound products from...